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Preface
I am one of China’s Generation Y. I had a joyful childhood, heavy-burdened school life and
physical comfort when I grew up. I cannot clearly recall what China was like when I was little,
but I clearly remember the doubts that China left in the little girl growing up. For instance,
I wondered why news on TV always displayed a happy China while I could see that people
around me were suffering. Why, when people complained about certain things on the dinner
table, were they always told: “Be cautious. ” I wasn’t brave enough to ask anyone to satisfy my
curiosity at that time because I was one of the “outstanding model students” at school. Being
a model student, you were not expected to ask questions irrelevant to your study.
In 2000, I stood on “Western” land for the first time in my life. I went to England for
a higher degree. As a spoiled post-80s young person who had rarely done any housework at
home, I had to learn everything from changing quilt-covers to feeding myself. I felt lonely in
a foreign land and the Internet proved to be my best friend; from talking to people back home
to doing research for my essays, I wouldn’t have been able to live without the Internet. What
I experienced during my stay in the UK contradicted most of my previous understandings of
the West, and my Internet searches provided me with answers to my earlier doubts.
I went back to China once a year. During the summer holiday in 2004, my hometown
looked beautiful, and it had changed in just one year. My relatives had more money; they
could afford expensive clothes, watches, even private cars, things which years ago they had
never imagined owning. My cousins were happily addicted to the Internet with a new fashion
— blogging — something they understood as an online diary. They were basically recording
what they had done on the weekend and what they had bought recently, how hard the school
exams and boring their jobs were.
Back in the UK, I came across a journal article that stated that blogging might bring
down China’s Internet censorship. Instinctively, I perceived that this Western argument was
overly optimistic. But before I indulged myself in analyzing this unjustified optimism, I
noticed an even more fascinating phenomenon: my friends and relatives in China were not
greatly concerned about limited individual freedoms of speech. In contrast, they were more
bothered by attention from the West, and they expressed their unhappiness about this in their
blogs.
My interest in Chinese bloggers’ attitudes towards the Western media was stimulated by
their complaints in 2005. But my passion to study Chinese bloggers’ attitudes was considerably
strengthened by the Great Chinese Censorship Hoax in 2006 when two Chinese bloggers,
by suddenly shutting down their own sites, fooled some Western media into thinking their
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postings were being censored by the Chinese government.
In 2008, due to the Tibetan unrest and the Olympic torch relay, Chinese bloggers’
anger rose to a historical height. In August 2008, I was fortunate to be selected as one of “The
100 Outstanding Young Chinese Leaders in the World” in the organizers’ category “a Chinese
youth from Australia” by the Dragon Foundation based in Hong Kong. The chosen 100
young ethnic Chinese, who came from all over the world, received a ten-day study trip in the
Pearl River delta region of China. My passion to investigate Chinese bloggers’ anger became
even stronger after this trip because during it I had opportunities to talk not only to the other
99 delegates, of whom 20 were from mainland China, but also to chat to the local Chinese
youth who had volunteered to smooth our journey. There was laughter when we compared
experiences — such as the cost of buying Estée Lauder skin care products in Australia and
in China, the number of QQ friends we had, the blog entries we liked reading — until I
touched on the topic of what the others thought of the West. The volunteers then lectured
me, expressing overwhelming anger about distorted Western coverage, and tried passionately
to save me from being “brainwashed by Western media”.
In my view, all the experiences we shared added to the importance of analyzing the issue
of Chinese bloggers’ anger. I needed to know what the underlying elements were that had
fostered the political passion of this particular generation who, otherwise apathetic towards
politics, were now ignited by what they saw as unwarranted, negative coverage of China by
the Western media.
There can be no such thing as a neutral judge, despite attempts by someone such as me
to do away with an “us” and “them” binary. Instead, I have aimed in this book to illustrate
and critique the dominant trends and themes the topic lends itself to and hence provide an
insightful perspective on an unusual phenomenon.
To this end, as a Chinese researcher in an English-speaking academic setting, I used
both Chinese and English scholarly works, translating into English any Chinese materials
included as evidence unless otherwise indicated.
Due to the nature of this research topic, I have used the Internet extensively. Internet
sources normally have no page numbers, which causes confusion when direct quotations are
used. Quotations in the text from Internet sources I therefore cite by name and date followed
by “n.p.” (meaning “no pagination”). Internet sources appear in the Bibliography at the end
of the book.

PART I
Democratic Differences between
China and the West
This is a struggle of resistance against western hegemonic discourse. We need to
fully recognize that this will be a long-term, difficult and complex battle. But
regardless of the outcome, we all firmly believe: western nations’ days of using
several of their crap media in an absurd attempt to fool people with their rotten
words will soon be over for good!
(Original text posted on http://www.anti-cnn.com/index2.html in Chinese [Translation, John
Kennedy, Global Voices Online, 24 March 2008])

1

一
Introduction
A difference of opinion
A recent blogging conflict between Western media and young people in China who displayed
intense anger at how the West was evaluating China provided the catalyst for this book. The
development of tension between Chinese bloggers and Western media has highlighted a major
difference in the understanding of the natures of nationalism and censorship between China
and the West. The notion of “the West”, too, is open to interpretation. The term has specific
reference in the blogging conflict featured in this book. By it, Chinese Internet users mean the
UK and USA mainly. The reasons are historical and linguistic. These two countries were the
leading countries of the Eight Power Allied Forces that invaded China on 7 September 1901.
The other six were France, Germany, Japan, Russia, Austria and Italy, non-English speaking
nations whose languages do not operate as world languages on the Internet. In this book, I
follow the bloggers’ understanding of ‘Western’ while understanding that the term has other
broader meanings.
By the time of the blogging conflict, China had already captured global attention owing
to its recent accelerated pace of market-based economic reform and accompanying high
rates of economic growth. Discussion of political reforms that might follow the economic
development paralleled the commentaries on the historic economic changes. These discussions
converged with debates about the increasing use of the Internet in China, because growth
in the use of these new media and communication technologies has depended upon both
economic and political change.
When China established its market economy, those observers who believe political
pluralism accompanies economic liberalization predicted that China’s market forces would
eventually change the country’s one-party system (Cherrington 1991; Francis 1989; Rosen
1991, 1992; Sun 1991). China’s embrace of the Internet led to the popular assumption in
the West that the Internet would ultimately be a force for democracy in China. However,
such transformation is still an unrealized dream (Pei 2006a & 2006b). Research in various
disciplines shows that non-liberal regimes such as China have been successful in containing
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the use of the Internet (Boas & Kalathil 2003, p. 140; Abbott 2001; Goldsmith & Wu 2006,
p. 28; Kurlantzick 2004). More importantly, these twin forces of the market and the Internet
may actually add a new direction and strength to the strategies that China employs to regulate
Chinese citizens’ relations with the nation-state and the wider world. Engaging with the state
and the wider world, while constituting new ways for Chinese citizens to construct a national
identity, has also caused tensions among the forces for Chinese liberalization and government
control of markets: this is evident in existing political discourse. It appears that Western
commentators on these tensions in Chinese affairs are fixated on one major question: is the
use of the Internet leading to political change in China?
However, their focus on this question of how China is to develop its own version of
cyberspace and, in so doing, its own political future has caused an outburst of anger from
Chinese bloggers towards the Western media that provide the main platforms for such
commentary. In particular, over-zealous attention to censorship issues in China and Chinese
bloggers’ angry responses to this attention has recently led to Chinese bloggers’ widespread
resentment of all Western coverage of sensitive issues in China. Examples of the general pattern
of this tension are easy to identify: Western media expose Chinese censorship (Usher 2006),
Chinese bloggers then slam Western media bias (Massagemilk 2006); Western media criticize
the Chinese crackdown on Tibet, Chinese bloggers then allege Western media distortion
(Kongqixibo 2009); the Western media debate boycotting the Beijing Olympics to oppose
the human-rights situation in China, Chinese bloggers then describe the Western media as
arrogant towards China (Lingfengwangzi 2008).
The prevailing consumerism in Chinese cyberspace is a growing element of Chinese
culture and an important aspect of this book. Chinese bloggers, who have strongly embraced
consumerism and tend to be apathetic about politics, have nonetheless demonstrated political
passion over issues such as the Western media’s negative coverage of China. In this book, I
focus upon this passion — Chinese bloggers’ angry reactions to the Western media’s coverage
of censorship issues in current China — in order to examine China’s current potential for
political reform. A central focus of this book, then, is the specific issue of censorship and how
to interpret the Chinese characteristics of it as a mechanism currently used to maintain state
control.
While this book examines fundamental questions surrounding the political implications
of the Internet in China, it avoids simply predicting that the Internet does or does not lead
to democratization. Applying a theoretical approach based on the Foucauldian notion of
governmentality, the book builds on current scholarship that has attempted to move beyond
examining the dynamics of the socio-cultural and -political use of new media technologies
(Tai 2007; Yu 2007; Yang 2009; Zheng 2008). Instead, this book’s more intricate theoretical
approach does not only accommodate the kind of liberal (apolitical or political) use observed
on the Internet in China, but indicates that desires for political change, such as they are,
are implicitly embedded in the relationship between China’s online communities and state
apparatus — noting, however, that the latter claims total governance over the Internet in the
name of the people.
Furthermore, the analysis in this book distinguishes between different meanings of
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political change, namely, liberalization and democratization (O’Donnell & Schmitter 1986,
p. 6). I argue that China’s cyberspace displays only early signs of political liberalization.
The desire for the structural changes required for political democratization remains low
or dormant in most of China’s Internet users. The Chinese government’s endorsement of
limited forms of personal empowerment via specific topics existing uncensored online is a
governance strategy, one Foucault (1988a & 1991) labels a technology of the self. Since it
is permitted and operates through self-regulation, it minimizes the need for direct political
and/or policing intervention, and, indirectly, it produces what can be called controlled selfmanaging consumers (Powell & Cook 2007).
This book examines the political implications of China’s Generation Y Internet usage.
This young generation forms the majority of Chinese bloggers and Internet users, and will
furnish China’s leaders in the near future (Stanat 2006). The analysis employs Foucault’s
notions of governmentality and technologies of the self. With new evidence from case studies,
I aim not only to reemphasize the differences between prevailing prescriptive assumptions
about the usage of the Internet in China and its supposed Chinese characteristics, but also to
investigate why some areas of Chinese cyberspace are more liberalized than others. Besides, I
examine the different roles of young Chinese in shaping the character of the free discussion
areas, which do exist on the Web.
This study illuminates the strengths and weaknesses in existing research on the political
implications of Internet usage in China and demonstrates the need for more socio-culturally
engaged analyses. Most of all, it demonstrates how there can be liberal areas of activity in a
country such as China without the state abandoning its overall non-liberal characteristics; the
many contradictory discourses in and about China begin to make sense once the politics and
governmentality of so-called free online spaces in China are understood.

Internet use in China
Western netizens see the Internet as a tool for free speech and the advancement of democracy
in non-liberal regimes. The majority of Chinese bloggers do not see the need for this —
witness their anger at Western commentary on Chinese political actions in the first decade
of this century. Chinese bloggers’ angry reactions also illustrate the different societal values
in China at large and Western democracies — in particular, the gap between political reality
and Western assumptions of the power of the Internet in China. This gap in understanding
stimulated the focus of this book.

Common assumptions about the political potential of the Internet
Observers have predicted the democratizing potential of the Internet since the beginning of the
1980s (Barber 1998; Grossman 1995). The advent of the Internet was seen as a precursor to
the break-up of dictatorships and their shift to democracy and the strengthening of freedoms
for citizens in established democracies (Shapiro 1999). For example, in 1996, the legendary
libertarian and musician John Perry Barlow authored the utopian text “A Declaration of
Independence in Cyberspace”. It declared:
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In China, Germany, France, Russia, Singapore, Italy and the United States, you are trying
to ward off the virus of liberty by erecting guard posts at the frontiers of Cyberspace.
These may keep out the contagion for a small time, but they will not work in a world
that will soon be blanketed in bit-bearing media. (Barlow 1996)

But although cyber libertarians believed the Internet would strengthen existing
democracies or turn non-democratic regimes into democracies, sceptics counter-argued that
this technology could also reinforce surveillance (Gandy 1993; Lyon 2003, p. 80). Meanwhile
the development of the Internet in China has picked up pace exponentially and the amount
of research into its role in facilitating democratization has grown. These developments have
stimulated debate as to whether the Internet will generate more public discussion of the
real potential for democratic reform in China, and some commentators believe the current
levels and range of discussion may in any case facilitate some political liberalization in
China (Browning 2002; Ferdinand 2000; Gutstein 1999; Saco 2002; Simon, Corrales &
Wolfensberger 2002; Shane 2004). Indeed, this belief is widely held in the West, where the
Internet is believed to be ultimately a force for democracy. Former US President Bill Clinton
went as far as predicting that the Chinese government’s crackdown on the Internet in China
would be “like trying to nail Jello to the wall” (Clinton 2000). The hearings held before
the US House of Representatives in February 2006 by representatives of Google, Microsoft,
Yahoo! and Cisco also reflected this widespread assumption (US House of Representatives
2006), which is based on what has happened elsewhere.
In the Mexican state of Chiapas, for example, rebels — the Zapatista Army of National
Liberation — used information technology to great effect in order to protest against the
central government. Since 1994, the ZANL has been in a declared war against the Mexican
state. From the beginning, the ZANL has made communication with the rest of Mexico
and the world a high priority. It has used modern technology, including cellular phones and
the Internet, to generate international solidarity with sympathetic people and organizations
(Castells 1997, p. 80).
The people of Indonesia also used the Internet cleverly in their efforts to bring down
the Suharto regime (Hill & Sen 2005). With the ability to provide alternative information
and opportunities for dialogues that are free from the intervention of the state, the Internet
became a potential aid to democratization in Indonesia. Although the Internet might not be
the only tool that caused the political revolution, there is no doubt that without it Suharto’s
regime could have continued more easily to suppress dissent (Lim 2006).
In Egypt, the organization of protests against the existing regime included significant
use of the Internet (Fitzgerald 2011). In January 2011, the outage and protests were initiated
by Facebook users within the country before the government shut down the Internet. In
the following month, the 30-year government of Hosni Mubarak ended with relatively little
bloodshed. It is indisputable that the Internet and social media played a vital role. In fact, the
revolution may not have happened at all without the Internet.
York (2011) suggests that in Tunisia, freeing up the country’s Internet was the first
step toward a democratic ideal. The Jasmine Revolution in Tunisia is also called the Facebook
Revolution. Facebook posts, tweets, blog entries and e-mails mobilized weeks of protests
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across the North African country of Tunisia against the autocratic regime of the long-time
president, fueled by a young, Internet-savvy generation of bloggers.
Based on such examples, some observers continue to predict that non-liberal regimes
struggle once the Internet technology has been introduced. Certainly, wider availability of the
Internet raises the prospect of strategic threats to national identity. The Internet and cyberspace
mean borderless communication opportunities for dissidents, effective mobilization of
domestic opposition, and increased opportunities to collect information about alternative
political systems (Lagerkvist 2006, p. 16). These threats have, as predicted (Ferdinand, 2000,
p. 12) become more severe in non-democratic countries.
However, pessimists can counter-claim that China and some other non-liberal regimes
have so far been successful in their endeavours to “nail the jello to the wall” (Lagerkvist 2006,
p. 17). With evidence from non-liberal nations that simultaneously develop the Internet
and successfully prevent its use it as a base for political opposition (Boas & Kalathil 2003),
new media studies have reason to remain cautious about the Internet’s allegedly democratic
potential in non-liberal countries.
Meanwhile, it remains uncontroversial that the Internet filtering system in China is
the most sophisticated in the world (Deibert et al. 2008). In fact, the boom of the Internet
in China prompted an increasing number of studies early this century on the censorship
and the filtering system of the Internet in China (Baker 2001; Chase 2002; Foster 2000;
Hughes 2003; Kalathil 2001; Mengin 2004; Miller 2002; Woesler & Zhang 2002; Xi 2006;
Zhou 2005). Several academic institutions continue empirical analysis of China’s Internet
filtering, including the Citizen Lab at the Munk Centre for International Studies, University
of Toronto; the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard Law School; and the
Advanced Network Research Group at the Cambridge Security Programme (Centre for
International Studies) at the University of Cambridge (Deibert et al. 2008, p. 3). The most
comprehensive and up to date report, “Internet Filtering in China”, was published online on
15 June 2009 by The Open Net Initiative, which is a collaborative partnership among these
three leading academic institutions (ONI 2009).
Researchers have ultimately found it hard to predict political outcomes from widespread
use of cyberspace. For although scholarship and technical research on the Internet in China
started indicating the need for a more sober view of the liberating force of the Internet in
China after witnessing the Chinese government’s successful control of it, the flourishing of
Chinese blogging still encourages the optimistic view that the Internet might ultimately be
a force for political change (Goldsmith & Wu 2006; Zhao 2006). Nicholas Kristof of The
New York Times even went so far as to predict in his article “Death by a thousand blogs” that
“it’s the Chinese leadership itself that is digging the Communist Party’s grave, by giving the
Chinese people broadband” (Kristof 2005). Other researchers also remain optimistic about
the Internet’s potential. Wang (2008, p. 164) argues that in a country like China, where
the Internet is under tight surveillance, new citizen media such as blogging has a bright
future, and Albow and Holland (2008, p. 263) used China as a case study to demonstrate the
liberalizing implications of the blogosphere.
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The Internet’s Chinese characteristics
The debate on the political implications of the Internet predominantly tells us the Internet
can be a tool both for democratization and its containment. The posing of this tense
binary opposition of control versus liberalization is of general interest to mainstream social
science theory because “so many theorists assume that China’s democratization should
follow established trajectories of democratic development” (Lagerkvist 2006, p. 18). China,
however, is developing an unexpected, off-course pathway according to the conventional
theories of democratization, modernization and globalization. Since the Chinese reality does
not conform to established models of thought, the Chinese situation is invariably explained as
something that is rare or exceptional, or trapped in transition. Therefore current scholarship
has moved far beyond making simple predictions and is examining the more subtle dynamics
and patterns of socio-cultural and -political uses of this new media technology through a
focus on the new collective practices and activism in Chinese cyberspace (Yang 2009; Zheng
2008).
I hold that although the Chinese situation can be described as transitional it is also
exceptional. For the foreseeable future, at least until China’s Generation Y takes power, the
political changes in the forms currently experienced in Western liberal contexts cannot be
expected in China. Although media spaces that were restricted to apolitical and consumerist
commentary now also embrace political content, political discussions are mainly pro-China.
It is nonetheless true that blogging in China is popular and that its popularity suggests
early signs, at least, of political liberalization in Chinese cyberspace. The Chinese blogosphere
does enjoy a certain degree of autonomy and freedom from censorship. Certainly, some
of what previously would have been termed incorrect political ideology is nowadays more
tolerated in the Chinese blogosphere. However, political liberalization is not the same thing as
political democratization. For this reason alone, the possibility of structural change in current
China cannot be described as high. Although the Internet has been a democratic tool in other
political settings, it can also be a tool for the containment of democracy. The Internet is only
one among many tools or factors in the development of democratic structures (Lagervist 2006,
p. 18). Other factors such as the socio-cultural context, ideological control and leadership
are equally significant. Thus, the potential democratizing impact of the Internet needs to
be substantiated against other factors and located within a larger range of circumstances,
such as socio-political forces for nationalism and governance strategies. This book therefore
focuses on examining the political implications of the Internet in China by concentrating
on the larger, more fundamental factors concerned, namely, the discourses of nationalism,
censorship, and governmentality, and how they have uniquely combined to influence the
particular pathway that China appears to have embarked upon.

A different political pathway
The unexpected reactions of the Chinese bloggers in the episode examined in this book
indicate that China as a whole is not keen to make the political changes needed to create the
liberalism that many in the West are hoping to see in Chinese society.
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Of course, the anger towards the Western media analyzed in this study does not represent
all generations in China; it is a phenomenon concentrated amongst China’s Generation Y,
which has extensive access to the Internet and in general blogs. These young people are proud
of China’s accomplishments, and together they form “a group whose solipsistic tendencies
have been further encouraged by a growing obsession with consumerism” (Elegant 2007). I
chose this particular generational focus for my analysis for two reasons:
1. Generation Y embraced Western consumer culture rapidly, having grown
up with the Internet. It was this generation that many Western media
commentators predicted to threaten the continuing governance of the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and was the most likely to oppose Internet
censorship, and that, ultimately, these two factors would lead to more
democratization in China.
2. Based on the distinctive social characteristics of this generation, however,
structural change in China does not seem likely to occur soon.
For better understanding of the second factor, Chapter 2 provides an analysis of the
idiosyncratic social characteristics of this particular, young Chinese generation. My main
concern in the following section, however, is to document the development of the anger felt
by many Chinese bloggers, and to define the boundaries of the anger I examine in this book.

The development of anger
Based on a succession of remarkable events in China over a four-year period, I categorize the
development of that anger in three phases: 2005, 2006, and 2008.

Phase one, 2005
Chinese bloggers’ complaints about the Western media started with the famous Chinese
blogger Wang Jianshuo, who was interviewed by the BBC in 2005. After the interview, Wang
posted his displeasure at the BBC on his blog:
BBC interview=censorship question interview.
There are too many pre-defined questions like censorship and BBC is trying to find
piece of information, filter it and create an exciting picture for people in the “civilized”
world. (Wang 2005)

In his blog, Wang also mentioned several other Chinese bloggers who endorsed his
displeasure, for example Issac Mao and Yining, who also had had the experience of Western
media interviews. Yining said:
Rabiya, BBC, and all the big media:
Do NOT set the interviewees up, do NOT use the interviewees, do NOT manipulate
them by cornering them and directing them to the opinions you yourself want to present,
so to fit into your own political agenda. So if that’s what you are doing, sorry, there is
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no way I can cooperate. Tonight, it’s not about censorship, but fair and professional
reporting. Censorship is another game, we will play it another day. (Wang 2005)

Wang also quoted the organizer of Chinese Bloggers Conference, Issac Mao’s expression
of his experience with the BBC:
The reporter who called me asked whether I can speak on the LIVE program for BBC
this evening London time. She was preparing the issue to be broadcast tonight at 6:45
AM [PM] London time. The topic will be the China Blogger Conference. I am pretty
sure the topic will be around censorship again. I think the time is just too early for me.
It is so easy to convert Greenwich Mean Time to Shanghai time, since one is GMT +0
and Shanghai is GMT +8. So I said I prefer to have a better sleep other than wake up at
4:00 AM in the morning. The other reason is, just as the previous interview, I was not
100% comfortable when I am approached with a pre-defined conclusion and my role
is just to be an evidence to support the idea. That is neither interesting nor meaningful.
(Wang 2005)

In addition to Wang, an anonymous Chinese blogger posted an article about Yining’s
interview invitation on Chinatopblog:
No surprise, BBC asked their eternal theme — censorship in China. It was heard that
BBC interviewed hundreds of people about this topic in their program, Yining is one
of them. However Yining is a wise man, he avoided the trap. BBC commented Yining
“self-censored”. Oh, brother, BBC made us sick. They are more like unjust judges than
reporters. I feel no wrong for what I have done. (Anonymous 2005)

But these fragmentary statements did not get the main attention of the Western media
until the Great Chinese Censorship Hoax of March 2006.

Phase two, 2006
On 8 March 2006, Chinese-language blogs Massage Milk and Milk Pig made the same
announcements that “Due to unavoidable reasons with which everyone is familiar, this
blog is temporarily closed” (Goldkorn 2006). Bloggers and journalists in the West spread
the message that the closure was another crackdown by the Chinese government (Fowler &
Qin 2006). For example, the BBC news website commented that this act was a government
crackdown (Usher 2006). French free-press group Reporters Sans Frontieres also condemned
the shutdowns of the blogs in a statement (Fowler & Qin 2006). But it turned out to be a
hoax. Both those two blogs were back up and running after a day. Wang Xiaofeng, the author
of the Massage Milk blog, explained in an interview that in shutting down his blog he wanted
“to make a point about freedom of speech — just one directed at the West instead of at
Beijing” (Fowler & Qin 2006). He told Interfax:
I just wanted to make fun of Western journalists … Doesn’t need to be serious on the
Internet. I don’t like it that Western media take a distorted view of China, though China
does have problems. I thought that if I closed my blog, it would stir their imagination
and then they would begin blah blah. It really is as expected. So let they [Western
journalists] have an April Fool’s day in advance. (MacKinnon 2006)
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Later on, the BBC corrected its original story, which indicated the Chinese government’s
involvement in the shutdown of blogs, and Reporters Sans Frontieres modified its statement
on March 9 by calling the shutdown a joke (Fowler & Qin 2006). Wang Xiaofeng described
the Western press as irresponsible: “the hoax was designed to give foreign media a lesson that
Chinese affairs are not always the way you think” (Fowler & Qin 2006).
This hoax demonstrates Chinese bloggers’ resentment of Western criticism of Chinese
censorship issues. Two years later, in 2008, this resentment expanded to the West’s generally
negative coverage of China; this time their anger attracted the attention of the world.

Phase three, 2008
By 2008, Chinese bloggers’ antipathy towards the Western media had reached a peak. At
this time their extreme anger was inflamed by the CNN news commentator Jack Cafferty,
who described Chinese products as junk and Chinese people as goons and thugs on CNN’s
political programme ‘The Situation Room’ on 9 April:
We continue to import their junk with the lead paint on them and the poisoned pet
food and export, you know, jobs to places where you can pay workers a dollar a month
to turn out the stuff that we’re buying from Wal-Mart. So I think our relationship with
China has certainly changed. I think they’re basically the same bunch of goons and thugs
they’ve been for the last 50 years. (Mostrous 2008)

Following Cafferty’s comments, about 6000 Chinese Americans and overseas Chinese
students gathered outside CNN’s studios in Los Angeles protesting his comments, demanding
CNN apologize to Chinese people and calling for Cafferty’s dismissal (MacKinnon 2008).
Shortly after, in the middle of April 2008, some YouTube videos and Facebook groups
criticized CNN’s coverage of the situation in Lhasa, Tibet. Chinese bloggers claimed that

Figure 1.1: Photos of 2008 Tibetan rioters (Left: Used by CNN; Right: Original Version)
Source: http://rconversation.blogs.com/rconversation/2008/03/anti-cnn-the-me.html (accessed 20 June 2009)
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CNN.com had manipulated the photo of Tibetan rioters (MacKinnon 2008). The picture
used by CNN displayed a military vehicle chasing protesters (see Figure 1, left); the original
version showed a different scenario, in which Tibetan rioters appear to be attacking military
vehicles (see Figure 1, right). Chinese bloggers argued that CNN manipulated the photo
intentionally to tell a particular story.
Together with Cafferty’s inflammatory comments, this controversial photo led to the
establishment of a website called “anti-CNN” by a Chinese blogger. In 2008, the website
stated:
We are not against the Western media, but against the lies and fabricated stories in
the media. We are not against the Western people, but against the prejudice from the
Western society” (Anti-CNN 2008c).
The website claims that the Western media’s misidentifications were intentional, part of
an agenda of the Western media. (Zuckerman 2008).

Further postings explain:
For a long time now, certain western media, best represented by CNN and BBC, in the
name of press freedom have been unscrupulously slandering and defaming developing
nations. In order to achieve their unspoken goal, they mislead and they ensnare, switching
black for white, confusing right and wrong, fabricating … willing to go to any length.
(Translation by Kennedy 2008)

The anger against the Western media then spread throughout Chinese cyberspace,
reaching an extremely high level among Chinese bloggers. The average comments posted
on the anti-CNN forum overwhelmingly expressed anger at Western media-biased coverage
and continued to intensify. The website “Anti-CNN” changed its name to “April Youth”.
It continues to supply textual, photographic, audio and video examples that display North
American and European media’s perceptions of the situation in China. These perceptions, the
Chinese bloggers maintain, are misrepresentations. For example:
This is a struggle of resistance against western hegemonic discourse. We need to fully
recognize that this will be a long-term, difficult and complex battle. But regardless of the
outcome, we all firmly believe: Western nations’ days of using several of their crap media
in an absurd attempt to fool people with their rotten words will soon be over for good!
(Kennedy 2008)

The research focus
Chinese bloggers have been angered by what they perceive as the bias of the Western media.
This bias appears to be of two types: firstly, there is the bias concerning censorship, such as
the BBC’s interview questions in 2005 and Reporters Sans Frontieres’ condemnation of the
censorship hoax in 2006; secondly, there is bias in images of how the nation is perceived, such
as Caffery’s comments and CNN’s coverage on Tibet in 2008. The anger I examine in this
book specifically focuses on the first category, yet the two categories are related. The anger
that was inflamed by Western criticism of Chinese censorship practices is closely linked to
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Western fundamental beliefs about the democratizing potential of the Internet and, therefore,
national governance. There are two reasons for the perspective taken in this book.
First, there is the intrinsic significance of the research. Blogging has flourished alongside
the recent rapid development of the Internet in China. As a phenomenon, this calls for up-todate empirical research examining the democratic potential of the Internet in China. Indeed,
the focus on Chinese bloggers’ hostility towards Western criticism of Chinese censorship
practices contributes new understanding to the puzzle of Chinese nationalism. Previous
studies of Chinese nationalism have largely explained questions of national identity and
national image using the usual West/China and Japan/China dichotomies (Delanty & Kumar
2006; Gries 2005; Hughes 2006; Karl 2002; Wang 1996), although there are some exceptions
to this trend. Some scholars have paid attention to the complex interrelationship in China
among nationalism, the state, and democratizing forces (Chang 1998; Friedman 1997; He &
Guo 2000, Yu 1996; Sautman 1997). These scholars have pointed out that when it comes to
problems over national boundaries, Chinese nationalism normally conflicts with democratic
goals. Most of them, however, take Chinese citizens’ desire for democracy for granted and
ascribe the recent anti-democracy trend to the intervention of the Communist Party. This
interpretation enables them to still admit the democratic potential of nationalism in China
(Harris 2002; He & Guo 2000; Wang 2003).
Nevertheless, the wave of Chinese bloggers’ nationalism in the middle of the first decade
of the twenty-first century has shaken earlier assessments in the West of modern China’s
potential for democratic reform. My examination of Chinese bloggers’ anger challenges
Western assumptions about how, and whether, democracy can develop during heightened
periods of nationalist loyalty. Moreover, this examination unveils new, different characteristics
of Chinese nationalism, namely, the young generation’s distrust of democracy and consequent
apathy towards further political reforms. This new phenomenon, then, contests the potential
for democracy in China and offers new interdisciplinary insights into nationalism and
governmentality, particularly in relation to China.
Second, then, Chinese bloggers’ anger at Western media criticism of censorship practices
in their homeland is a research topic which, while manageable and interesting in itself, is, as
I have argued above, capable of deepening the understanding of the larger issues of Chinese
nationalism and the country’s potential for democratic reform.
As an initial step to my research, I carried out a preliminary investigation. For one month
(18 April to 18 May 2008) I collected Chinese bloggers’ daily posts on anti-CNN forums
about Western coverage of Tibetan issues. The data were immediately interesting, since they
raised questions concerning the criteria the Chinese bloggers were using to establish Western
bias. I compared the Western reports during this period with those on Chinese CCTV news
and other Chinese media and discovered that Chinese bloggers were categorizing three types
of coverage as biased according to the following three lines of argument:
1. If news reported by the Western media is not reported by the Chinese media,
then the Western media are biased because the news stories are false and the
Western media is claimed to be racist. For example:
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Sample No. 71 (26/04) Follow up — the story of the American being attacked is fake
Anti-CNN members’ comments: Couldn’t be confirmed on Chinese domestic media,
therefore it’s another distortion.

2. If negative news reported by the Western media is also reported by the
Chinese media, then the Western media are biased because they are focused
on the “inevitable flaws”. For example:
Sample No. 55 (26/04) CNN’s anti-Chinese campaign: CNN special: made in China
Anti-CNN members’ comments: It’s biased — CNN focus on the inevitable flaws.

3. If positive news reported by the Chinese media is not reported by the Western
media, then the Western media are biased. For example:
Sample No. 60 (18/04) Pictures in China, but not yet in the West (3) — Lhasa
Anti-CNN members’ comments: Biased Western media — because the pro-China photos
in CCTV not shown in the Western media.

Clearly, the Chinese bloggers’ criteria necessitated deeper investigation into how China
and the West differently conceive the roles of media and communication, especially since the
clash between Western and Chinese media protocols, which began with their conception,
has proven impervious to increasing globalization (see also Hachten & Hachten 1996, p.
13). However, this book does not have the scope to fully articulate these socio-cultural and
-political conflicts nor to thoroughly investigate differences over online censorship issues
in China. However, the long-term causes of young people’s anger at perceived criticisms of
China’s national image go far beyond any immediate conflicts over the roles of media or
communication in enabling or limiting freedoms of speech, which is the focus of this book.
So, since socio-cultural and -political issues are connected to online censorship, the book does
shed some light on them insofar as they relate to nationalistic sentiment.
The nationalism this book deals with does not directly impinge on issues such as
national borderline disputes; it rather addresses how domestic political decisions affect
individuals, their agency and their freedom of expression. This focus, employing cases such
as the Chinese bloggers’ heightened national loyalty in reaction to Western media criticism of
national censorship practices, elucidates important working relationships between the nationstate and individuals. Fine-grained analyses of specific cases such as this provide insight into
the astonishingly successful balance of power between the non-liberal Communist regime and
Generation Y, which is more in touch with the sorts of freedoms enjoyed in the West than has
ever been possible for a young generation in China before.

Different attitudes
Importantly, this book suggests there is a difference of attitude not only between the West and
China but also between this young Chinese generation, Generation Y, and its predecessors.
China’s well-known Internet censorship practices, considered a threat to freedom of expression
in the West, seem not to be so in the minds of many young Chinese bloggers, whose national
loyalty, ironically, has only been enflamed by Western surveillance.
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This astonishing phenomenon has not been comprehensively studied by either Western
or Chinese researchers. There has also been little journalistic coverage of the issue, apart from
that of Fowler and Qin (2006) who exposed Chinese bloggers’ shut-down hoax early in 2006.
In contrast, there was much discussion of the hoax on the Chinese Internet: for example,
“Massage milk hoax and ‘peer pressure’ in Western media” (Bingfeng 2006), “Massage Milk
and the disaster of journalism in China” (Goldkorn 2006), “Massage Milk censored” (Alex
2006), and “The great Chinese censorship hoax” by MacKinnon (2006), a researcher of
Chinese blogs based at Hong Kong’s Chinese University.
Most online discussions on Chinese bloggers’ anger, however, concern how their anger
is represented. They don’t dissect it or explore its underlying causes. Only a few discussions
have related the anger to fundamental political differences between the West and China. In
“Newsweek and Time: a tale of two China cover stories” Goldkorn (2006) assumes “very, very
few people are blogging for revolution or radical change in China”. Likewise in “The great
censorship hoax”, MacKinnon (2006) argues
Blogs are not going to bring down the CCP, and it’s absolutely true that Chinese bloggers
are frustrated by the focus on censorship to the exclusion of much else that’s very exciting
about the Chinese blogosphere.

MacKinnon is one of few scholars who link Chinese bloggers’ anger to wider
considerations such as the political implications of the Internet in China. She points out
(2007) that Westerners are surprised that Chinese bloggers don’t see themselves as “victims
who are waiting to be liberated” (p. 42). She argues that blogging in China is more likely to
encourage political evolution than revolution. MacKinnon is also one of the very few who
have noted the Chinese characteristic of autonomous censorship online (2009a), observing
that the censorship mechanisms in the Chinese blogosphere are decentralized to the extent
that individual and private company action continue to markedly affect the balance between
freedom and control online.
However, as noted, MacKinnon’s research is untypical. As a result, there is as yet only
fragmentary understanding of what autonomous censorship represents in China and the
tension between Western media and Chinese bloggers regarding Chinese Internet censorship
issues continues. What most explanations fail to include in their discussions are consideration
of, first, the distinctive new wave of nationalistic sentiment among China’s Generation Y, and,
second, Chinese government tactics (governmentality) in shaping this generation’s expression
of nationalism, that goes beyond what can be described as a propaganda strategy. These
underlying issues are crucial factors in assessing the likelihood for imminent structural change
in how China is governed. They are why I chose to compile blogging data so as to analyze
Chinese anger, the symptom of the major misunderstandings between the West and China
over Chinese characteristic Internet usage and its general meaning for China politically.
My aim was to understand not only some of the political implications of the Internet
in a Chinese context but also the CCP’s skilful encouragement and management of Internet
usage. In doing so, my book is able to point out the complex relationship between nationalism
and consumerism in Chinese cyberspace and argue that the government, in promoting
consumerism and all the interaction that goes with it, has granted Chinese bloggers freedom
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of speech in some ways. The resulting online discourse, for instance, means that some sensitive
political topics are no longer forbidden but function to provide timely nationalist narratives.
In particular, these narratives politicize, nationalize and stimulate an online consumer culture
with the dual purpose of encouraging personal freedoms, but also a common consumer
identity. The Chinese government’s shrewd strategy thus minimizes the need for direct
political and/or policing intervention by simultaneously and indirectly controlling the selfmanaging consumers it champions.

Foucault’s concept of governmentality
Since Foucault’s theorization of governmentality uniquely explicates the sort of complex
governance strategies the CCP employs, I chose it is as the theoretical framework for the
analysis in this book. French historian and philosopher Michel Foucault was one of the most
influential thinkers of the twentieth century. His wide-ranging examinations of the uses of
power, discourse, language and politics are used extensively in many disciplines. His concern
to reveal power relations and the subjectivities they involve people in is evident in all his work,
for instance in his groundbreaking studies of sexuality (1984) just before his death and his
studies of the organizational lives of institutions such as schools, prisons (e.g., 1977), clinics
(e.g., 1973) and army barracks. Foucault’s essays on the subject of government were published
in The Foucault effect: Studies in governmentality (Burchell, Gordon & Miller 1991), a collection
that deals with how specific government activities are conceived and arranged (Dean 2002, p.
37; Rose & Miller 1992, p. 181). Together, the essays examine the thought behind the activity
of government, make Foucault’s ideas more accessible (Gordon 1991, p. 1), and have opened
the way for further consideration of Foucault’s conception of governmentality.
The use of Foucault’s governmentality in this book is not a simple uptake of these
essays; the analysis applies the Foucauldian theory in a critical manner. On one hand, I use
Foucault’s conception of governmentality to explain the tactics of governmentality in China.
On the other hand, examining governmentality at work in Chinese society can display the
liberal use of governmentality in non-liberal countries, which is not covered in this theory. In
fact, this research could demonstrate the liberal practice of governmentality in the Chinese
context to enrich the understanding of governmentality in the Western context.
Foucault’s theorization of governmentality provided a new understanding of power as a
way of doing things, whereby, for instance, sovereignty and discipline in nation-states which
subject individuals to the codes and practices of an authoritarian regime could be understood
as practical (see Burchell, Gordon & Miller 1991). Although most theorists treat government
as a methodical and rational task, one which can be positioned as liberal or illiberal (e.g.,
Burchell 1996, p. 19), for Foucault, at least, government signified much more than centrestate politics; it implied a wide range of entities that could be controlled implicitly and
indirectly as well as by direct rule.
Governmentality addresses how the people who govern and the people who are governed
are conceived as well as how rulers govern and subjects are governed. In short, analyses of
governmentality address “the conduct of conduct” (Dean 1999, p. 10). The hybrid term
“govern-mentality” combines the ideologies and actions of government and how these are
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communicated and received among the governed. Thus it also includes discourse. Foucault
himself explains the role of discourse in governance as follows:
In a society such as ours, but basically in any society, there are manifold relations of
power which permeate, characterize and constitute the social body, and these relations
of power cannot themselves be established, consolidated nor implemented without the
production, accumulation, circulation and functioning of a discourse. There can be
no possible exercise of power without a certain economy of discourse of truth which
operates through and on the basis of this association. We are subjected to the production
of truth through power and we cannot exercise power except through the production of
truth. (1991, p. 93)

His explanation offers a complex account of the relations between power and its
promulgation. People are persuaded to comply with a government by the ways in which
those governing manufacture truths. Foucault was, therefore, essentially interested in the
technologies of governance, which include the various means by which power is decentralized
but maintained through being made unquestionable, bearable or palatable. Accordingly, this
study seeks to make sense of some of the generally unquestioned practices (see Dean 1999, p.
16) of Chinese governance.
Foucault situates the concept of governmentality in Western notions of freedom and
liberalism (Sigley 2006), and researchers who have since added to Foucault’s insights, making
them more concrete (Aitken 2007), have continued to make Western nation-states their
primary sites of analysis. Indeed, applying a governmentality frame to China may initially
appear inappropriate.
The gulf between liberal forms of governmentality and China is more apparent than real,
however. Liberal and non-liberal societies are related as two sides of a coin are related, because
conceptualizing liberalism is largely reliant on being able to conceptualize its opposite, an
illiberal other (Stokes 1959). In non-liberal countries such as China, one needs to remember
that
[a]lthough Maoist socialism, for example, may seem as far removed from systems of
Western liberalism as one can imagine, all “modern” systems of government are cut from
the same cloth. (Sigley 2006, p. 491)

Foucault (1991) states that in older forms of government, liberalism does not replace
sovereignty and discipline but merges with them. In reality, theoretically liberal democratic
governments today can be quite “unfree” (Hindess, 2001a). Hindess goes on to argue that
sovereign and authoritarian measures, in fact, constructively influence the development of
liberal attitudes and behaviours (2001a & b). It would seem, then, that in effect understanding
liberalism relies upon the theorization of restraint. A liberal government with non-liberal
features does not deny liberal principles; instead, liberal and non-liberal features are mutually
dependent.
Thus, while theorists such as Hindess (2001a) and Dean (2002) primarily examine
liberal conceptions of government in the West, they have also broached the issue of how
governmentality operates in other settings. In practice, non-liberal regimes and liberal
governments are composed of similar political features — for example, balances of pastoral
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power and sovereignty — even though each nation-state’s balance is clearly distinctive as
liberal or non-liberal. But as first Dean (2002) and then Sigley (2006) note, the ultimate
difference between liberal and non-liberal governments is that the former enable, and
encourage, citizens’ experience of freedom and its continuing improvement. For example, a
society in which some members are judged ready for self-regulation and others are not, the
latter at least have the prospect of future freedom and self-regulation (Dean 2002; Hindess
2001a & b). Non-liberal regimes, by contrast, do not (Dean 1999, p. 147).
In the end, however, what both types of governments assume and hold in common
may be more important than the beliefs or activities that separate them (Hindess 1996). The
recent example of the Chinese government’s encouragement of individual consumerism and
the personal pursuit of pleasure is a significant case in point, and it makes China’s strategies
of governance particularly interesting. Since research to date has shown that the boundaries
between liberal and non-liberal forms of government are blurred, this narrows the gulf
between Western liberalism and the Chinese context considerably.
Clearly, however, there is still room for further investigation. Since the turn of the
century, a number of studies in non-Western instances of governmentality have been
conducted, some of them on China. One study has examined how the government handles
prostitution businesses and practices in China (Jeffrey 2004). A wide-ranging study has
explored major changes of governance in contemporary China and their significance for a nondemocratic regime (Sigley 2006). Another has focused on Chinese governance and the ageing
population (Powell 2000). Yet another has examined the concepts of choice and autonomy
emerging in current China (Hoffman 2006). Even more recently, a critique of Maoism and
its implications has argued the existence of revolutionary governmentality, a “type of politics
that the Western liberal political science fails to recognize” (Dutton 2008, p. 11). Apart from
anything else, the range and diversity of such studies demonstrate the potential of the concept
of governmentality as a theoretical frame for critiquing China’s potential for political reform.

The method of critique
The focus of this book opens up an interdisciplinary dialogue between cultural studies and
Internet studies. The study’s theoretical reorientation of Internet studies to encompass not
only empirical research but also the reality of China’s socio-cultural context is particularly
important. It is impossible to understand how China will manage its own political future,
including the development of its own version of cyberspace, unless research on Chinese
Internet usage and its role in democratization takes into account the underlying socio-political
reasons for it and how it is generally used.
In assessing China’s immediate potential for development as a democracy, this book
examines the recent central case of Chinese bloggers’ anger using the themes of censorship
and nationalism within the macro-theme or framework of governmentality. These conceptual
themes frame the discussions in each chapter. The book concludes that the structural changes
required for political democratization in China are unlikely in the foreseeable future despite
increasing cyberspace activity among Chinese people.
The sources and methods employed in this book are mainly qualitative although
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quantitative analysis contributed to Chapter 2, Consumer Liberalism. This chapter, involving
a case study of Chinese blogging practices and their political implications, thematically
analyses selected texts and discourse, and contexts of Chinese cyberspace usage, but it also
includes quantitative typologies and statistics. The turnover rate of blogs and the deletion of
files posed a serious challenge. My research design was influenced by the procedures recently
used by other researchers in similar studies. In a study of Chinese Blog Service Providers
(BSPs) in early 2009 on censorship practices, MacKinnon used a seven-step strategy:
1. Log into the blog of one BSP, copy and paste the content unit into the “back
end” edit window of the blog; take a screenshot;
2. Hit “publish.” If the content is blocked from publication, or “held for
moderation” take a screenshot of what kind of error message or other message
appeared;
3. If the content is not blocked from publication, take a screenshot of what the
blog post looks like when the author is logged into the system;
4. Log out and check whether the content is still visible to the public, not just
the logged-in author. Take a screenshot;
5. Check back 24-48 hours later to see if the blog post is still visible. Take a
screenshot showing either the still visible post, or the error message saying
“this page does not exist,” or whatever else can be seen;
6. Access the blog post on a mainland Chinese ISP to see whether it is accessible
(i.e., not filtered) on at least one Chinese domestic ISP. Take a screenshot;
7. Upload all of these screenshots into a database according to the unique
number assigned to the content unit, along with descriptive comments
noting any interesting or unusual circumstances surrounding the situations
in which censorship occurred. (MacKinnon 2009a)
I customized a three-step method based on MacKinnon’s seven steps:
1. Log into one BSP, type the “sensitive keywords” into its search engine, hit
“search”.
2. Take a screenshot of the search results.
3. Upload all these screenshots into a database according to the same keywords.

Organization of the book
The book has three parts. Part I introduces the focus and argument (this chapter) and
examines the catalyst (Chapter 2) for the research in a case study of Chinese bloggers’ anger at
the West’s criticisms of the Chinese government’s restrictions of people’s independent Internet
usage to online consumerism.
Part II problematizes the anger. Chapter 3 provides a historical context for Chinese
Generation Y’s nationalism and support for the Chinese central government, demonstrating
why this young generation is as content as the Chinese government with the current degrees of
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personal freedom. Chapter 4 examines Chinese Generation Y’s national fervour from another
angle, strengthening the argument for this generation’s general contentment with the political
regime. Due to the current, unprecedented freedoms of speech and action, present personal
liberties are greatly appreciated, negating the need for further structural changes on the part of
the CCP. Chapter 5 examines the Western media’s attention to Chinese censorship, critiquing
its expectations of unrest and calls for political reforms to follow online censorship, based on
Western experience of democratic movements.
Chapter 6, which opens Part III, elucidates the role of the Chinese government in
forestalling political unrest through its subtle management of Chinese bloggers’ national
loyalty via a case study of the Anti-CNN web-community. The personal empowerment
Chinese netizens have experienced online as consumers and contributors to debates on matters
of national importance provides the basis for the argument in the final chapter, Chapter 7,
that, compared with previous generations, Chinese Internet users enjoy many economic and
political freedoms. So the political reforms Western commentators have been anticipating are
extremely unlikely to occur in the immediate future.

2

二
Consumer Liberalism
The individual as consumer
Interest in buying and personal pleasure is the most common feature of Chinese blogging.
Ideologically, this has been called “consumerism as economic individualism”. Chinese bloggers
are self-managing consumers rather than free citizens. Their embrace of consumer values
is a striking feature of China’s cyberspace. The Chinese blogosphere contains relatively few
political blogs compared with the mainstream blogs, which feature individual pursuits and
the purchase of material goods.
The five key characteristics of the Chinese blogging community that emerge from the
case study analysis and which this chapter critiques are:
1. Individualist and consumerist ideologies can be distinguished in the majority
of Chinese bloggers’ writings.
2. Although political blogs do exist in China’s blogosphere, they are mainly part
of the nationalistic narrative.
3. Blogs expressing political dissent exist in China’s blogosphere, but the
readership is rather small.
4. Political-satire blogs criticizing the government have a relatively large numbers
of readers, but their interest-value is entertainment.
5. Censorship is mainly self-implemented, that is, enforcing mechanisms are
rarely needed.
Statistical and thematic analyses of the Chinese blogging community in this chapter
comprise the case study that supports these statements. First, however, I offer some contextual
background for these analyses.
The sudden availability of free, personal space, which was not available in previous
decades, ignited a passion for blogging in China. In comparison with chatting, gaming, or
reading news online, more and more Chinese now choose to write blogs to express their
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emotions, record their ordinary life; and more and more bloggers have found the joy of “living
online”. Good-looking homepages, brilliant comments and messages from strangers, all have
brought bloggers extensive enjoyment. Large numbers of readers have made many grass-root
bloggers famous. As a Chinese scholar observes, blogging in China has flourished owing to
the variety of benefits it has brought to many people (Xiaolisishen, 2007). Celebrities are
blogging for fame, businessmen are blogging for profit, and general bloggers are blogging for
emotional fulfillment and to express attitudes or opinions. The consequent personal freedom
has enabled Chinese bloggers to become self-managing consumers who experience a degree
of independence which, at the same time, legitimates and stabilizes the existing political
framework — hence the increasing interest in the role of the Chinese blogging community in
current development in China.
Why is consumerism as economic individualism the most prevalent ideology enacted
in Chinese cyberspace nowadays?

The embracing of consumerism
Being a consumer is currently highly prized among Chinese blogosphere users. Consequently,
Chinese Internet companies, as a Morgan Stanley analysis (2005) indicated, are encouraging
this respect and interest to its utmost. The report argues that
… Chinese Internet companies that focus on creating consumer value have the highest
potential to create shareholder value. China is No. 1 in the world in mobile subscribers
and No. 1 in Internet users under the age of 30 — this evolving presence on the world
stage should not be underestimated. (Morgan Stanley Report 2005, p. 1)

A decade ago, Ma concluded that China’s media landscape displayed “uneven
liberalization” in its range of apolitical and political content (Ma 2000, p. 21). This imbalance
is still strongly evident in China’s cyberspace: bloggers of apolitical materials enjoy a high
degree of autonomy in Chinese cyberspace, and although political content is posted more
often and more visibly than previously, it is available only within the contexts of consumerist
discourse. Moreover, the Chinese state is policing the Internet through sophisticated
controlling strategies, which endorse consumerism rather than political thought. Although
new kinds of media use in China such as blogging actually create cultural values, Yu (2007)
believes that online users do
not challenge the mainstream culture (be it political or business), but rather deconstruct
it through playful (mis)use (and often juxtaposition) of the available resources. (p. 429)

Chinese netizens are actually pursuing entertainment for entertainment’s sake.
Assuming that Yu is correct, Chinese people’s empowerment through participation in Chinese
cyberspace for whatever purposes — be they political or market-oriented — is ultimately
entangled with a consumerist ideology.
This position is corroborated by a series of survey reports on Internet use in China
between 2007 and 2009:
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•

•
•

the China Internet Network Information Centre (CNNIC)’s 19th, 21st and
23rd Statistical Survey Reports on the Internet Development in China (released,
January 2007, 2008, and 2009 respectively, hereafter referred to as the
CNNIC 19th, 21st and 23rd Surveys)
Morgan Stanley’s The China Internet Report published in 2005 (hereafter
referred to as the Morgan Stanley Report 2005)
a comparative survey conducted by Norton from Symantec on online habits
in twelve countries (referred to as the Norton Online Living Report 2009).

According to these reports, reading online news, chatting online, searching for
information, sending and receiving e-mails and playing online games are popular activities
among Chinese Internet users. Although different organizations under different circumstances
collected the data, the results are remarkably consistent. The statistics in both the CNNIC
surveys (viewed 7 March 2009, online) and the Morgan Stanley Report demonstrate a
consumer-oriented culture in Chinese cyberspace. The Morgan Stanley report indicates three
factors instrumental in bringing about the cultural evolution Chinese consumers have long
been craving: free-floating information, interactivity and entertainment (Morgan Stanley
report 2005, p. 5). The CNNIC surveys provide a more detailed analysis of Chinese netizens’
online activities, identifying eight categories of usage: reading news, searching for information,
communication (chatting and e-mail), social-networking (making friends through websites
and blogging), entertainment (online gaming, listening to music and watching videos),
e-business, e-banking and e-education.
The cultural diffusion of consumerism is a familiar, worldwide phenomenon (Qiu
2003). However, Chinese netizens’ embrace of consumerism is astonishing. The Norton
Online Living Report (2009), which surveyed nearly 9,000 adults and children in 12 countries
(the US, Canada, the UK, France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, Japan, India, Australia and Brazil,
as well as China) on their online habits, asked participants whether they used the Internet
for more than an hour a month. This survey, the most recent comparative study of global
Internet use at the time of writing, discovered that consumer use largely reflects how people
value Internet resources and that people in different countries — such as China and the US,
which have the largest online populations — act very differently, reflecting different cultural
preferences. According to the survey, the Chinese in general are more likely than Americans
to embrace new technologies. Eighty-two per cent of Chinese Internet users surveyed visit
social-networking sites, compared with just 47 per cent in the US; 54 per cent of Chinese
respondents play online games frequently or constantly compared with 27 per cent in the US,
and; 56 per cent of Chinese people surveyed spend at least 10 hours per month online, more
than nine times the 6 per cent who go online in the US.
The consumer culture in Chinese cyberspace is astonishing but understandable when
considered in the context of changing China. China is an enormous country, once handicapped
by poverty and Communist ideology, but now flooded with consumerist ideology. An iPod
Nano costs US$179.84 in China, which is more than an average person’s monthly pay, but
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there are still plenty of white earphones on show in the country (French 2007). For those
Chinese whose monthly pay is around US$1000, spending 80 per cent of their salary on
a Louis Vuitton key ring is not unusual (QQ News 2008). Cases of showing off luxury
shopping and richness in one’s blog are plentiful (Netease News 2008).
Consumerism is not a Chinese word, and what is special about China is the totally
opposite ideology that existed before its appearance in China. The country and its people
shifted from being willing to endure hardship in the 1970s and 1980s to seeking pleasure
(Qiu 2003). Most recently, then, hedonism has transformed Chinese citizens into enthusiastic
online consumers. The transition came about as follows.
In 1949, the Communist party led by Mao Zedong established the People’s Republic
of China. The new government, founded by the Communist Party and guided by MarxistLeninist-Maoist ideology, dominated the country (Lawrence 1998). The Mao government
nationalized private enterprise, subtly controlling the population’s everyday lives by
regimenting their daily activities in the name of socialist reconstruction. Thus, the new China
established by Mao became one of the most extreme examples of state-controlled ideology,
education, and individual expression.
Following the succession of Deng Xiaoping in 1978, the country shifted focus to
market-based, economic development. In the early 1990s, following Deng Xiaoping’s trip
to southern China and his call on the nation to move ahead faster with economic reforms,
China started to witness its extraordinary economic boom (Hamrin & Zhao 1995). Deng
pronounced an era of “reform and opening up” in 1995. This move led to dramatic changes
not only in the economy, but also in society, focusing in particular on relations between town
and country, thus opening up the whole country to the outside world. Specific developments
included a reduction of rural poverty, an increase in migration between rural and urban areas
and improvements in urban living conditions through, for example, a transition from state
provision of urban housing to more private home ownership over a 15-year period (Wang
2004, p. 148). In these ways, many Chinese experienced freedom that would have previously
been unthinkable: they were able to move around the country, choose their own jobs, earn
more money, and purchase commodities that could not have been imagined before (Hamrin
& Zhao 1995).
Once it was possible for sections of the population to earn more money than before,
the pursuit of “getting rich first” before any other life-goals began and very quickly progressed
at an astonishing speed. This phenomenon is corroborated by Hewitt (2007), who, based on
his own recent experience of living in China, argues that getting rich has indeed become the
prerequisite for most Chinese nowadays. The disposable incomes of families and individuals in
urban and even some rural areas have enabled more and more Chinese to embrace consumerism
and realize their monetary goals. Both the speed and the extent of the spread of consumerism
in China are unprecedented. Consumerism has spread not only throughout big cities like
Beijing and Shanghai but has also reached county-level cities. Although consumerism in large
metropolises is to be expected (see Gerth 2003; Hewitt 2007), it can be slow to take hold of
more isolated cities. Yet I witnessed such growth of consumer interest myself in 2008.
On 28 December 2008, I went to a county-level city in China where my grandparents
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were born. It is located in the middle of Jiangsu Province in the Yangtze Delta region of
China. This city is underdeveloped in comparison with many other cities in China. On this
day, a ceremony was held to mark the opening of a new shopping mall in that city, and
hundreds and thousands of local residents were squashed in front of the gate at the entrance
to the mall, struggling to be the first to get in when the gates opened. The shopping mall
in this Chinese city, a smaller and simpler version of the Wangfujing in Beijing or the New
Street Plaza in Nanjing, is a visual symbol of what has become known as China’s “consumer
revolution” (Li 1998; Wu 1998; Davis 2000). Amid the advertisements outside the shopping
mall, a poster stated “Protect consumer rights” in bold writing. The out-of-date poster design
in this developing city might appear less cosmopolitan than those displayed in cities such as
Beijing or Shanghai, but it reflects an aspect of China’s consumer revolution that has been
spreading to smaller cities throughout the country. Namely, the promotion of personal values
and consumer rights has reached the county-level and is transforming Chinese citizens into
consumers across the country. The analysis of a Chinese blogging community will illustrate
this even more thoroughly.

The case of a Chinese blogging community
Statistical analysis
To compose the statistical figures for this case study, I collated and analyzed data from the
CNNIC’s own surveys. The CNNIC is a non-profit organization founded in June 1997 as
the state’s network information centre of China. The authority and objectivity of CNNIC’s
statistical survey reports are widely recognized by domestic and international scholars, for
example, Christopher Hughes and Gudrun Wacker in China and the Internet: the Great
Leap Forward (2003); Castells Manuel in The Netword Society: a Cross-cultural Perspective
(2004); Jens Damm and Simona Thomas in Chinese Cyberspaces: Technological Changes
and Political Effects (2006); Zixue Tai in The Internet in China: Cyberspace and Civil Society
(2006); Yongming Zhou in Historicizing Online Politics: Telegraphy, the Internet, and Political
Participation in China (2006), and; Yongnian Zheng in Technological Empowerment (2008).
Hence, the technical data from CNNIC is, I suggest, trustworthy.

Blog contents
In the US, blogs with political content rank first, with news and political blogs holding
the largest audience share at 43 per cent (Kerner 2005). In countries such as Australia and
Canada, the number of political blogs written by independent commentators is increasing
fast. Political ideas are already widely blogged in Malaysia, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. In
contrast, in the Chinese blogosphere most Chinese bloggers focus on personal thoughts and
entertainment-related activities (see Figure 2.1).
As Figure 2.1 indicates, 84.9 per cent of the blogs are monologues or records of the
writers’ emotions on their own conduct and status; blogs in China increasingly demonstrate
these forms of the young generation’s self-absorption.
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Age Composition
More than 70 per cent of Chinese bloggers are under 30 years old (see Figure 2.2). The age
composition of Chinese bloggers is a crucial factor in the apolitical blogosphere in China.
Most Chinese bloggers were born after the 1980s and are members of China’s Generation
Y. The majority of these young bloggers in China use blogs as tools to record their personal
thoughts.

Educational background
Nearly 70 per cent of Chinese bloggers have attended college or university (see Figure 2.3).
The majority are young people who have had better opportunities than their parents did to go
to university due to the changing education system in China from the late 1990s. Before then,
China’s higher education was reserved for certain elites (Elegant 2007). Those born after the
1980s who have benefited from the opening up of tertiary education appear proud of what the
Chinese government has achieved and, not surprisingly, very positive about the government
which has encouraged this expansion in education and the overall rising prosperity of China.
Thus, the age composition of Chinese bloggers is consistent with the combination of a young
Chinese blogger population and the blogosphere’s mainstream apolitical content.

Bloggers and non-bloggers
To become a blogger, there are some prerequisites: regular access to the Internet, basic Internet
knowledge, motivation and enough time. The number of Chinese bloggers has grown sharply
but juxtaposing the blogger community against the wider population of China reveals that
blogging as a vehicle for self-presentation reaches only a small section of the population (see
Figure 2.4).
Even though blogs are used for political participation in China, it is not likely that a
vehicle used by only 10 per cent of the population as a whole will lead a nation to democracy
— especially as so much blog content is apolitical. Although the number of bloggers in China
has reached 162 million, note that this is still only about 10 per cent of the total population.
In a money-oriented society in which consumerism is promoted, Chinese bloggers
go online seeking various but quite specific returns. The analysis that follows identifies ten
themes (that is, preferred types of blogs) based on frequency of use.

Thematic analysis
The following categorizations reflect a content analysis of blog behaviour, which I combined
with the results of the most comprehensive survey report available (for this, see Xiaolisishen
2007). I first investigated two main blog servers in China, Sina blogs and QQ blogs, both
of which follow their own systems of blog categorization. I examined individual blogs on
both sites and then assessed and compared the two servers’ systems of categorization before
finally merging my category analysis with that reported in Xiaolisishen (2007) and ranking
the composite findings. The first four most popular blog categories by frequency of use in
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Figure 2.1: Statistical analysis of Chinese blogosphere: Contents
Source: Author’s own compilation based on data from the CNNIC 2007, 2008, 2009

Figure 2.2: Statistical analysis of Chinese blogosphere: Age composition
Source: Author’s own compilation based on data from CNNIC 2007, 2008, 2009
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Figure 2.3: Statistical analysis of Chinese blogosphere: Educational background
Source: Author’s own compilation based on data from CNNIC 2007, 2008, 2009

Figure 2.4: Statistical analysis of Chinese blogosphere: Bloggers and non-bloggers
Source: Author’s own compilation based on data from CNNIC 2007, 2008, 2009
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China appear first in the analysis. I then describe the remaining six categories, but only briefly.
Categorization analyses of this kind, however, are always relative rather than absolute, so the
categories featured below are not necessarily absolutely discrete.

Emotion [emo] blogs
I found that writing blogs to record one’s emotions is one of the most popular types of blogging
in China. Previously, many people favoured online gaming, music or movies. Nowadays
writing blogs has become a more personal activity for self-entertainment. Pei Wang, 25, a
young mum who lives in Nanjing, said on her blog:
Turn on my computer in the morning, log on to my blog chronically, I am so used to it
that it has become one of my habits, I have learnt how to live my life more meaningfully
through writing blogs. … Blogging is the motivation of my life, I search every interesting
story in my life for it, and it brings me unlimited joy in return. (Wang 2009)

Although writing blogs about her thoughts and feelings couldn’t be expected to bring
Pei any material benefits, the spiritual fortune and the happiness she evidently finds is more
important for this kind of blogger than gaining any material possessions.

Net star blogs
The Chinese Internet has made a great deal of “Internet Hot Stars” nationally. For example,
amongst many other hot grassroots bloggers, “February Girl” was brave enough to expose her
body shape on her blog; “Shan Dong Top Brother” dared to propose to celebrity Xu Jing Lei,
and; “Ai Qing Qing” used a pin as an exchange for more valuable things and eventually got a
villa home in 100 days. These up-to-the-minute, trendy netizens gained nationwide attention
and fame through their daring, bold actions.
Muzi Mei is a typical example here of a “hot star blogger”, a young female journalist and
blogger from Guangzhou who became a controversial household name in China in late 2003.
Her real name is Li Li (李丽 Li Li); “Muzi” (木子) becomes “Li” (李) when the characters are
stacked vertically, and “Mei” (美) and “Li” (丽) are both synonyms for “beautiful” (Wikipedia
Contributors, 2008). Her blog, which posted detailed descriptions of her sexual encounters
with men, was the first blog to breach the government’s restrictions on sexual material and
nudity. She became the media’s hot topic across China in 2003, and the West soon covered her
story (for example, The New York Times 2003; The Telegraph 2003). The Chinese government
then circulated an official letter calling for such media coverage to end, after which the heated
discussion of her blog cooled down. But blogging certainly brought her material benefits: she
was hired by Bokee.com, the top Chinese blog service provider (BSP) as a marketing manager.

Celebrity blogs
More and more celebrities started blogs because of their potential commercial value. The
rapid rise of blogs is thus also an effect of the cult of celebrity in China. Many celebrities from
a range of backgrounds now blog, including movie stars Jackie Chen, Jet Lee and Xu Jing Lei;
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famous singer GG Liang; super girls (Chinese idols) Li Yu Chun and He Jie; genius writers
Han Han, Guo Jing Ming and Zhen Yuan Jie; business elites Niu Gen Sheng and Pan Shi Qi,
and; sports star Guo Jing Jing. By blogging, celebrities cannot but attract their loyal fans and
the media’s attention. Blogs, therefore, have become the main source of entertainment news.
Xu Jinglei is an example of this phenomenon, an actress and director in Mainland China,
who graduated from the prestigious Beijing Film Academy in 1997. Although not a celebrity
abroad, Xu Jinglei is a household name across China. In mid 2006, her Chinese language
blog in Sina “had the most incoming links of any blog in any language on the Internet”
(Asian Truly 2009). According to Xu, blog writing is the “most convenient and economic
way of publicizing her films” (Baiwai Online 2006); she has certainly been successful in using
her blog as a platform for her new movies. For example, in 2006, she posted the details of
the filming process and market plans of her movie Dreams May Come, and included links to
clips from the film in her blog. China Mobile seized the opportunity and inserted a link at
the top of her blog’s homepage with an announcement that the theme song of Dreams May
Come sung by Xu Jinlei was downloadable for ring-tone cell-phones (Baiwai Online 2006).
Xu Jinglei recorded her 247-millionth blog-site hit in 2009 (Sinablog 2009). Unlike Muzi
Mei, Xu gained fame by focusing on her work and ordinary life. Xu Jinglei was one of the
first celebrities that started posting on Sinablog in 2005 (The Guardian 2007). Now Sina has
around 3,000 celebrities blogging.

Beauty blogs
Pretty girls write blogs for a range of reasons. Beauty blogs, for example, are popular in the
Chinese blogosphere. Examples of this type of blog include those of the beauty writer “Annie
Baby”, Internet talent girl “An Xiao Ying”, and so-called bewitchingly beautiful woman “Baby
Yi”, as well as more generic categories such as “natural beauty”, “bus beauty”, and “fashion
beauty”. The bloggers’ photos and writings attract a large number of readers, and some of the
beauties have become famous. Blog portal Poboo started holding Blogger Babe competitions
in 2006, in which both the beauty and the writing of blogging babes were evaluated by
netizen judges (Poboo.cn 2006). During the competitions, more than 10,000 ‘pretty girls’
registered their interests, more than 7 million netizens voted for the competitions, and more
than 200,000 people logged on Poboo daily to follow the competitions.
Yi Lan, who was the winner of the first Blogger Babe Competition in 2006, is from
northeast China. Although being a winner did not bring her significant direct benefits, she
has become famous as a well-known beauty blogger.

Meeting friends and sexual partners through blogs
The Chinese blogosphere has become a place for making friends. Many bloggers have found
their other half through blogging, while others are looking for a one-night-stand only.
Generally speaking, since blog portals in China such as Sina, Bokee, and QQ have provided
platform space for making friends, many young people have become involved. Blogging
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activities between the different blog groups that have sprung up have increased bloggers’
opportunities to make new friends.

Advertisement blogs
Blogs with large numbers of visitors started posting advertisements one after the other.
Although the advertisements market in the blogosphere is not as mature as on the major
websites, it has great development potential because “Where is people, there is advertisement”.
Moreover, blogs would not survive in an advertisement-free atmosphere.

Magazine blogs
Many Chinese magazines such as Ming Shi magazine, Fashion Gentleman magazine, Chinese
Entertainment Report, Chinese Hairdressing Fashion Report, and Movie Coverage are
shifting their publications into the blogosphere. Editors find they are able to communicate
with their readers more directly online, and as more and more readers are able to access the
Internet they too appreciate its speed and efficiency, as well as the wide range of reading
material now available online.

Specialty blogs
Yet other blogs in the Chinese blogosphere specialize in particular topics. From hairdressing
and cooking, to stock markets and sexual knowledge, specialty blogs play an educational role.

Entertainment blogs
Because of the national interest in celebrity figures, entertainment gossip flourishes in China.
It is widely understood that blogs that have more than one million visitors in China are either
celebrity blogs or entertainment blogs. The high numbers of visitors generate potentially huge
commercial value. For example, Andy, who does celebrities paintings on his entertainment
blog in China, sells each of his drawings at prices based on their online demand (QQ Read
2008).

News blogs
With the expanding use and impact of blogging, the Chinese blogosphere has become an
important birthplace of social news. Blogging has given people who were formerly only news
consumers the right to write news. Chinese netizens are enjoying this previously-undreamed-of
freedom, although it is limited to apolitical issues. Blogging service providers (BSPs) highlight
different social issues — such as “the harelip event of Li Ya Peng’s daughter”, “Harmonious
society recalls Lei Feng”, “Who is controlling our house price?”, “Is ‘Lust and Caution’ a good
movie?”, and issues arising from the Chinese super girl competition, a competition similar to
American Idol — so the parameters they choose make them social newsmakers too.
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The case for political freedom in the Chinese blogosphere
In the Chinese blogosphere, as already noted, there are relatively few political blogs compared
with the mainstream blogs that feature individualism and consumerism. Political blogs are a
very small portion of the whole and blogs posted demonstrate that readers’ primary interests
are in entertainment. I will illustrate their preferences for individualism and consumerism
through the promotional efforts of three leading blog service providers: Sina Blog, Blogbus,
and QZone.
Firstly, among all the blog categories Sina Blog offers, the only category that fits in the
political genre explicitly is “military affairs” blogs (see Figure 2.5); in the case of Blogbus and
QZone there are no explicitly political categories (see respectively Figures 2.6 and 2.7).
Although most Chinese BSPs do not provide an explicit politics category, political
blogs can be found posted with other name tags such as “law forum” or “law hotline” (see
Figure 2.8).
Based on the list of sensitive topics found — most sources (for example, Wikipedia,
Washington Post, China Digital Times) claim these are filtered — the types of political blogs
can be categorized in four groups: political blogs with non-sensitive material, political blogs
with sensitive material, political satire blogs, and political blogs with explicit anti-government
material. This type of typological analysis can only be relative, as I have already mentioned, but
it does reveal representative examples that, interestingly, display a variety of other phenomena
as well, sometimes all going on in one single blog.

Figure 2.5: Categories of Sina Blog
Source: Author’s own compilation based on data from Sina Blog 2009
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Figure 2.6: Categories of Blogbus
Source: Author’s own compilation based on data from Blogbus 2009

Figure 2.7: Categories of QQ Blog
Source: Author’s own compilation based on data from QQ Blog 2009
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Figure 2.8: Example of government official blogs: News office of Tangshan City Council
Source: http://blog.sina.com.cn/tangshanren2008

Figure 2.9: Examples of participatory blogs contain no explicitly sensitive topics in Chinese cyberspace
Source: http://blog.sina.com.cn/way45320
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Figure 2.10: Examples of participatory blogs contain no explicitly sensitive topics in Chinese cyberspace
Source: http://blog.163.com

Figure 2.11: Examples of participatory blogs contain no explicitly sensitive topics in Chinese cyberspace
Source: http://blog.focus.cn
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Figure 2.12: Statistics on political blogs with sensitive materials in China
Source: Author’s own compilation based on statistical analysis

Political blogs with non-sensitive materials
Political blogs with non-sensitive keywords are of two main types: government official blogs and
political, participatory blogs by grassroots agencies. From central to provincial and municipal
to village levels, Chinese party agencies have started blogging. However, these official blogs
are normally non-active. For example, a blog set up by the news office of Tangshan City
Council on 22 May 2008 was active for no longer than one day. It has only six blog entries
and stopped posting new entries on the 23 May 2008 (see Figure 2.9).
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By contrast, there are politically oriented blogs that allow participation although
they contain no explicitly sensitive topics. From bloggers named “a nobody criticizes the
government”, “joking about current affairs” and “looking at current affairs” (see Figures 2.10
and 2.11), Chinese bloggers seem to have the freedom to discuss government policies and
comment on current affairs in their blogs — but in reality, the comments are not critical.

Political blogs with sensitive materials
No similar statistical analysis of blogs with sensitive contents has been done in China,
or elsewhere as far as I have discovered. Through this analysis, I found that blog entries
with sensitive topics were hidden in mainstream consumerist and individual blogs. The
methodology I employed to reach this conclusion was to search for keywords via each BSP’s
contents search-engine. This kind of analysis demanded advanced skill levels in Chinese
reading and up-to-date knowledge of China’s political and social situation. There was no
reliable way to automate such an investigation, which ultimately depends upon individual
interpretation at a given time.
There are more than 15 commercial BSPs catering to mainland Chinese bloggers.
After considering the credibility and the manageability of the statistics, I chose Google blog
search and 3 leading BSPs with thousands of Chinese blogs: Blogbus, QZone, and Sina. I
picked out 50 topics generally considered sensitive by Western sources, which claim these
topics are normally filtered in China (for example, Wikipedia, Washington Post, Open Net
Initiative). I typed each topic into each BSP search-engine and took a screenshot of each
result after searching. I then made sure each result was valid because in cases when no results
of the keywords I typed in were found, the search-engine automatically directed me to the
results of similar keywords. For example, when I searched “hong se kong bu” (red terror)
in the search-engine of QZone, it displayed 11,748 results, a result of the engine searching
“red” and “terror” separately. So these results referred to totally different things. This problem
remained even when using Boolean search operators “red” and “terror” to help. In such cases,
I considered the results invalid. Among the valid results, I also randomly checked whether
full texts of the searched-for blog posts were visible to the public, then uploaded all of these
screenshots into a database according to each keyword.
The analysis discovered that some blogs with sensitive materials do exist in the Chinese
blogosphere: for example, the keyword “democracy” had more than three million results,
“Cultural Revolution” had more than one million results, and “anti-Communist” had more
than seventy thousand results (see Figure 2.12).
However, blogs with sensitive materials are mainly pro-China and adopt a nationalistic
tone. For example, a blog entry containing the sensitive words “Tibetan separatists” had
135,075 readers, but the context condemned the Tibetan separatist who attacked the Chinese
Olympic Torch holder Jin Jing in Paris. As the blog entry states, “Finally we found the stupid
idiot who attacked the Olympic Torch holder ‘Jin Jing’, we should remember this stupid
idiot, condemn him together, let him die with no burial place” (see Figure 2.13).
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Blogs with dissenting materials
I also located blogs containing dissenting materials in the Chinese blogosphere. However,
the readership appeared to be very small. For example, one blog condemned the Chinese
Communist Party as a “bandit”. It stated: “I started hating communist bandits in 1999, this
is a capitalist world, but communist bandit enslaved us by textbooks and lied to us they would
bring us good life”. This blog entry, however, had only 14 readers (see Figure 2.14).
According to my research, then, although there are signs of political liberalism in
China’s cyberspace, they are only limited, and they do not form real grounds for arguing that
political liberalism will take hold in the near future or that political democratization is already
occurring in China’s cyberspace. The limited personal and political freedom Chinese people
now have is self-regulated; that is, there are no obvious signs of state censorship. The political
equilibrium in Chinese cyberspace functions through what Foucault terms “technologies
of the self ” (1988a). These function also to legitimate and stabilize the existing political
framework.

Political satire blogs
Political satire blogs are another category of Chinese political blogs. In these blogs, sensitive
terms are transformed into Internet slang, and criticisms of current political leadership are
narrated jokingly. The three most famous Internet slang expressions produced by these blogs
are “river crab”, “wearing three watches” and “grass mud horse”.
“River crab” refers to Internet censorship in current China. The word “river crab”
sounds similar to the word “harmonious” in Chinese Mandarin. Since building a harmonious
society is the current Chinese government’s goal, political activists describe the action of
“being censored” as “being harmonized”, hence “being river crabbed”. “Wearing three
watches” refers to “Three Represents”, a political slogan coined by former President Jiang
Zemin because “watch” and “represent” are homonymous in the Chinese language. “Grass
mud horse” refers to a homonym for a well-known vulgarity in Chinese language: “cao ni
mao” which means “Fuck your mother”. Both the phrase “Fuck your mother” and word for

Figure 2.13: Example of political blogs with sensitive topic but in a nationalist tone
Source: http://user.qzone.qq.com/563172992/blog/1207808275 (accessed 17 June 2009)
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Figure 2.14: Example of dissent blogs
Source: http://user.qzone.qq.com/263963963/blog/1204023268 (accessed 13 June 2009)

Figure 2.15: River crab wearing three watches and grass mud horse
Source: http://chinadigitaltimes.net/china/grass-mud-horse/ (accessed 20 June 2009)
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Figure 2.16: Samples of comments on Lee Cheng Peng’s blog
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horse are pronounced as “cao ni ma”. In Chinese cyberspace, the phrase “grass mud horse”
indicates the struggle against the evil “river crab” who “wears three watches”, as the image in
Figure 2.15 illustrates.
But it is important to notice two things: first, in comparison with the mainstream
individualist and consumerist blogs, political satire blogs comprise a very small proportion
of the whole. Second, although the readership of political satire blogs is much bigger than
of blogs with dissenting materials, comments left by readers demonstrate distinctly what Yu
(2007) argues, namely, blogs are predominantly entertainment for the sake of entertainment.
For these reasons, political satire blogs are more accurately classified as entertainment than
political. Moreover, in some cases, they are satirizing for material gain.
Take, for example, Lee Cheng Peng, who is one of the most popular satire bloggers in
Sina Blogs. Although his satiric blogs have a relatively large number of visitors, most of their
comments are not intended to be taken seriously. Lee Cheng Peng himself is using a satirical
style to attract visitors and, hence, to sell his books. In one of the blog entries that jokes about
the “grass mud horse”, the number of readers is 121,099 and the number of comments posted
is 1,216. While this disparity displays the popularity of this blogger and his style of writing,
it also confirms that readers are pursuing entertainment rather than political information or
debate, as the samples in Figure 2.16 show.

Figure 2.17: The benefits of Lee Cheng Peng’s political satire blog
Source: http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_46e7ba410100dao6.html#comment1 (accessed 23 June 2009)
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The benefits Lee Cheng Peng’s popular political satire blogs were bringing him are quite
obvious. At the end of the body of the blog entry, he posted eye-catching announcements
about selling his new book, using a different font, print size and colour and including the
offer: “If you can’t wait, please click here to buy my book online now” (see Figure 2.17).
Thus, use of the four types of political blogs examined shows that netizens are primarily
interested in their own concerns, regardless of a blog-site’s political orientation. For example,
users advertise their own interests and in some cases give links to their own websites, while
blogsite developers use them to market their own products. The blogs are clear examples of
Chinese netizens behaving as self-focused, self-managing consumers. These practices are quite
common, as well-known theoretizations on liberalism and governmentality suggest. The final
section of this chapter critiques them with reference to China.

The blogosphere as a means of producing “self-managing consumers”
The practice of blogging in China and the way that censorship operates in the Chinese
blogosphere display strong signals of self-regulating behaviour. Self-regulation, in fact, is the
ultimate goal of governmentality (see Dean’s 2002 genealogy of liberalism, for example). Four
types of technology — of production, sign systems, power, and the self — Foucault argues
permit individuals to effect by their own means or with the help of others a certain
number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct and way of
being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, purity,
wisdom, perfection, or immortality. (1988a, p. 18)

In the case of the Chinese blogosphere, what we see is the empowerment of free yet
governable subjects (Rose 1999a, p. 135), who are enabled and sanctioned to navigate the
offerings of each BSP to satisfy their own personal desires and consumer wants.
By such means, China has demonstrated hybrid governance in the last three decades,
combining Maoist socialism, nationalism and development with “market socialism” within the
parameters of the Communist Party (Nonini 2008, p. 146). For example, to manage Chinese
bloggers, most of whom are Generation Y Internet users and so different from China’s previous
generations, the Chinese government is employing different strategies (or “technologies”).
Due to Generation Y’s distinctive characteristics, such as being self-centred and rebellious, the
government employs implicit technologies. Being indirect, these technologies are strategies
to shape people’s economic or social conduct, individually or via agencies, without shattering
people’s sense of independence (Miller & Rose 1990, p. 88). The government’s overriding
task, therefore, is “to do things in the centre that sometimes makes it possible to dominate
spatially as well as chronologically the periphery” (Latour 1987, p. 232).
Rose (1999a) believes management of the soul requires the construction of freedom,
which seems somewhat paradoxical, but what he means is that self-regulation (freedom)
demands self-discipline. This can be fostered through nationally-fostered ideals of what to
aim for and become (p. 11).
Foucault (1991) addresses this need for discipline in his theorization of governmentality,
in which he draws on sixteenth-century Protestant and Catholic pastoral doctrines of the
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government of souls and lives, as well as the general government of the state by Machiavelli’s
Prince, to foreground obedience and submission to authority through ritualization of personal
behaviour (p. 87). In the case of the Chinese blogosphere, while freedom of expression has
expanded from apolitical to political topics, in those now “free” spaces, the state retains the
right to accredit and provide the necessary symbols of authority and state power. In short,
the state encourages nationalism through manipulating online populations; it does this by
encouraging consumerism as individual choice (Powell & Cook 2007, p. 139).
In China, then, so-called free spaces for individuals to pursue personal interests as
well as purchase merchandise and services are managed by government strategies, which
simultaneously encourage and constrain debates on nationalism and patriotism. So promoting
a consumerist culture can be used to wake up nationalistic passions about the Dalai Lama
and CNN’s negative coverage at the same time. To channel people’s attention in such ways
is a significant means of stabilizing the current party’s power. Consequently, the next chapter
focuses specifically on how nationalistic discourse has developed in China and how the newest
wave of Chinese nationalism differs from previous ones.

PART II
Analyzing Chinese Anger

3

三
Anger as a Display of Nationalism
Promotion of consumerism
Recent literature suggests that the Chinese government welcomes the anger that Chinese
bloggers have displayed at Western media criticism of censorship in. The government indirectly
or otherwise supports consumerism as a legitimate form of freedom for its people in return
for loyalty to the state. Chinese Generation Y, in particular, has learned to appreciate the
greater social freedom that shopping and communicating on the Internet offers it, compared
with that available to earlier generations. This freedom alone has ensured the loyalty of this
generation to the Chinese state so far.
The dislike of Western ideology has been a consistent theme in displays of Chinese
nationalism and loyalty since 1989 (Gries 2004; Zheng 1999), but the anger Chinese bloggers
have demonstrated towards the Western media more recently indicates a new attitude,
a willingness to consume products of Western culture yet resentment of Western political
ideology. While increasing numbers of Chinese consume Western products such as Starbucks’
coffee, wear Adidas shoes, earn Western degrees and, even, become permanent residents of
Western countries, love for motherland China is also growing stronger.
Loving one’s motherland is not only a Chinese phenomenon. But among the Chinese,
love for the motherland is mainly an expression of support for the central government, and
it persists despite widely-exposed corruption at local government level. How has this support
for the national government come about?

Changing Chinese attitudes to nationalism
Between 1949 and 2008, the history of China reveals four phases of nationalism that are
distinguishable by differing attitudes among its people towards the West. These 60 years
demonstrate economic progress in China and, particularly recently, satisfying, individual
prosperity. Chinese people call the suffering of defeats in a series of military confrontations
with the West and Japan in the century preceding this period the “Century of Humiliation”.
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Starting from the mid-1800s, the following one hundred years gave impetus to the Chinese
nationalism that followed (Zhao 2004, p. 50).
Let me as an ethnic Chinese person explain why that earlier time is called the “Century
of Humiliation”. In 1636, the Manchus renamed their kingdom Qing and took over China
from the Han. The rulers of the Qing Dynasty viewed the Emperor as the Son of Heaven and
the Chinese considered themselves as the centre of the universe (Tyson 1995, p. 116). The
Chinese name for China, Zhongguo, translates as “The Middle Kingdom”, illustrating the
Chinese feeling of being the centre of the universe. The Qing Dynasty looked upon foreigners
as barbarians, and hence did not want to open up China to trade with other countries (Wang
1998). Although in 1757 Qing rulers declared Guangzhou in Canton would be the only legal
port for foreign trade, this strict foreign trade policy strained relationships between China and
other countries (Dillon 1998, p. 38).
As a consequence, the Qing Dynasty encountered many problems during the nineteenth
century when China also lost both Opium Wars. These defeats precipitated China’s economic
and military decline. Due to heavy war loans and debts, the Qing government had to increase
taxes to pay for the war but also had to accept foreign trade (Scott 2007, p. 11). Burgeoning
foreign trade led to the opening up of China and simultaneously initiated China’s century
of humiliation, its “bainian guochi”, which lasted until World War Two. During this painful
time, China had to sign a series of unequal treaties with Western countries and Japan, which
cumulatively weakened both the country’s territorial integrity and its sovereignty (Wang
1998).
Before and during these difficult times, the Chinese nation had neither an official name
nor a real national flag; nor did it exhibit any of the elements that normally symbolize a
nation-state. Liang Qichao, one of the most influential Chinese scholars and journalists of
that time, wrote “Nothing makes me more ashamed than the fact that our nation has no
name” (1989a, p. 3). Liang (1959, p. 35) and Hsu (1960, p. 69) observed that the Chinese
people had no conception of what a nation-state might be until their defeat in the SinoJapanese War.
China’s defeat at the hands of its old enemy Japan occurred at the same time that China
was forced to concede Hong Kong and other territories to Britain and various European
powers. These events awakened China from its “great dream of four thousand years” (Liang
1989b, p. 113). After this tumultuous period, Chinese people realized not only that China
was not the Middle Kingdom of the world but also that other entities in the world considered
themselves its equal, identifying themselves as nation-states with national sovereignty (Wei &
Liu 2001, p. 102–3).
The period of the Sino-Japanese conflict thus demonstrated the importance of
constructing a strong national identity through a powerful nation-state, a model that could
underpin China’s developing nationalism in the future. Unlike in Europe, where nationalism
had been internally “driven by the combined force of mercantilism and liberalism, nationalist
consciousness in China was triggered by external stimulus” (Zhao 2004, p. 50). As a result, the
term “Zhonghua minzu” (Chinese people or nation) tends to be tightly linked to nationalistic
fears of national annihilation under external invasion (Dittmer & Kim 1993, p. 252).
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Overall, such events combined to ensure that Chinese nationalism would contain strong
anti-foreign sentiment. But how should the rise of Chinese Generation Y’s resentment to the
West be understood today? Is it a continuation of the old anti-foreign sentiment or does
it represent something new? Considering these questions is central to an understanding of
modern Chinese nationalism, which began when the Chinese Communist Party (the CCP)
took power in 1949 and founded the People’s Republic of China.
Analyzing Chinese nationalism between 1949 and 2008 is more complex, however,
because nationalism is an ambiguous term. For the purposes of this particular study, I divide
Chinese nationalism from 1949 to 2008 into four phases: the Mao era (1949–1976); after
Mao’s death and before the Tiananmen Square incident (1976–1989); from the Tiananmen
Square incident until China was elected to host the 2008 Olympics (1989–2001); and the
period of preparation for and hosting the Beijing Olympics (2001–2008). I focus on Chinese
attitudes towards Western ideologies in each period and the exercise of governmental power
in forming these attitudes.
In 1949, the CCP founded the new China on the basis of anti-Japanese sentiments.
The CCP has built its legitimacy on its nationalistic credentials ever since. Hence, Chinese
nationalism is expressed as a “victor narrative” of heroic Chinese victories over Western and
Japanese imperialism at that time (Gries 2005, pp. 105–6). The nationalistic sentiments
continued the CCP’s anti-imperialist drive but more importantly reflected, from the top
down, strong worship for the leader Chairman Mao Tse-tung due to Mao’s mythic/heroicimage-building strategy (Chang 2003). Mao is widely credited with restoring China’s dignity:
Mao stood atop the Gate of Heavenly Peace in 1949 and proclaimed that “The Chinese
people have stood up”, thus visually illustrating his point while further fusing his image
with the national identity of the Chinese people. (Kluver 1996, p. 28)

The CCP, then, came to power on the basis of anti-Western and anti-Japanese
imperialism in 1949. The Party subsequently portrayed the USSR as the model for “the
dreamland” which would follow the building of the new Chinese nation (Wei, Liu & Kirby
2002, p. 83). The CCP followed its Soviet Union brother’s revolutionary journey by adopting
the Marxist-Leninist doctrine of nationalism, namely, that political behaviour can be reduced
to economic interests (Zheng 1999, p. 69). According to this doctrine, nationalism is either a
disguised economic interest or, in Marxist terms, false consciousness that misleads people and
stops them from pursuing their real class interests.
The whole country was enthusiastic for close connections with the Soviet Union:
invitations to Soviet specialists became national policy, and every area of administration was
open and ready for Soviet instruction (Wei, Liu & Kirby 2002, pp. 83–6). But Mao soon
found such apprenticeship to conflict seriously with the Chinese nationalistic goal — that
is, to build a strong and independent nation-state — and so China’s honeymoon with the
Soviet Union ended in 1960. The CCP consequently substituted patriotism for nationalism
and articulated the goal to create a strong national state that all Chinese could identify with
(Zheng 1999, pp. 69–70). Mao’s ideology of patriotism can be interpreted as anti-imperial,
anti-feudal, anti-Confucian and anti-capitalist (Zhang 2001, p. 264). Combined with his
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mythic image, Maoist ideology helped to stabilize the CCP government and legitimize its
new policies.
Scholars have described Mao as the greatest hero of the Chinese national epic (Chang &
Halliday 2005; Kluver 1996; Teiwes 1996). The Cultural Revolution, which brought chaos to
the nation, illustrates the rhetorical power of Mao’s mythic image best. Jung Chang describes
the mysterious cult of Mao in her memoirs of growing up during the Cultural Revolution:
Mao made himself more godlike by shrouding himself in mystery. He always appeared
remote, beyond human approach … Mao, the emperor, fitted one of the patterns of
Chinese history: the leader of a nationwide peasant uprising who swept away a rotten
dynasty and became a wise new emperor exercising absolute authority. And, in a sense,
Mao could be said to have earned his god-emperor status. He was responsible for ending
the civil war and bringing peace and stability … It was under Mao that China became
a power to be reckoned with in the world, and many Chinese stopped feeling ashamed
and humiliated at being Chinese. (Chang 2003, p. 137)

After the death of Mao in 1976, Deng Xiaoping introduced a modernization program
to make China stronger and richer, and between 1976 and 1989 Chinese nationalistic
sentiment could be described as pro-Western. During this phase and before the crackdown
in 1989 on the mass public protests in Tiananmen Square, coordinated efforts to support
individuals and their living requirements — referred to as “pastoral power” (Dean 1991, p.
81) — were implemented. This reform and the policy of opening China to the West in the
1980s meant that the living standards of Chinese people improved significantly due to the
rapid economic growth that ensued. Between 1981 and 1991, for example, the percentage of
household colour television sets increased from less than one per cent to 70 per cent of the
population (Zheng 1999, p. 50). Meanwhile, Western ideas, including that of democracy,
flourished in China.
Traditionally, the defining features of democracy comprise all citizens having equal access
to power, exercising equal control over state matters through consensus, and enjoying formal
equality of rights and privileges under a system of law. However, democracy is also time- and
situation-specific, affected, for example, by how a state organizes government and divides or
consolidates power in response to internal and external factors. There have been three major
types of democracy in the West (Keane 2009), starting with participatory democracy such
as the ancient Greek assemblies. Representative democracy, a more indirect governmental
structure, has many variants in the West, for example, the US and the UK. A monitory
democracy is the model to which China came closest in the 1980s. This form is characterized
by scrutiny of power-based organizations, for example, human rights organizations, integrity
commissions, and citizens’ assemblies. In other words, monitory democracy regulates and
reinforces specific balances of power between citizens and the government. But the Chinese
government now appears to believe that shared power could weaken the party and that
democracy, therefore, might cause societal chaos.
According to a nationwide survey in 1987 (Min 1989), 75 per cent of Chinese were
tolerant of the inflow of Western ideas, and 80 per cent of Chinese Communist Party members
held a similar attitude (p. 128). Moreover, due to the fast-growing economy, the desire of
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Chinese intellectuals for democracy in China became intense. These scholars believed that
the traditional culture of China hindered the country’s democratization and that the future
of China depended on thorough westernization (Su et al. 1988). The erection of the Chinese
nationalists’ statue of the Goddess of Democracy during the Beijing Spring in 1989 speaks of
their desire to promote democracy in China (Gries 2004, p. 6).
The 1989 democratic movement did not succeed. For Chinese leaders, the purpose
of political reform was not to weaken the Party but to stabilize it (Zheng 1999, p. 50). So
the 1989 popular movement, which ended in Tiananmen Square, caused a return to the
exercises and excesses of sovereign power. Meanwhile, the sustained economic development
in the 1990s also began to satisfy Chinese people’s individual needs. In these ways during
this time, Chinese nationalistic sentiments were shaped both top down and bottom up. After
the Tiananmen Incident in 1989, and especially after Jiang Zemin assumed power in 1992,
nationalism was promoted as a dominant discourse in China and it was in this era that
Chinese nationalists’ attitudes became hostile towards the West.
Overall, Chinese government’s promotion of nationalism was due to several factors,
including the collapse of European communism, Chinese re-evaluation of Western culture,
and a society that was changing more quickly than prevailing ideology (Zheng 1999, pp. 512). First, what happened in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe influenced the traditional
thinking of Chinese intellectuals, who expressed the following kind of view:
[S]ocial disintegration is a more serious threat to China than social stagnation and
conservatism, that political and social chaos will follow the decline of the traditional
ideology and the worsening of social crises. Therefore, it … [is] necessary to promote
nationalism as a new ideology. (Sun 1996, p. 17 [translated in Zheng 1999, p. 51])

Second, Chinese intellectuals started criticizing the West and its possible influences on
China. Whereas before 1989 they believed China should become westernized, in the 1990s
westernization was considered to be having negative effects on Chinese traditional culture. In
addition, the Chinese questioned the West’s intentions towards the rise of China, particularly
since the West wanted to impose stringent conditions on China’s entry into the World Trade
Organization (WTO) (Sun 1996, p. 17). Third, the old, more expansive ideology of reform
and opening-up that began in 1978 had become outdated and less relevant in Chinese
thinking. A new ideological tool was needed to manage the changing society, and nationalism
was the best candidate (Chen 1996, p. 74).
Interestingly, Chinese nationalists in this phase appeared to favour the victimization
narrative of the Century of Humiliation (Gries 2004, p. 4). Accordingly, they questioned
the inflow of Western culture that started flooding China in the late 1990s. In 1997, Song
Qiang, the author of the nationalistic book Unhappy China, reflected on the materialism of
his generation: “Cultural and spiritual fast food has taken over” (1997, p. 23). Generation
Y seemed to believe it must defend China’s stability whereas the generation before 1989,
according to Generation Y, was dangerously romantic and radical (Gries 2004, p. 5). The May
8 nationalistic protests and demonstrations of 1999 illustrate this in their use of a painting of
a skeleton of the statue of liberty — a sharp contrast to 1989’s Goddess of Democracy.
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However, it is important to note that although Chinese nationalists demonstrated their
resentment of Western liberty in this era, the desire for democracy still existed. What Chinese
nationalists resisted were the Western models of democratization and theories of development.
They believed Westernization was the cause of China’s national and cultural identity crises.
China’s modernization, they believed, should be separated from Westernization, and the
future development of China should rely instead on “Chinesenization” (Zheng 1999, p. 53).
The anti-Westernization narrative strengthened even further after 2001 with the
maturity of China’s post-80s generation and the inspiring Chinese achievements of 2001:
Beijing was elected to host the 2008 Olympics, Shanghai hosted the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) meeting, China successfully joined the WTO, and China’s national
football team got a pass to the World Football Cup for the first time in China’s history. The
China Economy Website called this first year of the twenty-first century the “Chinese year”
and saw it as a very good sign for China in the new century (China Economy Website 2009).
The issue of China’s national and cultural identity crises due to Westernization promoted in
the previous wave of nationalism was gradually replaced by a new wave of pride and a victory
narrative.
The resurgence of Chinese nationalism manifested by the young Chinese generation
after 2001 not only captured major worldwide attention in 2008 but also demonstrated
something powerful and different: overwhelming, intense pride in the country and its central
government. Concurrently, and even more distinctively, the inflow of Western “cultural and
spiritual fast food” questioned by the previous generation of nationalists is beloved by this
latest generation. In the minds of Generation Y, the anti-West ideology has shifted from a
clear anti- or pro-Western attitude to paradoxical attitudes about the West: extreme embrace
of Western culture on the one hand, sharp resentment of Western political ideologies on the
other.
The Internet as a tool of expression for this generation’s nationalistic sentiments has
become a distinguishing feature of the victory wave because this generation is the first to grow
up with the Internet in China. While consumerist behaviour dominates the Internet, largely
through the young generation’s online activities (see Chapter Two), the Internet also spreads
and strengthens the passion for issues that involve China’s political image.
The 2008 anti-CNN campaign (introduced in Chapter 1 and the focus of Chapter 6)
illustrates the latest Chinese nationalistic sentiment. The anti-CNN forum expressed high
emotions after CNN’s coverage of Tibet and other Western coverage of the Olympic torch
relay in 2008. These events enabled young Chinese people via MSN messenger to express
both their love for China and their support for the Beijing Olympic Games. Netizens added
the symbol of a red heart against their MSN names and placed the English word “China” next
to itXiao, Wu& Chen 2008. The consistent, continuous act of expressing “love China” via
MSN demonstrated united Chinese opposition to the Western media’s coverage of the Beijing
Olympic Games protests. Generation Y’s actions on the Internet represented a new Chinese
national identity, composed of resentment of the West and intense pride of China, and its
actions are quite distinctive from earlier waves of Chinese nationalism.
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Strategic use of government power
Studying the Chinese government’s management strategies facilitates understanding of how
the Chinese people view China as a nation. Foucauldian analysis, for example, indicates that
nationalism and political power are generally so closely aligned so as to form inseparable ties.
For example, political movements seeking to exercise state power often validate their actions
with nationalistic arguments (Breuilly 1993, p. 1). Nationalism by some is held to be a political
movement by definition (e.g. Brass 1991) and so capable of transforming political situations
(Hobsbawm 1983). Anderson (1991) proposed close analytical links between nationalism
and ethnicity through two profoundly contrasting chains of connections called “serialities”
(p. 11), which could be bound or unbound. However, government roles are critical in any
analysis of modern nationalism and “bound” governmental chains are capable of creating a
sense of community — and hence the development and politics of ethnic identity. Anderson
argues further, however, in his study of Indonesia in Imagined Communities, that nationalism
can generally be aligned with the “large cultural systems that precede it” — in Indonesia’s
case, “the religious community and the dynastic realm” (Anderson 1991, p. 12). Although
the case of Indonesia is somewhat different from that of China in many respects, Anderson’s
methodology of analyzing print media, maps, census surveys, and museums illustrates how an
analytic focus on techniques of government can help to develop understanding of the forces
and influences that underpin nationalism.
Foucault’s governmentality approach encompasses a similar theme to that of Anderson.
Foucault argues that any analysis of nationalism falls inevitably within the framework of
governmentality. In his analysis of power relations and the processes of government, he
describes societies as demonic because they operate through two games that have the potential
for conflict, the citizen game and the shepherd-flock game (1988b, p. 71). The interplay of
these two games frequently forms the story of the modern state.
The identification of pastoral and sovereign power in Foucault’s approach also mirrors
Anderson’s analysis of large cultural systems. Eudaily (2004) suggests that configurations such
as these provide unique analytic tools (p. 40).
Given the importance of Foucault’s analysis and the related approaches outlined above,
it is worth contemplating what he means by pastoral and sovereign powers. According to
Foucault, sovereign power, which denotes legal enforcement of citizen responsibilities (see
Dean 1991), tends to be centralized and repressive, its laws derived from the rule of kings.
A diagram of sovereign power, therefore, places the sovereign head outside the political
system (Eudaily 2004, p. 39). By comparison, pastoral power links individual needs and
state obligations to society and people’s personal, moral salvation (Dean 1991, pp. 81–2).
Thus, unlike centralized sovereign power that colonizes top-down, pastoral power is exercised
through more personalized strategies intended to have individual effects “by attributing, in
an essential paradox, as much value to a single lamb as to an entire flock” (Foucault 1983,
p. 219). Diagrams of pastoral power thus locate a moral, reflective ethos at a state’s centre.
Tactical exercise of power by institutions, is what Foucault calls the “art of governmentality”
(Foucault, 1991, p. 3).
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So, according to many analysts, there is a close relationship between the concepts of
nationalism and governmentality according to many analysts. For the purposes of this study,
using the concepts Foucault refers to as pastoral power and sovereign power makes it possible
to see a significant change in the exercising of governmental power in China, a change that is
enabling Chinese Generation Y to create its own form of nationalism. In Foucauldian terms,
the Chinese government has shifted from exercising sovereign power to employing pastoral
power.

A new nationalistic perspective
The new wave of nationalistic sentiment, as already argued, demonstrates a startling contrast
between earlier, tentative desires for progress towards an open, democratic society in China
and current views represented by Generation Y. This generation shows little interest in
more political power. Besides, the historical overview (see above) reveals that an interesting
relationship between democracy and nationalism operates in China.
After Deng started the post-1976 modernization program, Chinese nationalism became
pro-Western. Rapid economic development led intellectuals to call for China to become
a democracy. After the failure of the 1989 democratic movement, Chinese nationalists
immediately started questioning the inflow of Western culture into China. These thinkers
considered themselves realistic, pragmatic defenders of stability and order. Although this
generation of nationalists did not bring China democracy either, the desire for democracy still
existed. However, the new wave of Chinese nationalism represented by China’s Generation Y
born after 1980 has marked a real change.
The relationship between Chinese nationalism and democracy is not a new topic. The
interrelationship of nationalism, the state, and Chinese democratization is complex and since
the 1990s scholars have pointed out that nationalistic sentiment in China tends to conflict
with any push for democracy in disputes over national boundaries (Chang 1998; He & Guo
2000; Sautman 1997). While post-Mao, analysts mostly assumed Chinese citizens’ desire
for democracy and admitted the democratic potential of nationalism in China (He 2003;
Wang 2003), the latest wave of Chinese nationalism displayed by Generation Y appears to
contradict these previously positive attitudes.
In short, resistance to structural change characterizes the latest wave of Chinese
nationalism. As Chapter 2 analyzed, the post-1980 generation in China is the first generation
to grow up in a consumerist society and have the Internet, and many young people are spoiled
at home because they are the only child. The current levels of reform and opening up have
satisfied many of their curiosities about the world. Their everyday lives contain Western
elements — Coca-Cola, Hollywood movies, iPods — and they appear to have little interest
in participating in political changes. They form a generation for whom, since prosperity and
personal freedom are achievable, democracy is not required. One member of Generation Y
explains the response as follows:
our life is pretty good. I care about my rights when it comes to the quality of a waitress
in a restaurant or a product I buy. When it comes to democracy and all that, well … [t]
hat doesn’t play a role in my life. (Elegant 2007)
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But to what extent is Generation Y’s nationalistic sentiment and resentment towards
the West free of the government’s intervention or influence? As the earlier analysis has already
intimated, to assume that it is free of it would be to oversimplify the reality. Accordingly,
I propose that China’s Generation Y’s nationalistic sentiments are stimulated through the
government’s promotion of the online consumer culture. In the next section, I articulate this
argument, starting by considering prevailing Western and Chinese interpretations of Chinese
nationalism.

The interpretation of Chinese nationalism
The problem of understanding Chinese nationalism is inflamed by continuing debate on
the role that the Chinese government plays in shaping nationalism (Zhao 2004, pp. 12–14).
Some scholars argue that Chinese nationalism is driven from the bottom up and that the
emergence of Chinese nationalism is the will of the people for the development of the nation.
Others believe that it is imposed from the top down by the state as an expression of the
interests of the CCP.

The dominant Western perception: “Top down”
The dominant Western view defines Chinese nationalism as an expression of the interests of
the ruling elite, that is, the interest of the communist state in Chinese nationalism. One view
is that nationalism is a means of defending the state from foreign influences:
The Chinese do not have an inspired version of nationalism based on shared ideals and
worthy principles…. They are left with only a keen sense of “we-ness versus they-ness”,
an outlook that can only serve xenophobic passions. (Pye 1996, p. 67)

Enforcement of nationalism is the legal prerogative of the state, which the CCP
exercises, for example, by manipulating national symbols. In this way, the central government
can be said to play “a determining role in the construction and management of a national
identity dynamic.” (Dittmer & Kim 1993, p. 87)
Meanwhile, perceptions of Chinese nationalism outside the country are based on other
understandings of international relations (Zheng 1999, pp. 4–5). In particular, in the West
two distinct theories of international relations, realism and liberalism, have had a profound
impact on how the international implications of Chinese nationalism are perceived. From
the realist perspective, China’s nationalism originated in the ending of the Cold War, which
allowed new ethnic struggles to surface in the suddenly-created “power vacuum” in East Asia
(Buzan & Segal 1994, p. 15). Based on its rapid economic growth and modern development,
China was in a position to fill this void (Zheng 1999, p. 5) and its new nationalistic surge
provoked palpable anxiety at the possibility of further wars in its neighbours (Kristof 1993;
Roy 1995, pp. 48–50).
Liberals believe that war is unlikely among democratic states, but an nregime experiencing
such rapid economic development as China is clearly threatening to its neighbours (Doyle
1983; Owen 1994; Russett 1993). Liberals also argue that there is a fundamental difference
between how peace is experienced in Europe and in Asia. Most European states are stable
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democracies with relatively low social and economic differentiation; in Asia such experience
is rare. Moreover, regimes in the Asiatic region vary considerably: totalitarian North Korea,
South-East Asian countries’ combinations of modernizing and authoritarian governments,
the liberal democracies of Australia and New Zealand, and China’s capitalism with its own
characteristics (Friedberg 1993/4, p. 5–33). Liberals further believe that China’s advancing
nuclear capability poses a great threat to world peace (Buzan & Segal 1994; Segal 1995; Roy
1995).
Although realists and liberals propose different strategies to cope with China’s rise to
world power they are in agreement on the role that the CCP has played in the growth of
Chinese nationalism. The dominant Western interpretation of Chinese nationalism is that
“the Communist Party has constructed Chinese nationalism as a tool to legitimize its rule”
(Gries 2004, p. 18). In response, realists argue that China’s nationalism must be constrained
and Chinese power must be balanced. Accordingly, they believe it is in the interest of the
United States and other Asian Pacific powers to seek to weaken China by restraining its
economic development (Segal 1995, p. 73). On the other hand, liberals believe that China will
eventually become democratic so long as its economic and cultural development continues:
Based on the experience of political development in other East Asian nations, promoting
economic growth while monopolizing political power is an almost impossible balancing
act over the long term, especially in a world increasingly linked by communications
and trade, as people’s income rises and their horizon broadens, they are more likely to
demand the right to participate in government and to enjoy full protection under the
rule of law. (Talbot 1996, p. 57)

But underpinning these differences of views, both liberals and realists believe that
the CCP has incited nationalism to maintain its rule in political crises. It has even been
argued that “the Chinese Communist Party is no longer communist … [so] it must be even
more Chinese” (Christensen 1996, p. 38). In other words, now that the ideological grip of
communism is less strong, nationalism is even more important as a government tool than
previously. There is, then, broad consensus in the West that Chinese nationalism today is
an important tool frequently utilized by the Communist rulers to stabilize its power: it is
“party propaganda” (Gries 2004, p. 18). Thus, the general Western perception of recent
Chinese bloggers’ hostility to the proliferation of news that is patently not pro-China is that
such antagonism is the result of Communist brain-washing. This perception is not entirely
inaccurate but in my view it is an oversimplification. Chinese nationalism is more complex
than that.

The dominant Chinese perception: “Bottom up”
According to the “bottom up” view, Chinese nationalism is eternal and objective; it reflects
the people’s attitudes rather than the government’s interests (Gries 2004; Zheng 1999). Three
clear reasons why Chinese nationalism reflects popular rather than government interest have
been proposed:
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First, it is about how the Chinese state should and can be reconstructed in accordance
with the changing domestic and international circumstances. Second, it is about state
sovereignty and people’s perception of China’s proper position of power in a world
of nation-states. Third, it is about people’s perceptions of a “just world order”, an
international system that accords with China’s national interest. (Zheng 1999, p. 14)

In other words, Chinese nationalism is not simply party propaganda because Chinese
citizens now play a central role in how nationalism is conceived and develops. The Chinese,
like all peoples, “have deep-seated emotional attachments to their national identity” (Gries
2004, p. 18, one of very few Western scholars to comment on the link between emotion and
nationalism).
Overseas Chinese scholars also argue that the role of the CCP is less influential than
is commonly thought (Fong 2004; Zhao 2002; Zhou 2005b). The basis for their argument
is that although most overseas Chinese have access to different information and therefore
are free from Chinese state intervention, there is no evidence that liberalism, for example, is
more popular than nationalism among them. In 2003 and 2004, the anthropologist Vanessa
Fong conducted research among young Chinese adults studying in Australia, Ireland, the
U.K. and the U.S. Her findings indicate that despite daily exposure to everyday life in the
West and Western media perspectives, students expressed a nationalistic Chinese attitude
when interviewed about the 1999 bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade (Fong 2004).
Her findings echo those of mainland Chinese research, for example, that of sociologist Zhao
Dingxin. After interviewing over 1,200 elite university students in Beijing, he claimed that
exposure to Western media sources was having little effect on young people’s degrees of anger
regarding the embassy bombing (Zhao 2002).
I am myself one of China’s Generation Y, and living overseas with the opportunity to
closely observe the young generation’s lifestyle at home and abroad, I agree that liberalism does
not appear to be more popular than nationalism among young Chinese. Since the reasons for
this are not clearly understood, they are worth deeper consideration.
I argue in this book that to date this phenomenon has been neglected in studies of
nationalism among China’s Generation Y, and further, that an explanation may be found
through studying the Chinese state’s tactics of governmentality, that is, why the government
chooses to encourage some forms of self-sufficiency and independence (“technologies of the
self ” in Foucault’s terms) rather than employ the machinery of propaganda.

Bridging the difference: The CCP’s governmentality tactics
It is possible to claim that the consequences of the Cultural Revolution and the Tiananmen
Square incident caused Chinese Generation Y’s current apathy to democracy, so that there
was no need for the CCP to seek to influence young people’s attitudes to it. When Generation
Y’s parents talk about the chaos of the Cultural Revolution, the horror stories their children
hear may alone be sufficient to make them apolitical. Most parents warn their children never
to join alternative political movements in China. In any case, regardless of such advice, the
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chapter of political unrest and confrontation in Chinese history is ancient history to most of
the young generation. What Generation Y has witnessed and experienced with its own eyes
are a peaceful China and the country’s economic boom. Some members of Generation Y have
vague memories of the Tiananmen Square protest in 1989, but they tend to believe that such
protests are no longer needed and would actually be counter-productive:
If popular uprisings like Tiananmen were allowed to continue, they would have provoked
a counteraction by conservative forces and led to a return to fortress China: no more
iPods, overseas shopping trips or snowboarding weekends. (Elegant 2007)

The preference for iPods and shopping over democracy also raises something else worthy
of consideration: Among this Internet-savvy, pragmatic younger generation, how could
nationalistic sentiment be formed by external factors if it is not also their natural emotion?
And if it was formed by external factors, for what purposes?
It is certainly not simply party propaganda from the top anymore, because the CCP
does not openly talk about nationalism. In fact, the Chinese government is cautious about
evoking nationalistic sentiment because it is aware that Chinese nationalism is a double-edged
sword that could one day turn against the government itself, as it did in demonstrations
against the American government embassy in 1999, and the Japanese government embassy in
2004 when violent protests by aggressive Chinese anti-Japanese demonstrators erupted on the
streets of Shanghai and dozens of other Chinese cities for several days (Zhao 2005).
Hence, the Chinese government knows that nationalism poses a potential threat to the
current political framework. This may explain why in the case of anti-CNN protests in 2008
there were no street demonstrations in domestic China at all. The anti-CNN case, a clinching
episode for the argument of this book, is analyzed in Chapter 6.
But to explain nationalism as arising solely out of an emotion from below that comes
from the Chinese people themselves is also too simple. The CCP does have a nationalist
strategy, but it is more sophisticated than previously acknowledged. The CCP has awoken
nationalistic sentiments through promoting a consumerist culture, and it is this strategy that
has enabled it to penetrate to the roots of Chinese consciousness. By encouraging the pursuit
of personal economic freedom as an ultimate goal, nationalism is stimulated at the same time.
This effect is particularly evident in Chinese cyberspace, where much consumerist activity
and social interaction now occurs. In this sphere, political strategies can be waged more subtly
than in any direct state or policing interventions. Thus, nationalism can be engendered by the
state through a complex range of strategies, an array of “technologies” connecting the strategic
calculations of the political centre and a state’s institutions to thousands of micro-locales
where individual or group conduct is shaped (Rose 1999b, pp. xxi–xxii). But why does the
Chinese government need to do this?

Why encourage nationalistic sentiments in China today?
There are two main reasons why China has sought to stimulate national sentiment via the
promotion of consumerism during the recent period of China’s phenomenal economic growth.
One explanation is, as already mentioned (Section 3.4 above), the mismatch between old
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ideologies and the needs of a fast-changing society. Renewed appeals to nationalistic sentiment
were required to stabilize the government and legitimize the government’s policies for China’s
future. Linking the Party directly to the nation meant that in people’s consciousness, “love
of country” automatically became “love of Party” (Link 2008, p. 6). There were particular
advantages to the current party in following this strategy. Take, for example, the two bids to
host the Olympics:
If a bid were successful (as it was in 2001), the glory would rebound to the Party; if
unsuccessful (as in 1993), foreigners could be blamed for disrespecting the Chinese
nation—and this, too, would pull the Party closer to the people. (Link 2008, p. 7)

Secondly, to promote consumerist culture by nationalizing it is to draw attention away
from existing domestic complaints. The growing wealth that online consumerism reflects
has also drawn attention to the gaps between rich and poor to the extent that they form
a sub-theme in Chinese cyberspace against privilege. The emergence of this sub-theme
demonstrated the need to nationalize consumer culture, to unite people rather than divide
them. “Getting rich first” is a motto for most Chinese, because money and the power it can
bring are two life goals which currently bring special privilege to some people in China.
Therefore, those who are not so privileged tend to resent those who are while also desiring to
attain those same privileges they resent in others. Thus, envy and resentment mix together to
create the “anti-privilege” sentiments displayed in Chinese cyberspace. Because the Internet
can unite people regardless of distant physical locations, these “anti-privilege” sentiments have
quickly magnified in recent years, forming a virtual but substantive sub-discourse community
in Chinese cyberspace, one which today has created a binary distinction between “us” and
“them” and which is both “intense and passionate” in its recognition of political friends and
enemies in China (Dutton 2008, p. 106). In a number of social activism incidents, such as the
“human flesh search engine”, which is the phenomenon of hunting for wrongdoers by means
of blogs and bloggers’ offline social connections, innocent people, who are neither rich nor
powerful, have been mistakenly targeted as “them”.
Because of such socially-divisive domestic problems, at the same time as the government
promotes a consumerist ideology it also seeks to weaken the tension between “us” and “them”
through encouraging nationalism. For example, in the case of the Dalai Lama, by drawing
attention instead to CNN’s negative coverage of China, the government is able to focus
people’s attention on national goals and so stabilize it’s power. It is interesting to consider,
therefore, how the Party actually does this.

How are nationalistic sentiments formed?
The cases I have mentioned clearly illustrate that young Chinese people have strong national
feelings as well as individualist and consumerist tendencies. Nationalistic sentiment and
independence may actually be the result of China’s emphasis on patriotic education since
the early 1990s (Hoffman 2006; Link 2008). For example, autonomy can be encouraged
through enabling people to strive for professional qualifications which enable them to serve
their country (Hoffman 2006, p. 550).
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Certainly, patriotic education is one of the strategies Chinese governmenthas employed,
but it cannot be the full explanation of a generation which grew up with the drive for
individualism and consumerism yet is rebellious about the educational narrative: members
of Chinese Generation Y are far more interested in planning holiday trips than serving their
country. Although Hoffman (2006) refers to interviews conducted with some young Chinese
who express their desire to serve the country, I take a more sober view of the credibility
of this type of interview. First of all, it is disingenuous to trust their statements while also
admitting that self-censorship exists in China. Trusting these respondents’ statements assumes
that they did not self-censor. Secondly, from my own point of view as a young Chinese, when
interviewed by a Westerner and knowing the contents of the interview will be publicized, I
would always find it wise to be “patriotic”.
For such reasons, I would suggest that the young generation’s nationalistic sentiments are
ultimately formed through “the channel of consumer culture” (Gerth 2003, p. 13). However,
nationalism means different things to different people. For some it is the call for “consuming
products made in China”, in other words, “Chinese people ought to consume Chinese
products”, a popular slogan in the previous generation which simultaneously imposed serious
constraints on the individual (Gerth 2003, p. 15). Now, though, nationalistic consumerism
appears rather different when one looks at Chinese bloggers’ “shopping report blogs”. As
I know personally from my Chinese friends, while they add the love-heart to their MSN
names, they also buy Western cosmetic products. Nationalization through consumerism now,
I suggest, is the wrapping up of the nationalistic sentiments in cultural products that the
young generation consume, from pop songs to online games. One example is the very wellknown pop song among China’s post 80s generation. The song is called “Chinese”, and was
sung by Andy Lau, one of the most successful singers and film actors in China since the
1990s. Strong pride in being Chinese is very obvious in the song; the lyric has key phrases
such as “5000 years history”, “8000 miles of mountains and rivers”, “humiliation in the past”,
“stride proudly ahead”. Pride of China’s ancient history and the pain of the humiliation in
this song are clear:
In the 5000 years of history, many dreams were hiding
Yellow faces, black eyes, we smile eternally
8000 miles of mountains and rivers is like a song
No matter where you are from and where you will go to
Same tears, same pain, we leave the humiliation in our hearts
Same blood, same race, we have dreams in the future, let’s fulfill them together
Hand in hand, no difference between you and me, let’s stride proudly ahead
Let the world know that we are Chinese.

This pop song is one of the many entertainment pieces that contain strong nationalistic
sentiments. While it is popular as an entertainment piece, it also nationalizes the pop culture
that the young generation consumes.
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Governing at a distance
In this chapter I investigated the new characteristic of Chinese bloggers’ nationalistic
sentiments: their embrace of Western culture alongside their resentment of Western political
ideology. The chapter made transparent how different the new anti-West national sentiment
is in comparison with its predecessors, and how it was formed.
First of all, I examined theoretical conceptions of nationalism and their relationship
to governmentality, which entailed examining the procedures and processes a government
may put in place to control and manage a state. One technology, or means, for this may be
the manipulation of nationalistic feelings. In the case of China, nationalism is loaded with
specific cultural and historical resonances, particularly following the founding of the PRC in
1949. The analysis in this chapter made links between the central government and the latest
wave of Chinese nationalism, demonstrated by China’s young generation, which attracted
worldwide attention in 2008.
My main aim was to suggest that Generation Y’s nationalistic sentiments do not indicate
that the structural changes needed for democracy to occur in China are either desired or likely
to happen at the present time. China’s Generation Y is happy, or at the very least, content
with the current political framework in China. My other related aim was to bridge Western
and Chinese perspectives on this topic. I argued that in studies of nationalism involving
young Chinese living in China and overseas their paradoxical attitudes towards the West
have been ignored so far. This is regrettable since their feelings may have been influenced by
mechanisms under government control, even if only indirectly. Whatever the explanation,
Chinese bloggers’ hostility towards Western criticism of government-imposed censorship in
China challenges previous studies which argue the democratic potential of recent waves of
nationalism in China. In Chapter 4, I deepen the analysis of Chinese Generation Y’s anger
about Western accusations of government censorship and its implications for the potential of
democracy in China.

4

四
Chinese Anger at the Label of Censorship
A difference of understanding
According to Western media, freedom of expression remains suppressed in China. This belief
was the trigger for bloggers’ recent anger in China towards the West. Western attitudes and
the anger of Chinese Generation Y indicate that Western media and Chinese Generation Y
place different values on freedom of speech. For its part, Chinese Generation Y appreciates
that, compared with previous generations, it is allowed considerable freedom of speech.
Moreover, the freedoms currently allowed give all Chinese people more opportunities than
previously to pursue personal goals. Interestingly, however, the economic freedom offered on
the Internet in China has also created a modern consumerist generation that is self-regulating.
That is, without centrally-organized controls, Chinese people moderate what they do and say.
Foucault would describe them as operating technologies of the self (1988a). In general, then,
many Chinese people seem satisfied with the current situation, which gives them limited
consumer-focused freedoms within an otherwise unchanged political framework.
Because vast differences are apparent between Chinese and Western people in their
understanding and experience of censorship, I reviewed the literature on censorship. I found
little scholarly literature published on censorship in China, whereas censorship studies in the
West have surged in the last 25 years.
The common theoretical position in the West sees all forms of censorship as limiting
freedom of speech. Liberal democracies in the West, indeed, encourage and advocate freedom
of expression. By contrast, in China, where censorship has been and is still much tighter than
in the West, the majority of present-day Chinese people tend to be satisfied with the existing
more relaxed, though still limited, freedom of expression.
This chapter therefore pays special attention to the argument on Chinese nationalism
from this perspective, namely, the contrasting interpretations of censorship as revealed by,
on the one hand, Chinese Generation Y’s resentment of Western perceptions of censorship
mechanisms in China and, on the other, the impact of that resentment on nationalistic
sentiments. Owing to contemporary Chinese people being allowed more freedom of speech
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and action than in the past, they are grateful for these personal liberties and proud to be
Chinese. For this reason, further structural changes to allow even greater personal freedom
is unlikely because the majority of young people in particular, the upcoming governing
generation, do not desire it.

Understanding the Chinese tradition of censorship
Censorship practices from 1949 to the current market-oriented economic reforms period in
China demonstrate the increased freedoms of speech that contemporary Chinese enjoy along
with their increased economic prosperity. While publications on censorship in the West have
proliferated in the last 25 years, scholarly literature on censorship in contemporary China
remains scarce. The most obvious reason for this is that information about censorship is itself
censored in China. Although the Chinese tradition of censorship is of long-standing, “no
published Chinese source acknowledges the existence of censorship after 1949” (Chen 1992,
p. 569). So, in this section, taking 1949 as a watershed in Chinese history, I will first review
Chinese censorship practices before 1949 and then analyze censorship practices from 1949 to
the market-oriented economic reforms period.

From the Song Dynasty to 1949
Although publications on censorship are few in China, scholars from around the world have
documented Chinese censorship practices in the late-imperial times. For example, Chan
(1983) provides a comprehensive overview of state censorship in the Chinese book market;
Brook (1988) analyzes the impact of the Qianlong inquisition on the book trade in the Qing
Dynasty; Japanese scholar Okamoto, who researched prohibited books in China, discusses
the impact of the Qianlong inquisitions at the provincial level (1996), and; Guy (1987)
describes how state censorship was manipulated by both scholar-officials and local elites
under Qianlong emperors of the Qing Dynasty.
These scholars show that Chinese people have lived with rigorous censorship
mechanisms since the Song Dynasty (960–1279) and, most notoriously, during the Qing
Dynasty in China (1644–1911).
In China, printing was invented in the Tang Dynasty (618–907) but it was not until the
Song Dynasty, which began 50 years or so later, that publishing flourished due to the invention
of movable type in the 1040s (Chan 1983, p. 2). As publishing enterprises expanded, the
rulers of the Song dynasty, having witnessed the proliferation of books and literature printed
by private concerns, started elaborating laws and regulations controlling their publication
and circulation (Yao 1979, p. 268). Thus, censorship mechanisms were defensive, deliberate,
and direct. During the Middle Ages in the West, their counterparts, monarchs and church
officials in Europe, also promulgated laws and regulations on publishing and printing in order
to safeguard their prerogatives and interests; these regulations established the foundation for
publication laws in modern Europe and North Ameria (Bowker 1912, pp. 10–20).
There were differences in what Western officialdom sought to do, however. The
Western laws sought “in part to censor heresy or sedition, and in part to foster literature by
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protecting publishers against piracy” (Chan 1983, p. 3). Thus, the Western laws specified
different kinds of procedures because they reflected different institutions, concepts, traditions
and heritage (ibid.), whereas the Song Dynasty’s publishing laws were designed simply for the
government’s benefit.
The Song publication laws provided the groundwork for regulations in later dynasties.
The twin aims to protect the state’s exclusive privileges in the compilation and dissemination of
certain categories of works and literature and enforce the state’s censorship and proscription of
literary works for reasons of domestic politics and state security were accepted and continued
by the dynasties which followed, such as the Mongols of the Yuan (1260–1368), the Chinese
of the Ming (1368–1644), and the Manchus of the Qing Dynasty (1644–1911), the most
famous and notorious of the last being the Qianlong Inquisition.
The Qing transferred power from the Han to the ruler Qianlong because if printing
could create chains of reproduced texts for the Han people, then it was potentially subversive
and to be feared. Therefore, Qianlong not only banned the majority of printed books but
also prohibited the use of undesirable words across the country (Guy 1987). During the
inquisition, intellectuals were beheaded because of their writings. In many cases, their deaths
were only due to the use of a single word the emperor considered offensive, as happened, for
example, with the death of Hu Zhongzao, a provincial education commissioner (Guy 1987,
p. 32). Hu used zhuo qing in a poem. Qing was the name of the dynasty, and zhuo means dirty
or muddy. The Qianlong emperor understood Hu to be taking a political position in the then
unrest between a Han official (Hu’s mentor) and a Manchu official, and Hu was eventually
beheaded.
Sometimes in such incidents, the immediate and extended families of the writer would
be killed as well. For example, in a poem written by a Han poet to commemorate his late father,
Qianlong believed some words were hostile towards the Manchus. Hence, Qianlong decided
to excavate the coffin of the poet’s father, multilate his corpse, and kill all his descendants
(Schmidt 2003, p. 370).
In 1912, Sun Yat-sen successfully led a national revolution and established a new
government in Nanjing after the fall of the Qing Dynasty. For the first time in Chinese history,
Chinese people were promised freedom of speech, authorship, and publication (Chan 1983,
p. 26). However, before the promise was enacted as law, the warlord Yuan Shi Kai replaced
Sun as the provisional president and moved the capital to Beijing. The unborn freedom of
speech law was aborted in Yuan’s drive to become emperor. To realize his ambition for power,
he sought to suppress civil liberties and control public speech (for example, in newspapers).
Article 11 of his proclamations forbade the publication of any writing, drawing or picture
deemed subversive, provocative or harmful to social morals. Similarly, the publication of state
documents was restricted if considered harmful to state security.
In 1928, the Nationalist Party gained control of the key provinces of China and
established a one-party dictatorship. The Party elaborated a set of regulations to suppress
political opposition for the purpose of strengthening the Nationalist Party’s power and
legitimizing its rule. Outwardly, the Nationalist government planned to keep the show of
those democratic principles that Sun had promised in 1912, but in reality the government
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was determined to maintain absolute control over public expression. Accordingly, the Central
Political Committee of the Nationalist Party elaborated new laws and principles to regulate
printing and publishing (Sae 1987, p. 98). The Nationalist government assured the public
that a new publication law would empower freedom of the press, but its real, disguised aim
was the opposite. After the enactment of the new publication law, not only all publication
agencies were required to register but specific authorities were also appointed to filter any
subversive ideas in publications (Ebrey 1993, p. 506).

From 1949 to the market-oriented Economic Revolution
In 1949, the Communist party led by Mao Zedong established the People’s Republic of
China. The Mao government, disguised by nationalism and Mao’s mythic image, controlled
the country completely, nationalizing private enterprise and imposing regulations on people’s
daily activities (Chan 1983).
But the censorship mechanisms under Mao were different from those of its Soviet
brother-in-arms (Kraus 2004, p. 109). The Mao government could not copy the Stalinist
model of tight surveillance, the most obvious reason being that China had too large a
population. Instead, Mao used the concept of “socialist reconstruction” to control thought,
education and individual expression (Zheng 1999, p. 60). Duing this period, Mao’s mythic
heroic-image-building strategy played a significant role in ideological control. In the era of
Mao the Cultural Revolution, which turned the nation upside down, is the clearest illustration
of censorship mechanisms that can be classified as the activity of a totalitarian regime.
This chaotic period ended after the Mao regime in 1978 with the emergence of relatively
moderate leadership under Deng Xiaoping. Deng Xiaoping seized the opportunity for change
and launched market-oriented economic reforms. In comparison with the Mao era, Chinese
citizens in the 1980s had much more freedom of expression, including opportunities to
debate and investigate social, cultural, and to some degree even political issues of the day
(Latham 2007, p. 39). This period of “great intellectual excitement and optimism”, however,
didn’t last long (p. 40). Following the Tiananmen Square crackdown in 1989, the early years
of the 1990s returned to a period of anxiety and caution during which political control was
tightened and self-censorship prevailed.
After Deng Xiaoping’s famous tour of Southern China in 1992, in which he called for
faster and more thorough marketization, the media landscape started to change, gradually
at first and then at unprecedented speed (Hong 1998). Although capitalist management
practices were employed, they were adopted only for commercial purposes. Since in China
media organizations are still considered as ideological apparatuses of the state, “[t]he most
distinguishable characteristic of the Chinese media in the 1990s … [was] the tension between
rapid commercialization and continued ideological control” (Ma 2000, p. 21). The tension
led to the current situation “in which rapidly commercializing media industries confront
slow-changing power relations” in the political, social and economic sectors (Donald & Keane
2002, p. 3).
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To grasp censorship in this period of China, it is necessary to understand something
about Chinese political structures. The Communist political structure in China is divided
into five geographical and administrative levels: central, provincial, municipal, county,
and township. Thus, centralized media administration is the responsibility of the Party’s
Propaganda Ministry, whose policies are implemented from the centre down through
provincial, municipal, county and local levels (Hong 1998, p. 45).
In effect, news outlets across the country at all levels are required to implement and
prioritize central government’s policies. In other words, Party elites define what is “news”
(Womark 1986), enabling the state to maintain tight control over political news (Ma 2000,
p. 22). In practice, national media are more heavily censored than local and provincial news
sources and any liberalization in China’s media due to market forces has tended to be uneven.
For example, print media are subject to more restrictions than electronic media. In
general, the news media are more restricted than cultural media, with periodicals, magazines,
and books containing cultural materials enjoying more freedom than publications with
political content. Recently, personal and social issues have been openly canvassed on radio
and TV; such openness would have been unimaginable previously (Zha 1995, pp. 103–5).
Censorship does not only vary regionally in China; some newspapers express different
ideologies on different pages. For example, the communist party newspaper Shenzhen Special
Zone Daily, based in China’s first “Capitalist lab”, may have its front pages filled with official
news stories and policy speeches yet its other pages may be packed with advertisements and
sensational news (Ma 2000). Also, since the late 1990s, censorship varies at different times
of the day within the same medium or source. For example, on China Central Television
(CCTV), while the main daily news at 7.00 pm functions mainly as a party propaganda
tool, the afternoon and late-night news enjoy relatively more freedom (Chen & Chan 1998).
These patterns observed in the late 1990s continue to this day, although the current situation
is complicated by new, more negotiable boundaries and degrees of autonomy. For instance, in
nowaday China political news may exhibit a degree of autonomy alongside nonpolitical news
that enjoy a high degree of autonomy. This new trend, particularly noticeable in cyberspace,
is analyzed in the next chapter.
Thus, although political control still generally prevails in China, with the state continuing
to see the media as subject to its governance, contemporary Chinese citizens enjoy much more
freedom than in the past. Up until quite recently, Chinese people lived under authoritarian,
and at times totalitarian, regimes. Historical records make clear that the Chinese now have
“increasing freedom to choose, to consume, and to be self-regulating” (Donald & Keane 2002,
p. 8). Politically, their activities remain restricted in many aspects, but economically there has
been a consumer revolution. Even in political spheres, though, gradually-increasing online
influence has been noted (Zhou 2006; Zheng 2008; Yang 2009), to the extent that Chinese
netizens can be said to have noticeably affected Chinese government policy in some cases.
But while it is now inaccurate to label China, as Jayasuriya (2001) suggested, an authoritarian
liberalism model of governance, it is too soon to conclude that the recent signs of political
liberalism in China will lead it towards political democracy.
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The concept of censorship in the West
The changing landscape
Although censorship has remained an unspoken word in China, in the West censorship
studies have surged since the mid-1980s. Censorship used to be considered unappealing to
study, because it followed predictable, venerable divisions, which separated modernists from
traditonalists (Post 1998, p. 1). In the past, censorship was mainly concerned with obscenity
and the undermining of national security. However, new scholarship has burgeoned in the
West, such that “high-profile publishers are producing books about censorship, even reference
works and bibliographies on censorship have come out, and academic journals are running
special editions on it” (Muller 2004, p. 2).
What has caused the revival of censorship studies in the West? Based on the work of
Burt (1994) and Muller (2004), the following reasons for this growth can be proposed:
1. The availability of material: With the implosion of the Soviet Bloc between
1989 and 1991, a large amount of confidential data came into the public
domain and available to researchers.
2. The right-wing agenda of the Reagan/Bush administrations in the US:
Beginning with the election of Reagan in 1980s, the Regan and Bush
administrations started trying to restrict liberty (for example, in aesthetic and
ethical areas). These moves raised academic interest in censorship studies in
the US, leading to new academic publications on censorship issues, such as
political correctness, hate speech, ethnic minorities, pornography, feminism,
and terrorism.
With the alterations in the landscape of censorship, understanding of the concept itself
has also changed dramatically in the West, to the extent that “there seems no longer to be any
consensus about what censorship is” (Rosenfeld 2001, p. 117). These fundamental changes
in meaning are reviewed next.

Changing meanings
Traditionally, censorship meant “direct forms of political intervention mostly by state and
church” (Muller 2004, p. 4). Thus, strictly, it involved repression, mostly centred in court
circles (Post 1998, p. 17), which led to the direct removal and replacement of undesired
material (Burt 1998, p. 17). Changes to traditional understandings of censorship have taken
place on two fronts. First, censorship is no longer viewed as a simple operation (for example,
the direct removal of texts) but as a complex operation (for example, involving dispersal).
Censorship procedures thus depend on what is being censored. Texts, for example, are not
necessarily destroyed but might be changed from one publication form to another, such as
from performance to print (Burt, 1998, p. 17), meaning that in a less-than-generally-literate
society, for example, fewer people might have access to information or ideas. Such a strategy
is technically not removal but replacement, though removal might be the effect for some.
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Further, destructive acts, such as book-burning, might be described as symbolic purification
rites.
Thus, the second change in describing censorship involved considering how material
was censored. Traditionally, censorship was regarded as a state procedure to protect its own
power over what went on in the public sphere, usually “a set of concrete measures carried out
by someone in a position of authority” (Muller 2004, p. 4). Under this conception, the state
directly exercised censorial power over subjects (Post 1998). However, recent research describes
censorship as an effect rather than a feature of power: it can form society in unforeseen ways
even when it may also deprive subjects of freedoms such as access to public discussion (see
Butler 1997).
Historical reasons for these shifts in meaning are not easy to pin down. However, the
end of the Cold War undoubtedly has had an effect, notably in the way that scholars used the
work of theorists such as Michel Foucault (Post 1998). It is therefore important to consider the
influence of Foucault on current interpretations of the meaning and stratagems of censorship.

A Foucauldian framework of analysis
Foucault himself always saw power as a productive force, something which can be possessed
by everyone. Censorship, as a feature of power, therefore, can also be productive, for example,
shaping constructions of knowledge and social practice positively (compare Butler 1997,
p. 252; Post 1998, p. 2).
For example, pastoral power over society can be productive (Caputo 2006, p. 252)
because it links individuals into the collective through discursive frameworks and social
practices (Dean 1991). Consequently, individuals, instead of feeling forced to obey a
sovereign power, see conforming to societal expectations as their personal duty to obey (Dean
1991, pp. 81–2). For example, when a film and literature censorship board determines which
materials will be accessible to the public, individuals may view its decisions as morally correct
and so reasonable to accept. In this way, censorship has the capacity to form subjects, which
is not the same as repression. Censorship, therefore, “produces reality; it produces domains of
objects and rituals of truth” (Foucault 1977, p. 194).
Thus, changing understandings of censorship demonstrate what Foucault terms the
“art of governmentality”, often indirect control, such as this book demonstrates concerning
the Chinese government’s regulation of nationalistic sentiment. In a Foucauldian framework,
government involves the regulation of and for individuals, that is, as Foucault expresses it,
the “conduct of conduct” (Gordon 1991, p. 2). Thus, political theoreticians such as Foucault
analyze the taken-for-granted and generally unquestioned practices of government and rule
in order to make sense of the concept of power.
Moreover, govermentality is a subtle art. Government regulation, direct and indirect,
does not necessarily aim to
control, subdue, discipline, normalize, or reform … [subjects] but also to make them
more intelligent, wise, happy, virtuous, healthy, productive, docile, enterprising, fulfilled,
self-esteeming, empowered, or whatever. (Rose 1998, p. 12)
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Similarly, the exercise of censoring may not just concern removing undesired material
but also disseminating desirable material. So the practice of censorship is more complex than
a central state mechanism for governing; it may also include political, military, economic,
educational, theological, medical and other sectors of governance and influence (Besley 2006,
p. 21). When governments employ a range of tactics and techniques to achieve their goals,
their behaviours of governing, their governmentalities, are more or less subtle, making them
more or less artful (Dean 1999, p. 18).

Political interpretations of censorship
Other analysts have tended to use simple dichotomies to distinguish censorship — namely,
defensive and offensive; structural and deliberate; direct and subtle, and; censorship and selfcensorship — but binary distinctions do not reflect the subtle complexities of most political
contexts. In the case of China, for example, censorship mechanisms can be described as
structural, indirect, defensive and offensive at the same time, as well as encouraging selfcensorship. These descriptions may differ at each level of government as well. For example,
a censorship mechanism may be introduced by the central government, but by the time it
reaches local levels of administration, in some regions it may still be direct and offensive while

CP = Contact points between technologies of power and self
Table 4.1: Technologies of censorship
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elsewhere it is being managed by self-censorship. Moreover, the four binaries are sometimes
four ways of saying very similar things.
Considering Foucault’s analysis (1993) of technologies of power and the self, I recategorized the binaries according to the “technologies” they employ (Table 4.1). As the
examples of censorship provided below will illustrate, what Foucault calls the “contact point”
between “technologies of power” and “technologies of the self ” (1988a, p. 19) reflects the
subtle complexities of most political contexts.

Censorship by power
Defensive, offensive, deliberate, and direct
In essence, in some political contexts, the exercise of censorship entails technologies of
power to decide the conduct of individuals (Foucault 1988a, p. 18). Censorship traditionally
interpreted as involving removal and replacement of material, a mechanism that prevents
information from reaching the public (Burt 1998, p. 17), can be called defensive censorship
(Phillips & Harslof 1997, p. 148) — for example, the filtering system in Chinese cyberspace
banning the posting of more than 1,000 words.
Offensive censorship also employs technologies of power; it includes the promotion
of desirable information to an elite or the mass. Such promotion may involve flooding “the
public with a particular version of reality” (ibid.), for example, the pro-China campaign
in 1996. Due to China’s reputation for human rights violations, child labour and prisoncamp abuses, the public relations firm Hill and Knowlton was hired by some Fortune 500
companies to secure China’s trade status as a “most favored nation” among the public (Robert
1997). A more recent offensive was the government’s handling of SARS in China in 2003.
Even though SARS was spreading throughout China, China Daily’s website published
a Chinese Foreign Ministry announcement stating the virus was under control and patients in
Guangdong province were recovering. Patently, this did not turn out to be the case.
Direct censorship is similar to deliberate censorship or what Bourdieu (1991) calls
manifest censorship, which is “imposed by orthodox discourse, the offical way of speaking and
thinking about the world” (p. 138). It is explicit, deliberate, radical, and normally punitive:
for example, international Internet laws that lead to the imprisonment of people who breach
them. In these cases, censorship is a topdown operation carried out by governments and their
agents exercising sovereign power.

Censorship by enabling the self
Offensive, structural, subtle, and self-censorship
Structural censorship was first noted by Bourdieu in his essay “Censorship and the imposition
of form” (1991). In effect, he defined the exercise of censorship as a commodity market,
in which different kinds of expression have different values or prices. According to one’s
authority in the society, more or less propriety or reticence may be expected. A person’s
political position acts as a self-regulating force, an example of what Butler (1997, pp. 137–8)
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calls “implicit censorship”, and complements the development of societal norms. Implicit
censorship can be good or bad.
For example, during an election campaign, a commercial television station may
decide to disseminate Candidate A’s views instead of Candidate B’s because Candidate A can
purchase expensive advertisements, not because Candidate B’s opinions need to be censored.
Censorship of candidate B is a by-product of his or her financial disadvantage (Cohen 2001,
p. 14). At other times, the censorship criteria can be explicit as well as structural: for example,
an editor bans an article because it offends against the government’s censorship laws.
Subtle censorship also enables the self. For example, in a market economy, what we see
and read is not decided by explicit laws, but by market preferences. Commercial publishers
and filmmakers, for instance, pursue profit by producing market-desired products, thereby
implicitly censoring less desirable items. So in democracies individuals can be “treated as
market-led consumers, not as active citizens with rights and obligations.” (Keane 1991, p.
91). Importantly, subtle, implicit censorship largely involves technology of the self, another
representation of censorship.
Self-censorship is often indirect: for example, a person decides not to say something
due to pressure from a third party. The third party could be the government, but it may
also be a private interest, or a combination of public and private motivation. For example,
Google’s censorship in China was due to pressure from the Chinese government, but the
consequences of it created the secondary potential of losing a profitable market. Therefore,
self-censorship can be intentional and/or unintentional (Cohen 2001, p. 14). A person who
decides not to talk about sensitive political issues as the only way of ensuring that he or she
obtains a government grant is acting intentionally, whereas a person who maintains silence
due neither to private interest nor to government pressure may have unintentionally absorbed
societal apathy to political affairs. Self-censorship is more often a conscious choice, however,
because normally it affects individuals’ interests (Muller 2004, p. 192). When journalists omit
small items or drop entire stories they are often acting to secure or advance their own careers.
Naturally enough, there are different interpretations of self-censorship according to
political context. The case of Hong Kong, a society in transition, and its understanding of
self-censorship is apposite. The Hong Kong Journalists Association and the International
Centre Against Censorship based in London jointly formulated a formal definition of selfcensorship (Article 19) during Hong Kong’s transition from being a British territory to
regaining Chinese status:
The action of individuals or organizations, whether deliberate or routinized and
subconscious, in moderating or altering or stifling the expression of their views or the
disclosure of information because of a fear — whether real or perceived — of repercussions
by China and its various agents and authorities. (HKJA and Article 19, 1997)

The HKJA at the same time identified three broad categories of self-censorship for this
transition period:
1. Direct and indirect external pressures on media organizations: e.g., channelling
advertisement income to China-friendly media is direct commercial pressure;
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whereas exerting pressure on media owners with business interests in China,
especially on those with a diverse range of business interests, creates indirect
pressure on their businesses
2. Pressure within media organizations: e.g., the removal of high-risk contributors
or contributions such as critical columnists and columns
3. Individual self-censorship: e.g., accommodating behaviours by mainland
journalists stimulated by fear of arrest.
These self-censorship categories affect the institution, the medium, the organization
and the individual (Limor & Nossek 2000). In a specific case in Israel (see Limor and Capsi
1999), the institution exhibiting direct external pressure was the Israeli Press Council, the
highest established media authority in Israel. The medium was created by pressure from the Us
motion picture industry and the complaints committee of the British press. The organizations
were the editorial boards of newspapers, broadcast stations as well as publishers. Individuals
were exemplified by any journalist, author, radio or television broadcaster that responded to
external pressure intentionally or unintentionally.
Thus, there are many facets to the concept and nature of censorship, which is closely
related directly and indirectly to the notion of power and its equally diverse representations.
Contact points between the two sets of technologies can subject individuals (Burchell 1996)
to the point of repression or create different opportunities. The contact points, however,
indicate the nature of governmentality in each case:
The contact point, where the individuals are driven by others tied to the way they
conduct themselves, is what we can call, I think, government. Governing people, in the
broad meaning of the word, … is not a way to force people to do what the governor
wants; it is always a versatile equilibrium, with complementarities and conflicts between
techniques which assure coercion and processes through which the self is constructed or
modified by himself. (Foucault 1993, pp. 203–4)

Censorship in various regimes
As would already be clear, the practice of censorship varies according to its political context,
rendering any attempt to create a political typology of censorship systems difficult. Whereas
Siebert, Schramm and Patterson (1956) delineated four systems — authoritarianism,
liberalism, social responsibility and communism — Saeys, some fifty years later, observes
an increasingly complex continuum going from one extreme, liberalism, to another,
communism (2007, p. 62). However, the extreme communism model applies only to North
Korea and perhaps Cuba nowadays, and the boundaries among Siebert et al.’s remaining three
systems have become blurred since the 1980s owing to privatization in public sectors and
the development of huge media conglomerates (Neveu 2004, p. 331). Most national media
institutional practices and most relations between state and media, in fact, display a mixture
of libertarian, responsible, and authoritarian elements (McQuail 1994, p. 133). Therefore, to
look for simple binary relationships is not productive, although it is worth considering for the
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moment whether it is possible to simplify such analysis to a sole question, namely, whether a
regime is inherently democratic or non-democratic based on its censorship practices.
Theoretically, it can be asserted that censorship is “virtually synonymous with nondemocratic regimes” (Limor & Nossek 2000, p. 65). Accordingly, democratic countries may
be defined by the value they place on freedoms of all forms of expression. That would be to say,
the existence of any censorship mechanism in a regime inherently means that regime would
be classified as undemocratic. However, at the same time, one cannot deny that censorship
does exist in so-called democratic countries.
The acceptable degree of censorship in democratic states, according to Limor and
Nossek (2000), is that which is self-censorship and apparently free from government control.
Self-censorship is envisaged as a technology of the self that contributes to balance and
stability in society and its democratic values. In the seemingly most transparent democratic
regimes, therefore, governments seek to foster self-regulation as their dominant technology of
governance; this may include, as already argued above, the regulation of publishable material.
This regulation is likely to occur after publication in democracies, however, and may also
entail guaranteeing reasonable access to information and the media alongside protection for
authors (for example, right of reply), and so forth.
Questions of censorship in democratic countries are actually quite complex, although
Jansen (1991) has described censorship practices in democracies as being of two main kinds,
regulative and constituent. Regulative censorship is deliberately official, prohibitive and
punitive; a historical example is the Roman Catholic Church’s Index Librorum Prohibitoreum,
which prohibited the reading of listed texts from 1564 to 1967 (p. 133). Constituent censorship
is a more subtle, self-conscious exercise employing different levels of self-consciousness (see
above) according to individuals’ understandings of and stances on community norms. Hence
Foucault’s emphasis on the contact points between technologies of power and the self, which
lead to continual strategic calculations in all the millions of micro-locales where individual or
group conduct is shaped (Rose 1999a, p. xxi-xxii). In reality,
[i]n a liberal democracy, where censorship is said to be minimal, censorship routinely
occurs behind the backs of the public. Information that is suppressed, voices that are not
heard, views that are not aired, are silenced by the mechanisms of constituent censorship
functioning though particular regulative techniques. (McGuigan 1996, p. 156)

In a non-democratic regime where freedom of speech is not promised, theoretically, the
mechanisms of censorship are more direct and may be simpler to understand because they are
explicitly exercised through state controlling mechanisms, usually authoritarian and maybe
totalitarian (Sieber, Schramm and Patterson 1956). In authoritarian models, “The units of
communication should support and advance the politics of the government in power so that
this government can achieve its objectives” (p. 18). When they do so, censorship operates as
an efficient, major regulatory tool of governing in authoritarian regimes:
To the authoritarian, diversity of views is wasteful and irresponsible, dissent is an
annoying nuisance and often subversive, and consensus and standardization are logical
and sensible goals for mass communication. (Hatchten 1996, p. 15–16)
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The totalitarian model is exemplified in communist regimes. It is the perfect authoritarian
model (Saeys 2007, p. 62), strong enough to curb any hesitant diversity that may persist in
weaker authoritarian settings. A totalitarian model describes the most restrictive forms of
society, in which “all media belong to the state; all information and programming must serve
the values and goals of a party-state and its totalitarian ideology” (Neveu 2004, p. 331).
Generally, however, there will be some degree of overlap between democratic and nondemocratic regimes. This is evident, for example, in the case of contemporary China. As
already discussed in earlier chapters, while little political freedom can be observed in China,
economic liberalization has created the cultural freedom that Chinese consumers have long
been craving. Furthermore, early signs of political liberalism are observable in Chinese
cyberspace. Jayasuriya (2007) has described modern Chinese government as authoritarian
liberalism. This may or may not be the case. However, importantly, the authoritarian–liberal
label indicates that a regime is emerging from an authoritarian state where previously diversity
and freedom barely existed. This is the case in China. This may be why current censorship
mechanisms in contemporary China do not concern Chinese people as deeply as Western
media coverage has assumed and expected.

The potential for structural change in China
Although previously rigorous censorship mechanisms in modern China have been loosened,
this development does not necessarily indicate potential for structural changes in governance.
Receiving increased freedoms of speech has made Chinese people more satisfied to live in the
existing political regime. Both the general populace and the Chinese government are relatively
content with present censorship practices, for example, which work subtly, depending on a
combination of self-regulation and indirect state controls.
While China’s political landscape has been gradually changing, there has been
considerable attention to the nature and meaning of censorship in the West, in particular, its
relationship to governance in China. But more important than how censorship is defined is
how it is implemented.
I therefore reviewed censorship practices in China. I considered two historical periods,
from the Song Dynasty to 1949, and, treating that year as a historical watershed, from 1949
to the market-oriented economic reforms period. This review demonstrated that historically
Chinese people have long experience of tight censorship systems; no wonder they now
appreciate the comparatively considerable freedom of speech they have recently been allowed.
Finally, I contrasted the Chinese experience of censorship with models of a number of different
types of regimes.
In sum, since the beginning of the twenty-first century, the Internet has empowered
more people in more countries to participate in political events. This is true in China. In
fact, China’s experience of the Internet has attracted considerable attention from the West as
a possible indicator of China’s potential for democracy. So far, as I have argued, there is no
evidence that the majority of Chinese people want, or are ready for, radical political changes,
which are what a move to a democratic society would mean for China. Nonetheless, it is an
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important consideration, not least for China itself. in Chapter 5, I examine Western media’s
attention to censorship in China to try to answer the key question which concerns the West:
Is the Internet giving rise to political change in China?

5

五
Chinese Anger with Western Media’s
Assumptions of Political Change
Political participation in China
Censorship mechanisms in China seem to have partially loosened up, affording Chinese
people limited freedom to pursue personal goals. But will these apparent signs of political
liberalism lead China to political democracy? This is the question that interests Western
media. This chapter examines Western media interest in Chinese censorship so as to examine
this key concern.
Although the Chinese government’s encouragement of Internet use for personal
consumption could be interpreted as an early symptom of political liberalism, in reality this
encouragement has merely helped to stabilize the current political framework in China —
witness Chinese bloggers’ anger at Western criticisms of Chinese censorship practices (see
Chapter 4). Analysis of the political implications of Internet use in China is crucial both to
understanding Chinese bloggers’ anger and to dissecting the short- and long-term potential
for political change.
Chinese Internet use has attracted political interest and observation since it was first
allowed, creating what Zhou has called a “monster complex” (2006, p. 2). During the global
infancy of the Internet, Western observers tended to view it as a vehicle of expression and
communication, a sort of benign monster that might lead authoritarian regimes to democracy.
However, after witnessing the effective control of the Internet in China, the “benign monster”
in China clearly proved to be less powerful than its rival, the Chinese government, and its
effective censorship mechanisms. Subsequently, the Western media has credited the Chinese
government as a powerful monster. Ever optimistic, though, Western media sources expected
that the recent popularity of blogging in China might yet prove to be the benign monster
that might defeat Chinese central controls. Clearly, though,this has not proven to be the case
so far.
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Contemporary research has moved far beyond making simple predictions about the
relationship between freedom of expression and democracy in order to examine the dynamics
and patterns of the social, cultural and political uses of new media technologies. Recent
academic studies confirm the power of the benign monster in China. New technology has
indeed empowered Chinese netizens to participate socially and politically. Despite the fact
that the Internet filtering system in China is sophisticated (Zheng 2008), Yang (2009) argues
that the Chinese government’s control of the Internet has actually caused more resistance and
subversion in cyberspace.
Certainly, the Internet in China has empowered political participation. Online social
activism, as my research illustrates, has demonstrated that socio-political change is occurring
in Chinese cyberspace. However, in this chapter I argue a different explanation from those
suggested by Zheng and Yang: I argue that by allowing limited political discussion in Chinese
cyberspace, the central government has actually stabilized Chinese society. It has done so by
encouraging people to take responsibility for their consumer activities online. Indirectly, the
government has created a contact point between the technologies of power and self: it has
authorized self-regulation. Chinese people are simultaneously encouraged to be independent
and to maintain control. Indirectly, the government is operating a censorship mechanism (see
Foucault 1988a).
O’Donnell and Schmitter (1989) made a similar argument about the use of such
strategies:
Authoritarian rulers may tolerate or even promote liberalization in belief that by opening
up certain spaces for individual and group action, they can relieve various pressures and
obtain needed information and support without altering the structure of authority. (p. 9)

This chapter explores how this works in the case of present-day China.

Western media interest in Internet censorship in China
The question that first stimulated this study of Chinese bloggers’ anger towards the Western
critics of censorship issues in China was why did these issues attract the Western media’s
attention in the first place? I have suggested two possible reasons: the democratizing potential
of the Internet in general, and the long-term potential of liberalization and control co-existing
in the Chinese context. This section examines these two reasons.

The Internet: Its democratizing potential
The democratizing potential of the Internet has been predicted for at least a decade (Barber
1998; Grossman 1995) on the grounds that it might not only stimulate the break-up of
dictatorships but also strengthen the freedoms in established democracies (Shapiro 1999). But
although cyber libertarians believe the Internet will strengthen existing democracies or create
new ones, sceptics have counter-argued that this technology might also reinforce surveillance
procedures (Gandy 1993; Lyon 2003, p. 80). Consequently, due to the fast-growing Internet
use in China, more research concerning the role of the Internet in facilitating democratization
in China is of particular interest. Therefore, although there is no consensus on China’s future
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as a political democracy, the Internet is generally considered a positive force for democracy
(e.g. Barber 1998; Grossman 1995; Shapiro 1999; Zhou 2006).
Indeed, the early case of Mexico in the 1990s appears to confirm the Internet’s
democratizing potential (Castells 1997, p. 80), similarly, the more recent case of Indonesia,
where the Internet was used to undermine authoritarian political control in the struggle to
bring down the Suharto regime (Hill & Sen 2005). Not surprisingly, then, Internet censorship
in China has become a popular topic in Western media coverage of China (e.g. the BBC and
The New York Daily; see Appendix 1). With good reason, therefore, Western media sources
watch the interplay in China between Internet users and the government in the hope of
evidence of democratizing potential.

Liberalized central control: Its potential sustainability
That the Internet has had significant impacts on Chinese society has been widely observed.
Reading online news, chatting online, searching for information, sending and receiving
e-mails, playing online games — all are new habits for the Chinese, particularly young Chinese,
who highly value being cyberspace consumers. In response, Chinese Internet enterprises such
as QQ, Baidu, and Sohu are keen to encourage cyberspace consumerism. Nevertheless, the
Internet has not brought democracy to China yet.
Chinese cyberspace operates in the mixed climate of authoritarianism and libertarianism,
with the Chinese government sustaining a difficult, twofold strategy: encouraging liberalism
on the Internet but minimizing the political risks to the government by maintaining control.
These two strategies appear contradictory, because increasingly unimpeded use of the
Internet necessitates decentralization, while the minimization of the political risks reinforces
centralization (Zheng 2008, p. 49). Nonetheless, the current use of Chinese cyberspace has
proved the compatibility of these two seemingly contradictory strategies as a unique feature
of Chinese cyberspace. But on whether this compatibility in China is sustainable, the jury is
still out. Hence the relevance of the following analysis of recent episodes of Chinese bloggers’
anger at Western media’s interest in censorship practices in China.
The time frame for my analysis is one year, from 2005 to 2006, the year when blogging
was flourishing in China and when researchers on Internet practices in China became less
optimistic about its liberalizing potential after witnessing the Chinese government’s successful
crackdowns.
Blogging is considered a powerful communication tool politically as well as socially.
This is why Chinese Generation Y’s extreme embrace of blogging has commanded Western
media attention. Western journalists have participated in Chinese bloggers’ conferences,
browsed their blogs, and interviewed the writers behind the blogs. Although the Chinese
government has constructed an extensive firewall to control the flow of information, that
system has sufficient holes, so that the Chinese people have been able to experience at least
some enjoyment from blogging (Anderson 2005). How long this equilibrium of partial or
controlled freedom is sustainable is of considerable interest to researchers, politicians and
journalists, even though it is a question that currently remains unanswered.
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Internet censorship mechanisms
Internet censorship is a global concept. The censorship mechanism in Chinese cyberspace is
one of the most sophisticated in the world. Global empirical analysis of Internet filtering has
been conducted for some years, mainly by two organizations: Electronic Frontiers Australia
(EFA) and the Open Net Initiative (ONI). The EFA was established in 1994 to protect and
promote civil liberties via the Internet and, where necessary, to advocate the amendment
of laws and regulations to ensure these liberties. Since its last report in 2002 on global
Internet censorship, the EFA has concentrated on Australia. The ONI, founded in 2003,
is a collaborative partnership among four leading academic institutions: the Citizen Lab at
the Munk Centre for International Studies, University of Toronto; the Berkman Center for
Internet and Society at Harvard Law School; the Advanced Network Research Group at
the Cambridge Security Programme (Centre for International Studies) at the University of
Cambridge, and; the Oxford Internet Institute at the University of Oxford, which joined later
than the other three (Deibert et al. 2008). On the basis of the ONI’s most recent publication,
which is “the first systematic, academically rigorous global study of all known state-mandated
Internet filtering practices” (Zittrain & Palfrey 2008, in Deibert et al. 2008, p. 3), combined
with the ONI’s latest updates on their website (opennet.net), I here present a brief overview
of Internet filtering around the world focusing on four regions — Asia, the United States and
Canada, Europe, and Australia and New Zealand — in order to provide a ground for contrast
with the context of China.
Internet censorship in Asia is more complicated than in other regions of the world.
Of the eleven countries the ONI tested in this region, China, Burma, and Vietnam had the
most complicated Internet filter mechanisms. Blocked contents ranged from human rights
issues, to reform and opposition activities, to conflict and security materials. In contrast, less
social content was blocked in Asia. Apart from pornographic content, which is commonly
blocked across Asia, Pakistan and India blocked some religious materials, and South Korea
and Thailand blocked a small portion of gambling material.
In the US and Canada, state-mandated filtering has not been found, but the Internet is
not totally unfettered in either country (Goldsmith & Wu 2006, p. 65–84). From legislation
to technical regulation, Internet censorship in these two countries mainly operates in four
areas: child protection, national security, computer security, and intellectual property. Apart
from the area of child pornography, most censorship in the US and Canada occurs after
publication, and most censorship is the result of private rather than government action.
In Europe, the implementation of Internet censorship has been dramatic. From
envisaging the Internet as a democratic tool enabling freedom of expression, since the
beginning of the twenty-first century most European countries have filtered the Internet in
a variety of forms. These mainly include the blocking of child pornography and racism, as
well as materials that incite hatred and terrorism (Deibert et al. 2008, p. 203). However, this
filtering is termed voluntary rather than mandatory, and mostly occurs elsewhere in Western
democratic countries such as Australia.
Australia possesses no explicit protection of freedom of speech in its constitution
(Jordan 2002). It remains the most restrictive Internet filtering country among Western
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nations. With the government’s plans of ISP level filtering in 2009, Australia became the first
Western democracy to push mandatory Internet filtering. By contrast, Australia’s neighbour
New Zealand is much softer on Internet regulation, its definition of offensive contents being
much more limited than that of Australia.

China’s Internet censorship mechanisms
China is famous not only for its Great Wall but also for its great firewall. According to the
ONI, China has one of the largest and most sophisticated filtering systems. With a focus on
the Chinese government’s tactical exercise of power, this section examines Chinese Internet
censorship using the framework constructed in the previous chapter (see Table 4.1). I point
out that self-censorship (an example of Foucault’s concept of technologies of the self )
has emerged as the dominant mechanism in Chinese cyberspace, although direct control
mechanisms remain on standby.

Forms of imposed censorship
Internet censorship mechanisms in China have demonstrated both defensive and offensive
characteristics, which involve removal and replacement strategies to prevent information from
reaching the public as well as displacement and dispersal strategies that disseminate a particular
version of public information so as to drown out other less desirable perspectives. Whereas
in defensive censorship a government or organization filters undesirable information, in
offensive censorship it allows only desirable information. Defensive censorship predominates
in Chinese cyberspace; the widely circulated list of banned words in Chinese cyberspace tells
us there are more than 1,000 taboo terms (Xiao 2004; Pan 2006; Weiquan Wang 2008).
Meanwhile, offensive censorship is often applied to unpredictable, significant but
negative incidents on which information cannot be simply blocked. In such instances,
offensive censorship complements defensive censorship. For example, in both the case of the
SARS disease in 2003 and that of poisoned milk powder in 2008 when government officials
could not prevent some information about these catastrophes reaching at least some sections
of the general populace, they made positive, optimistic public announcements early on (BBC
2008).
While deliberate censorship screens out materials that are against the Chinese
government’s censorship laws and regulations, another form of censorship, structural
censorship, operates through China’s market economy. Structural censorship particularly
affects foreign enterprises that do business in China. From Fortune 500 companies to Google,
Yahoo!, Skype and Websense — indeed all such foreign companies in China whose dominant
aim is commercial profit — in effect, help the Chinese government to censor and restrict
Chinese Internet consumers. Foreign companies, however, deny having signed any explicit
contract with the Chinese central government. Instead they state that blocking occurs in
China and who and what is blocked is beyond their control (Hu 2002). For example, when
Microsoft responded to the human rights organization Amnesty International, which has as
one of its aims to improve freedom of expression worldwide, it asserted that it was “focused
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on delivering the best technology to people throughout the world” (Hu 2002). Delivery
of e-technology is one thing; how its use is controlled, however, is another. According to
Amnesty International, China continued to arrest Internet activists who overtly breached
Internet laws between 1998 and 2008. In 2008, for instance, Chinese police arrested 28
suspects in the name of cracking down on Internet pornography. This action was direct
censorship and evidence of Foucault’s technology of power operating when the technology
of self wasn’t implemented — when, in other words, there was no contact point between the
two kinds of technologies.
While direct, structural censorship is a top-down operation carried out by the government
and its agents who exercise sovereign power, subtle censorship, although structural, largely
involves technologies of the self, that is, forms of self-censorship. Increasingly it is noticeable
that the Chinese government has broadened its approach to include fostering indirect, subtler
strategies such as corporate self-censorship and spin in addition to its more blatant forms of
suppression such as firewall blocking (MacKinnon 2009b).

Forms of self-censorship
The promotion of self-censorship among individuals and domestic-content Internet providers
in China has been evident for nearly a decade (Hachigian 2001). In Chinese cyberspace, the
institutionalized mechanism for formal self-censorship is realized through commitment to
the “Public Pledge of Self-Regulation and Professional Ethics for China’s Internet Industry”
issued by the Internal Society of China (Klang & Murray 2005, pp. 11–26). Since 2002,
more than 100 Internet businesses in China have signed the public pledge and adopted selfcensorship by banning information they believe will be deemed undesirable (Frontline 2003).
At organizational and individual levels, self-censorship is practised intentionally when
it is implemented through intricate surveillance mechanisms. But it has also been assimilated
unintentionally since getting rich first before any other achievements is the motto shared by
Chinese society (Klang & Murray 2005, p. 115). In other words, self-censorship in China
today is not only fear-driven but also money-driven. For mainstream Internet users in China
today, their online behaviours are shaped through their increasing reliance on consumerism
and the government’s ultimate aim to produce self-regulating consumers. However, it is
important to notice also that, whilst previously Chinese netizens usually self-censored their
postings on political topics, Chinese cyberspace now displays a wider range of acceptable
issues. Political topics including sensitive keywords such as “Tibet”, which were previously
censored, are no longer taboo in Chinese cyberspace. To illustrate the change, I provide
contrasting examples, first, in 2004 and, second, in 2009.
In 2004, on the last day of the Taiwanese presidential elections, Chen Shuibian, one
of the presidential candidates, together with his running mate Lv Xiulian, were shot and
injured. One would expect that online news platforms or discussion boards in China would
have covered this topic. However, not only did the news platforms remain silent on this issue
but so also did chat rooms and discussion boards, except for a few comments on the People’s
Daily Strong Country Forum [Qiangguo Luntan] and the official website of the Xinhua News
Agency. The silence in Chinese cyberspace on this topic, which was of considerable interest to
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Chinese people, was most likely due to its being sensitive “Taiwan Straits politics” (Lagerkvist
2006, p. 43).
In contrast, on 28 March 2009, the day marking what Western media called “China’s
50 years of control over Tibet” and which Chinese media claimed to be the “50 years of
democratic reform in Tibet”, one would expect Chinese netizens to have maintained silence
as they did five years previously on the Taiwan election shootings, because Tibet is a topic
as sensitive as Taiwan Straits politics. However, almost all online news platforms, from
propaganda machines such as China’s Central TV station’s website to more sensational and
entertaining websites such as QQ news, reported on this important day in Chinese history
(see Appendix 2). Also, on the aforementioned platform the People’s Daily Strong Country
Forum [Qiangguo Luntan], there were more than 70 topics posted on Tibet that day among a
total of 5,000 Tibetan topics posted before and after the day. However, most of the comments
celebrated this anniversary day as one that honoured the liberation of Tibetan serfs by the
Chinese Communist Party 50 years earlier (see Appendix 3).
These two examples indicate a modicum of change in the practice of self-censorship in
China: while political topics were rarely discussed in 2004 in the Strong Country Forum, they
were allowed for discussion in 2008 in the same forum, albeit with a dominant pro-China
perspective. Although political participation and online activism occur in Chinese cyberspace,
they do so, then, when they fit the intentions of the central Chinese government, as the
following sections in this chapter demonstrate. Chinese Internet censorship is still the most
sophisticated in the world. The government adopts all forms of censorship — direct, indirect,
structured, subtle and self-regulated — and the strategies employed embrace the exercise of
power from top down to bottom up. Although, as I have suggested, there have been some
indications of moderate relaxation in the implementation of censorship (for example, some
discussion of sensitive political issues is currently allowed such as on the relationship between
Tibet and China), the opening-up still operates within a restricted discursive framework. But
whether such relaxations are politically liberalizing in that they will lead to changes in the
structure of authority in China, is the main issue examined in the next two chapter sections.

Chinese cyberspace usage: Its political implications
Liberalizing personal Internet use
This section, drawing on illustrations of Chinese cyberspace use, investigates the political
implications of liberalizing personal Internet use. Consumer culture dominates social
behaviour in current China, astonishingly so in China’s cyberspace. While Chinese usage
of the Internet is expanding generally, the biggest increase in Internet use is undoubtedly
consumerist oriented. Look, for example, at the top two most popular discussion boards in
Chinese cyberspace, the Baidu post bar (http://post.baidu.com) and QQ forum (http://bbs.
qq.com), and it is not hard to see the largely consumerist-empowered ideology. In Baidu post
bar, the catalogue is composed of 19 main subtitles (see Figure 5.1) that translate as follows:
celebrities, sports, music, cartoon, emotion, science and culture, literature and arts, making
local friends, personal spaces, computer and digital, movies and TV dramas, fashion and
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leisure, TV programs, games, business, campus, stock and fund, Baidu post family members,
Baidu post family friends. These contents reflect one overarching theme: consumerism.
According to a 2009 statistical survey, QQ has 860 million registered accounts, it
has more users than Facebook, and it is the most popular communication tool in Chinese
cyberspace (people.com.cn 2009). The QQ forum also mirrors the largely consumerist
orientation of Chinese cyberspace. The QQ catalogue has 17 subtitles: forum services,
entertainment, finance, sports, radio, games, fashion, technology, cartoon, childcare, cars,
women, education, astrology, world exposition, news, and ideology. The popularity of each
topic demonstrates extreme unevenness between consumerism and other interests. While
three sections — cars, entertainment and games — have more than 120 sub-sections (see
Figure 5.2), news and ideology have only four and six sub-sections respectively (see Figure
5.3).
In short, government empowerment of consumer culture has achieved what it set out
to do: the government has created “free” cyberspace for Chinese Internet users to pursue their
personal desires as consumers.

Sexual content
Apart from being liberalized as consumers, Chinese netizens now have some autonomy to
explore sexual topics in Chinese cyberspace. Similar to many other Asian countries, China’s
Internet laws clearly state that porn and lewd content are not allowed in cyberspace (Deibert
et al. 2008). However, the censorship of obscene materials in Chinese cyberspace is ad hoc.
In China, where people’s political views are blocked, Chinese netizens enjoy considerable
freedom to explore sexual matters in comparison with netizens in other Asian countries where
sexual content is filtered.
The government first started to curb the availability of porn and lewd content in August
2004 with an official announcement launching a special operation to crack down on online
porn and lewd content through legislation (Chinalaw.gov.cn 2004). This crackdown was in
response to liberalization on sexual issues that had already taken place. Three to four new porn
websites had been emerging every day since 2001 (Sina News 2004). The first crackdown was
mainly ignited by the world-known breach of restrictions on sexual material and nudity in
December 2003 by Chinese blogger Mu Zi Mei. Her blog contained explicit descriptions of
her one-night stands with various men. This was the first case of such explicit sexual content
being posted in Chinese cyberspace. However, when the crackdown paused in 2005, the
porn and obscene content flooded back to Chinese cyberspace, and even reached minors. In
2007, China undertook its second major crackdown, which lasted for six months and shut
down 3,614 porn websites (China.com.cn 2007). The third large crackdown commenced
in January 2008 and lasted until August the same year. According to the People’s Daily in
February 2009, more than 1,900 websites were shut down because they had pornographic
and lewd postings during that time (People’s Daily 2009).
The general pattern of response to crackdown filtering of obscene information in
Chinese cyberspace is that porn and lewd content resurges quickly and turbulently once the
crackdown campaign stops; meanwhile, sex website providers tend to breach the government’s
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Figure 5.1: The catalogue of Baidu post bar
Source: http://tieba.baidu.com/ (accessed 12 June 2010)

Figure 5.2: Sub-section under “Entertainment” on QQ Forum
Source: http://bbs.qq.com/ (accessed 23 June 2010)
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Figure 5.3: Sub-section under “News” and “Ideology” on QQ Forum
Source: http://bbs.qq.com/ (accessed 23 June 2010)

Figure 5.4: Contradiction between prohibition and the listing “Porn Videos” on China’s sexual websites
Source: http://bbs.sexkang.net/ (accessed 25 June 2010)

restrictions on porn and lewd content. Take one of the popular sex websites in China, “sexkang.
net”, for example: although the discussion forum clearly states “Porn and lewd materials are
prohibited in this Forum”, explicit porn videos are indicated in the topics not far from the
solemn statement (see Figure 5.4).
Cyberspace has also provided a platform for offline sexual relationships in China and so
facilitates the “sexual revolution silently going on in China” (China Daily 2005). According
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to this domestic survey in China, 46 per cent of the more than 20,000 pregnant teenage girls
in Shanghai said they had had sexual relationship with boys they met online. Chinese media
have observed that China’s one-night-stand rate has soared along with the numbers of China’s
Internet users (Yahoo 2007). Furthermore, Chinese cyberspace is also more tolerant on
homosexual issues. The Chinese Internet search engine Baidu contains more than 12,500,000
topics on homosexuality, including videos (see Appendix 4). Chinese gay websites such as
“boysky.com”, “boysky.org” and “iboysky.com” have both Chinese and English versions and
provide services from online video chatting and discussion forums to blogging for the national
gay community. According to statistics cited on these websites, China’s gay population now
numbers more than 50 million (iboysky.com 2009).
Thus, free expression is now clearly tolerated in a topic area Chinese people used to shy
away from. In other words, Chinese Internet users have been allowed another area in which
to pursue their personal desires.

Political freedoms in Chinese cyberspace
Increasing freedoms of expression in China relate to more than consumerism and sexuality,
however. They are tentatively expanding into political areas, still under tight control as
recently as a decade ago. These political freedoms of expression in China can be categorized
in three groups: critical with “correct” political ideologies, critical with “incorrect” political
ideologies, and praising the party. Since the freedom to post materials praising the party is
not an indicator of political liberalization, I review and illustrate only the first two categories
below.

Critical with “correct” political ideologies
On 1 October 2003, Li Xin De, who is one of China’s foremost public opinion watchers,
founded the first and now most famous anti-corruption website, the “China public opinion
watching website” (www.cnyulun.com). Soon after its founding in 2003, the site unveiled
the corruption of the Deputy Mayor of Ji Ning city in Shan Dong province and 46 days later
the Deputy Mayor was arrested. This incident is considered a milestone in the history of
Chinese netizens’ political participation (Zhang 2009). Since 2003, Chinese netizens have felt
encouraged to participate in political matters, having a noticeable impact on the government’s
decision making in some cases, including: the online campaign in 2007 of Chinese bloggers
to fight the proposed building of a harmful chemical factory in Shenzhen (Cody 2007); the
tracking down in 2008 of a government official involved in a sexual harassment incident
(Sina News 2008), and; the formal assistance of bloggers in 2009 in a local government’s
investigation of a prisoner’s strange death (Sina News 2009, 28/09). From the Strong Nation
Forum, the most famous political discussion board, to Tianya BBS, a more sensational space
dominated by celebrity gossips and online game discussions, Chinese netizens are uncovering
corrupt officials, commenting on current affairs, making suggestions about unpopular
government policies and even discussing “sensitive topics”.
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Figure 5.5: Topics from gznf.net/forum on 1 April 2009
Source: http://www.gznf.net/forum/forum-7-1.html (accessed 12 July 2010)

Figure 5.6: Comments on the one topic of “cultural revolution” on Strong Nation Forum
Source: http://bbs1.people.com.cn/postDetail.do?view=1&id=91402204&bid=1 (accessed 15 July 2010)
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Translation:
The whole world knows about what happened on 4th June in 1989 except most Chinese
mainlanders; all the young generation in the world can understand except China’s young
generation who don’t understand. If I say butchers killed people in 1989, then they have been
destroying people in the last 19 years… After 19 years of extermination and red brainwashing,
they don’t need guns and tanks to suppress students’ protests, because protesters nowadays are
only anti-Japan, anti-American, anti-CNN, not anti-CCP, anti-Chinese Central TV station,
anti-People’s Daily; after 19 years of suppression and red brainwashing, patriots learned when
to donate their blood, when to keep silent. They boycott “Carrefour” passionately, they criticize
others’ earthquake donations, but they turn a blind eye towards the mining slaves in Shanxi
province…

Figure 5.7: MSN blog entry 25 July 2008: “19 years massacre: From white terror to red terror”
Source: http://cid-7b0a9f258b67c8f1.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!7B0A9F258B67C8F1!153.entry (accessed 16
July 2010)
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Translation:
… Mocking civilians around will get harder and harder. The dictators’ wishful thinking will
not last for long. As long as Chinese people have confidence, trust themselves and their fellow
citizens, the trend of democratizing will be unstoppable; the day citizens govern the country
will arrive one day.

Figure 5.8: Sina blog entry 21 January 2009: “The created theory of anti-democracy in China”
Source: http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_53597d320100bzm1.html (accessed 18 July 2009)

For example, on a local online discussion forum of Guangzhou city in Pearl River delta,
topics vary from exposing local government corruption to criticizing China’s one-child policy
(see Figure 5.5).
Sensitive keywords that once were forbidden in Chinese cyberspace are now discussable.
For example, the hot topics of the month in Strong Nation Forum in March 2009 included a
post titled “Passionate Images of the Cultural Revolution”. It contained the sensitive keywords
“cultural revolution” and images of the Cultural Revolution period that demonstrate how
passionate people were during that time. While most comments praised Chairman Mao,
comments such as “It was a nightmare” and “A history of absurdity” did appear. But there were
no comments relating this issue to the current Communist Party (see Figure 5.6). “Correct”
political ideology is the dominant feature of political discussions in Chinese cyberspace.
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This feature picks up the argument in Chapter 3, namely, that promoting consumerism
also fosters nationalism in current China in ways that benefit the central government. Regular
postings on anti-corruption topics demonstrate netizens’ awareness of current social problems
in China. These concerns have given birth to online vigilantes in China who seek out offline
wrongdoers. However, their actions tend to lead to a “cyber-mob” mentality whereby such
vigilantes link their push for anti-corruption measures to their strong belief that those who are
able to act corruptly do so at the expense of the rest of the population (Ford 2008). And while
this phenomenon promotes the consumerist culture and stimulates a shared interest between
netizens and government in corruption on a national scale, at the same time it distracts online
consumers’ attention from continuing domestic problems.

Critical with “incorrect” political ideologies
In the political areas discussed above, the topics may include sensitive words, but few of
the discussions are negative about the central government and Chinese Communist Party.
However, some anti-government comments do appear in Chinese cyberspace. For example,
on the MSN website, a blog entry accuses the Chinese Communist Party of a massacre in
1989 and brainwashing tactics with the new generation (see Figure 5.7).
Also, in Sina blog, a Chinese blogger claims current Chinese communist party members
are dictators and suggests the move to democracy will be unstoppable as long as Chinese
citizens have confidence (see Figure 5.8).
To conclude that the controlling strategies in Chinese cyberspace are not undergoing
some changes would be overly pessimistic. However, to conclude that political liberalism is
increasing in Chinese cyberspace might be overly optimistic. In the next section, I discuss
how these pockets of liberalism should be understood in relation to concurrent changes in the
government’s controlling strategies. The discussion takes off from a definition of liberalization
offered by O’Donnell & Schmitter (1986), who base their own understanding on an analysis
of contemporary scholarship.

The potential for political change
Only early stages of liberalization
[Liberalization is the] process of making effective certain rights that protect both
individuals and social groups from arbitrary or illegal acts committed by the state or third
parties. On the level of individuals, these guarantees include the classical elements of the
liberal tradition: habeas corpus; sanctity of private home and correspondence; the right
to be defended in a fair trial according to pre-established laws; freedom of movement,
speech, and petition; and so forth. On the level of groups, these rights cover such things as
freedom from punishment for expressions of collective dissent from government policy,
freedom from censorship of the means of communication, and freedom to associate
voluntarily with other citizens. (O’Donnell & Schmitter 1986, p. 7)

Locating the online political landscape in China in the context of O’Donnell and
Schmitter’s framework for liberalization above, I argue that use of the Internet in China
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indicates some early stages of political liberalization. Individuals communicating in China’s
cyberspace do post petitions, accuse local government officials of corruption and seek to
protect their rights according to established laws. For example, on gznf.net/forum (2009)
netizens posted “A public letter to People’s Congress Representatives”, “Local government is
so corrupt, where is the law?!”, and “The Director of Urban Administrative Office is cruel and
corrupt!” (see Figure 5.5).
There have also been cases of groups expressing collective dissent from government
policy and remaining unpunished and free to associate with other citizens as they chose. For
example, in the 2007 campaign against the government’s decision to build a chemical factory
in Xiamen, protesters had the freedom to spread the information online and protest offline.
Not only were they not punished, but they successfully influenced the government to build
the factory at another place. The case of this campaign is important to the argument in this
section. Hence, an overview of the 2007 anti-factory campaign follows.
In 2007, the Chinese government planned to build a 300-acre, $1.4 billion chemical
factory in Xiamen, Southeast China. The chemical products proposed were known to cause
eye, ear, nose and throat irritations and damage the nervous system (The Standard 2007).
When Chemistry Professor Zhao at Xiamen University found out about the potential threats
to the local community posed by the building of this factory, she organized a petition of 100
other signatories against the building plan (EastSouthWestNorth 2007). Zhao’s petition was
based on an explosion at a chemical factory in Northern China in 2005, which had released
toxic chemicals into the Songhua River contaminating the water supply in the major city of
Harbin. Zhao submitted her petition not only to the local officials but also to the National
Development and Reform Commission in Beijing. However, since the growth of GDP is the
priority on the government’s agenda, the government approved the plan to build this factory
(The Standard 2007).
A blogger known as Lian Yue stepped in. He used his blog on Bullog.cn to circulate
Professor Zhao’s questions among the Xiamen public (EastSouthWestNorth 2007) because
the local newspapers and television news were disseminating only positive aspects of the
plan. After Lian Yue and other Internet commentators raised the potential threats posed
by this factory, reporters from national magazines started arriving in Xiamen to interview
Lian Yue and report on the local residents’ protests (The Standard 2007). Another blogger,
Zoula, sent live updates on the local residents’ demonstrations from his mobile phone to his
blog (Kennedy 2007). Local residents mobilized quickly when they heard that the factory
threatened the environment. President Hu Jintao paid attention to the protests and, on May
29, government officials agreed to review the plan of the factory originally approved in 2005.
A delay in building was agreed and it was later confirmed that the factory would be built at
another place (Zaobao.com 2008a).
The 2007 anti-factory campaign is a clear demonstration of collective dissent free from
Chinese government intervention (see the epigraph to this section). But it is impossible to
conclude that these signs of early stages of liberalization will lead China to democracy. For
China to move from these early stages to further levels of liberalization, the existing episodes
of liberal behaviour would have to be replicated and accumulate in ways that institutionalize
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such liberal practices, so that people see that exercising free rights will continue to go
unpunished and so “dare to do the same” (O’Donnell & Schmitter 1986, p. 7). The early
stages of liberalization are fraught by their dependence upon government approval, which is
likely to be unreliable and inconsistent.
Based on how the Chinese government exercises power — especially its implementation
of the censorship mechanisms on the Internet analyzed earlier in this chapter — it is safe to say
the exercise of governmental power in China remains inconsistent, “arbitrary and capricious”
(O’Donnell & Schmitter 1986, p. 7). Cases such as those examined in this chapter that have
displayed evidence of early stages of political liberalization in Chinese cyberspace are also
subject to a crucial factor that will determine whether China will proceed to liberalize further:
namely, the liberalized practices identified are not likely to accumulate, meaning that any
other cases of political liberalization are equally likely to remain isolated. I will strengthen this
point through some examples.
Take the two cases of politically “incorrect” ideologies already mentioned (see Figures
5.7 and 5.8). Although China has nearly 300 million Internet users, the Sina blog entry on
“dictators and the future of China democracy” has only 51 readers with 5 comments (Figure
5.8). The other blog entry on the “1989 massacre” is even more unpopular (Figure 5.7); it has
had hardly any visitors apart from me. This phenomenon can be explained by remembering
the demographics of Internet users in China. It is not hard to tell the posts with “incorrect”
political views are written by the older generations in China from the way they are written.
On the other hand, mainstream Internet users — nearly 70 per cent of the 300 million
netizens are under 30 years old — are not likely to post the same views as the older generation.
They tend to dislike the “incorrect” political views. Because they, China’s generation Y, have
experienced a peaceful China and comfortable life, they are far more interested in enjoying
their personal freedom than getting involved in politics. As a pop song in Chinese cyberspace
goes:
No Communist Party, no new China;
No new China, no new life;
No new life, no sexual life;
No sexual life, how can I survive?! (Baidu 2008)

The Chinese blogosphere case study in Chapter 6 further illustrates Chinese Generation
Y’s preference for pursuing personal rather than political freedom.
The seemingly arbitrary, capricious exercise of governmental power in China
manipulates this preference and political loyalty, working in diverse ways and with careful
timing to prevent incidents building up in ways that could threaten the regime. In the case
of the 2007 campaign organized largely by the successful dissemination of information by
videos on blogs against the government’s plan to build a chemical factory in Xiamen, although
unsanctioned protests had a noticeable influence on the government’s decision making, there
were other subsequent actions. First, the government shut down the blog service provider
of Lian Yue’s blog. Second, in the last few days of 2007, two government ministries, China’s
State Administration of Radio, Film and Television (SARFT) and Ministry of Information
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Industry (MII), co-published the new Regulations for Online Audio and Video Services.
These took effect from 31January 2008 (Marbridge Daily 2007) and included the following
regulation: “unlicensed companies are not allowed to provide audio and video upload services
for individuals, and even licensed companies may not allow individuals to upload news
content” (chinasarft.gov.cn 2007).

Democracy remains a distant prospect
Authoritarian rulers may tolerate or even promote liberalization in belief that by opening
up certain spaces for individual and group action, they can relieve various pressures and
obtain needed information and support without altering the structure of authority, that
is, without becoming accountable to the citizenry for their actions or subjecting their
claim to rule to fair and competitive elections. (O’Donnell and Schmitter 1986, p. 9)

Chinese authorities, while allowing some individuals and some groups to influence
government decision-making in isolated episodes, have not moved to encourage systematic
participation of the general population in political processes. There has been no spread and
accumulation of liberalization, no institutionalization of liberal practices — the conditions
O’Donnell and Schmitter (1986) identified as essential for liberalization to lead to
democratization. Without structural changes that weaken centralized political control, there
is no opportunity to change existing political systems (Zheng 2008, p. 88). In other words,
democratization requires structural change, whereas liberalization can take place within an
existing political framework. That is how authoritarian regimes can tolerate limited signs of
political liberalization — and may even be encouraged as a means of maintaining people’s
loyalty.
I argue, therefore, that in the case of China opportunities to discuss political matters
have been limited in order to legitimate and stabilize the existing political framework.
However, other tactics control this political freedom. For example, the government stimulates
nationalist sentiment by encouraging consumerism in Chinese cyberspace. Shaping Chinese
netizens’ core identities as consumers, rather than citizens, is the ultimate goal of the Chinese
government. In Foucault’s terms, creating limited so-called free political spaces enables people
to develop technologies of self which can be controlled, if necessary, subtly and indirectly —
to the extent that individuals will see codes or rules as representations or technologies of truth
(1983, p. 214).

Political stability
This chapter has examined the fundamental question “Is the Internet bringing political change
in China?” It has considered current Internet censorship practices in China and analyzed the
limited freedoms allowed in Chinese cyberspace. It found that limited liberalism legitimates
and stabilizes the existing political framework in China through shaping Chinese Internet
users as consumers rather than citizens.
The limited freedoms of political expression afforded people in Chinese cyberspace
possibly mark the beginning of wider political freedoms. However, to predict that
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these tentative signs in cyberspace will lead to wholesale political democratization is a
misrepresentation of reality. The government has in part created the environment for current
political freedoms, and is deliberately allowing limited degrees of personal autonomy as an
indirect means of maintaining people’s loyalty to the state. The Chinese people, particularly
the young generation, have been ready to accept this balance of freedom and power because
they acknowledge that they have considerably more freedoms than earlier generations. That is
why the Chinese government has not needed direct Internet censorship when Western media
have criticized China’s human rights practices. Rather than agreeing, Chinese bloggers have
perceived such criticism as an attack on China’s reputation. In all the examples discussed in
this book, Chinese netizens have been quick to defend China’s actions. Therefore, Chinese
bloggers do not experience existing Internet censorship strategies as problematic and
nationalist discourse remains a feature of their responses to the unpopular Western focus on
censorship issues in China.
In sum, the analyses of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 suggest the structural changes required for
democratization are unlikely to happen in present-day China for three main reasons:
1. The government has stimulated national loyalty in Generation Y by
encouraging its increasing interest in consumerism.
2. Western and Chinese people have different experiences and understandings
of how censorship practices affect political sentiment in China, with the
majority of China’s Generation Y not feeling threatened by political censorship
because they have gained personal freedom not previously allowed.
3. General Western assumptions about the political implications of the Internet
in China are not borne out by the political realities.
Because the differences in understanding between the West and China on censorship
and its implications for freedom and democracy are so marked, Chapter 6 provides a detailed
examination of a blogging incident that attracted considerable international attention and
was one of the original stimuli for this book. The case analysis provides strong support for the
argument mounted in the previous chapters.

PART III
Stabilizing China’s Polity

6

六
Nationalism as a Consumer-Oriented Product
In Chapter 2 I examined the Chinese blogging community as a case of Chinese government
encouragement of consumerist culture in order to stimulate nationalism. In this chapter,
I focus on one blogging phenomenon in particular, the Anti-CNN website established in
the Chinese blogosphere, in order to portray how the Chinese government also regulates
nationalism to prevent it from getting out of control. I argue that although party propaganda
does not cause the nationalist sentiments of Chinese bloggers, as is the dominant perception
in the West, those sentiments are, as suggested recently (Fong 2004; Zhao 2002; Zhou 2005),
not free from Chinese state intervention. Drawing on the explanations offered in Part II of
this book, together with an analysis of samples collected from the Anti-CNN forum, this
chapter argues that instead of using a direct tool such as propaganda, the Chinese government
shapes bloggers’ nationalist sentiments by encouraging their reliance on consumer culture.

A rational approach to nationalism
The Anti-CNN episode
On 18 March 2008, a 23-year-old male Chinese graduate from Tsinghua University registered
the domain name “anti-cnn.com” in response to what he perceived as biased Western coverage
of the Tibetan unrest. He followed this with the registration of a series of domain names such
as “anti-bbc.com”, “anti-voa.com”, “anti-spiegel.com”, “anti-ntv.com”, and “anti-rtl.com”.
Two days later, on 20 March, the website “anti-cnn.com” was activated, going online with a
headline on its homepage: “The truth of Tibet: full documentation of how the Western media
slanders China”. As the website indicated, Anti-CNN did not only object to the American
company CNN, but also to many other Western media agencies, such as the BBC, Der Spiegel,
La Repubblica, n-tv, Bild, Fox News Channel and RTL (Wikipedia Contributors 2009). The
website stated, “We are not against the western media, but against the lies and fabricated stories
in the media. We are not against western people, but against the prejudice in western society”
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(Anti-CNN 2008c). Meanwhile, the Anti-CNN website publicized its e-mail address, calling
on Chinese netizens to collect what the website called “the evidences of Western media’s ‘evil
behaviours’” and send them to Anti-CNN’s e-mail account. Domestic Chinese websites and
overseas Chinese online communities promptly relayed this announcement, while Chinese
netizens quickly spread the message in cyberspace through QQ, MSN and other platforms.
According to the Anti-CNN site, it received several hundred e-mails that either reported on
untrue Western coverage or more generally expressed support for Anti-CNN.
On 21 March 2008, the same day overseas Chinese students were asked to respond to
the call for evidence, a public letter from overseas Chinese students referring to the current
Western media as “the Nazi German media by Josef Goebbels” was sent to the Western media
via publication in a Singaporean online newspaper, which attracted attention around the
world (Zaobao.com 2008b). Western media such as Agence France Presse (AFP), Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ), American National Public Radio (NPR), and the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) quickly reported the establishment and actions of AntiCNN.com. At the same time, “Don’t be like CNN” became a popular slogan in Chinese
cyberspace.
On 27 March 2008, the Chinese Foreign Ministry’s regular press conference included
a question from a Western journalist asking whether the Chinese government had financed
or supported the Anti-CNN website. Qin Gang, the Ministry’s regular spokesman, replied,
What you mentioned displays a social phenomenon that is worth our reflections. You
wonder whether Chinese government has been involved. You should take a look at
some of the Western coverage. Do you think the social phenomenon needs the Chinese
government’s stirring up? It is completely the irresponsible and unethical Western reports
that infuriated our people to voice voluntarily their condemnation and criticism”. (Qin
2008, 27 March)

Qin Gang did not clarify whether the government had initially financed or supported
the Anti-CNN website, but his answer, at least seemingly, encouraged Anti-CNN sentiments
in China. On 1 April 2008, Chinese Central Television, a major state media source, reported
Anti-CNN.com for the first time in a special program, “Warn CNN sternly: why are Chinese
netizens angry?” (CCTV.com 2008a). The founder of the website then received a large amount
of attention in domestic China. On 13 April, Chinese Central Television broadcast a special
interview with the Anti-CNN.com founder entitled “A battle not on your own”(CCTV.com
2008b), and some Chinese netizens praised the founder as a national hero (IDO 2008).
On 18 April 2008, Anti-CNN.com called for official protests after the CNN news
commentator Jack Cafferty, in the political program “The Situation Room”, described Chinese
products as junk, and Chinese people as goons and thugs (Mostrous 2008). The Anti-CNN
website provided an official complaint letter in English and Chinese which, it suggested, all
Chinese netizens should print, sign and post to CNN’s Beijing office. Thousands of Chinese
netizens followed the suggestion. Meanwhile, a plan to boycott French goods on China’s
national public holiday, 1 May, in response to the French boycott of the Olympic Torch
Rally in Paris was a point of hot discussion in China. Two days later, on 20 April, Chinese
Central Television made another program about Anti-CNN, the theme of the program this
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time focusing on rationality. The program was entitled “Rationality makes patriotism more
powerful” (CCTV.com 2008c). Three days later, Anti-CNN published a letter on its website
calling for rational patriotism, which stated plans such as boycotting French goods, burning
foreign flags and protesting in front of embassies were irrational and should be controlled
(Anti-CNN.com 2008a).
From 13 May through the following month, Anti-CNN’s focus shifted to the Sichuan
earthquake appeal. On 13 May, 35 hours after the Sichuan earthquake, the Anti-CNN
website posted its first multilingual earthquake appeal video invoking Chinese communities
worldwide to offer aid. It produced almost 100 videos for the earthquake appeal in one
month to 13 June.
After the earthquake appeals, from mid-June 2008, Anti-CNN returned to its focus on
Western media bias, revealing numerous examples of Western coverage and advertisements
that it considered to contain elements that humiliated China. Later, the website still continued
to supply examples from North American and European media sources that, taken overall,
it alleged misrepresented China in general. As the website originally stated, this time was a
struggle of resistance against Western hegemonic discourse, and the Chinese people should
understand the long-term, difficult and complex nature of the fight (see, also, Kennedy 2008).

Anti-CNN members
It is important to note the demographic characteristics of Anti-CNN members during this
period. By mid-2009, the Anti-CNN site had 148,967 registered members. According to the
personal information the website collected in a member survey at this time (3,976 members
responded), the majority were China’s Generation Y, only 3 per cent being more than 40 years
old and less than 1 per cent above 50 years old. The majority were under 30, and they had
also attended college or above (see Figure 6.1).
Anti-CNN members fitted within the general profile of netizens, bloggers, and
Generation Y in China. The Anti-CNN website community, therefore, makes an appropriate
case site for an examination of the Chinese government’s effective use of consumer culture to
manage nationalist discourse among Generation Y.

Anti-CNN website responsibilities
In the twelve months after it was founded, Anti-CNN.com fulfilled two roles: timely
empowering and restraining of nationalist sentiments. On the one hand, the site gathered
evidence of what it considered Western media bias from around the globe and published it in
the Anti-CNN forum, thus enabling members to comment and express their anger. On the
other hand, the nationalist sentiments once stimulated were in some cases contained when
the bloggers’ anger became extreme and a potential danger to the state.
This double duty of the Anti-CNN site is evident throughout the course of its growth.
From the day the site was founded until mid April 2008, the task of the website was to
criticize Western media coverage and call on Chinese netizens’ patriotism. Simultaneously,
Chinese Central Television’s programs sent out the same message, warning CNN sternly and
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also claiming that the founder of the Anti-CNN website was not on his own in this battle
against Western media bias (CCTV.com 2008a).
However, by the end of April, nationalist sentiments had risen to the extreme that some
netizens started calling for offline actions, such as boycotting French goods in supermarkets
and street protests. At this point, nationalist sentiments expressed online called for restraint.
The Anti-CNN site’s timely exhortation to the angry Chinese youth to calm down came in
the form of a published letter from overseas Chinese to mainland compatriots; this letter
encouraged more ‘rational’ behaviour and patriotic displays. As before, the Chinese Central
Television echoed the Anti-CNN’s message. The Anti-CNN founder addressed the site’s
members through a broadcast interview, stating that in order to maintain the stability of the
country, protests and campaigns must be stopped:

Figure 6.1: Age and education composition of Anti-CNN members
Source:http://www.anti-cnn.com/forum/cn/viewthread.php?tid=12025&highlight=%E7%BD%91%E6%B0
%91%E8%B0%83%E6%9F%A5 (accessed 20 July 2009)
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We are very happy that most of our netizens have remained rational and restrained.
What we are doing is sending a signal, an attitude, and a warning to those Westerners,
who are hostile to China, that they shouldn’t ignore the feelings of our 1.3 billion people.
But to reduce unnecessary trouble, to avoid giving opportunities to the rioters, to not
provide materials for the distorted Western media, we should not be deceived by the
hostile group, and campaigns and protests, therefore, must be prohibited. What we need
is stability. As our netizens said, we should give our motherland a peaceful sky; we should
lessen the burden of our government; we should make law enforcement easier. (AntiCNN Founder, CCTV.com, 20 April 2008)

The Anti-CNN phenomenon
The Anti-CNN case demonstrates the close ties between nationalism and consumerism
in China’s cyberspace. It confirms what I argued in Chapter 3, namely, the nationalist
sentiments of China’s young generations can be manipulated through its increasing reliance
on consumerism. But the nationalization of consumerism seen in this case differs from that
described by Gerth (2003). Gerth argues that the nationalization of consumerism in China
imposes serious constraints on individuals, because it calls for Chinese people to consume
products made in China (p. 15), which was a popular call to the previous generation. For
Chinese Generation Y, however, loving the motherland does not necessarily prohibit its
consumption of products made in the West. In the case of the Anti-CNN site, in particular,
Chinese Generation Y’s anti-Western sentiments are evidently formed alongside and apart
from the new consumer culture.
As I have already argued in previous chapters and in this chapter, nationalism has
the potential to become a threat to the Chinese government. Consequently, the Chinese
government is handling this phenomenon cautiously by restricting nationalistic sentiment
to the domain of consumerism. Consumerism is encouraged — authorized — because it
stabilizes society, consolidates power and minimizes any potential threat to the nation-state.
I elucidate this explanation in this section with three examples: the spread of the pop song
“Don’t be like CNN” in cyberspace, the promotion of Anti-CNN sentiments through Chinese
“true-man” cyber-shows, and the selling of Anti-CNN products.

The pop song “Don’t be like CNN”
In April 2008, a song called “Don’t be like CNN”, created by one of the Anti-CNN members,
was released on the Chinese forums of the Anti-CNN website. It was soon popular with the
Chinese youth, partly because the style of the music suited the young generation’s taste. The
song is in a rap style, and uses Britney Spear’s “Baby one more time” as its background music.
It was nominated as “the best song in Chinese cyberspace in 2008”, and the slogan “Don’t be
like CNN” was nominated as “the most popular slogan in China in 2008”. I translated the
lyrics as follows:
Don’t be like CNN/ Western media like bull-shitting/ They unite together to separate
Tibet from China; that’s their fond dream/ Look at our five-thousand-year-long history/
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You are idiots in comparison with us/ You were crawling with your hands/ A piece of
bark you call body protection/ Now you pretend to be cool in front us/ You are big,
stupid, Western pigs.
Tibet belongs to China/ Dalai Lama wants to separate Tibet from China/ It is us who
need to maintain the integrity of our motherland/ How can you foreigners point us
directions?/ If you dare walk a step further, we will let you die without a burial place/
China needs to rise up and reunify/ No matter how bitter it is, China needs to/ It will
not let Tibet separate.
China is no longer a weak country/ The open reform policy brought us happy life/
We don’t allow you to snatch any part of our territory/ We look down upon you/Tibet
belongs to China; nothing else needs to be said/ We are a populous country with 1.3
billion brothers and sisters/ Our spit will drown you/ Deutsche Welle, CNN, and BBC,
you are a bunch of idiots/ The Chinese are not to be mocked or messed around. (Jiang
2009)

The song itself became extremely popular as a piece of entertainment, but through its
three minutes and thirty seconds satiric description of the Western media, China’s Generation
Y was also consuming its extreme anti-Western and Sino-centric sentiments.

The promotion of the “C” Gesture through online “True-Man” shows
The second example I present here is the promotion of Anti-CNN sentiment through a
popular form of online entertainment in China, online “true-man” shows. Almost every
social networking website in China has a section of online true-man shows. On these shows,
individual netizens post photos of themselves in cyberspace. Posting photos became popular
among the young generation because it provides opportunities for finding beautiful girls and
good-looking boys, and making friends offline. On the Anti-CNN site, Chinese netizens
created the photographic pose called the “C” gesture, which expressed their angry feelings
towards Western media and encouraged other netizens to post photos of themselves making
the gesture.
Using the “C” gesture in photo-posts to true-man shows is a passionate form of
nationalism for Chinese bloggers, enabling them as individuals to show community of
spirit in consumerist settings. In effect, nationalist sentiments are being channelled through
consumer culture. As one of the initiators of the “C” gesture said,
CNN has reported Chinese domestic affairs in a hostile manner many times, and
distorted the truth. It is obviously done to interfere in our domestic affairs. Although
we have been developing fast recently, we don’t deserve jealousy. So to express my strong
protest against CNN, I, a little girl, am here posting my private photo in this discussion
forum to attract everybody’s attention to boycott CNN together (see Figure 6.2).

This girl’s appeal attracted significant attention. Her post received more than 700
replies. Remarkably, though, most of the comments she received did not concern the AntiCNN sentiments as she had anticipated, but her as an individual: for example, “You have
beautiful skin”, “Your earrings are so big”, “Pretty girl”, and “Looking forward to more of
your photos” (see Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.2: Anti-CNN “C” gesture of online true-man show
Source: http://tt.mop.com/club/read_2284360.html (accessed 21 July 2009)

Figure 6.3: Examples of comments on the C gesture
Source: http://tt.mop.com/club/read_2284360.html (accessed 21 July 2009)
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In this instance, use of the “C” gesture displays the complicated connection between
consumerism and nationalism in China. Nationalist discourse is not the focus as such, but
Chinese Generation Y is consuming and interacting with nationalism along with all the
economic and other social consumerism that interests it. Hence, consumer culture in Chinese
cyberspace, which the government encourages, in effect authorizes nationalist discourse.
Personal freedom, nationalism and stability are empowered through the promotion of Chinese
people’s consumer identities. But how deeply does this nationalism penetrate?

Chinese nationalism
The Anti-CNN website has forums in Chinese and English. Content analysis of posts and
comments from these forums demonstrates that the website contributors view any negative
Western coverage on China as hostile.
In the English forum, of the nineteen discussion boards, three have numerous posts:
‘Western Media Bias’, ‘The Facts of Tibet’, and ‘Comments and Discussions’. The three
discussion boards share the same theme. The Western Media Bias board posts examples of
biased Western coverage gathered worldwide; The Facts of Tibet board attempts to prove that
Western coverage of Tibet is untrue by posting what posters consider to be the facts, and;
Comments and Discussions includes posts from Westerners and domestic Chinese discussing
coverage alleged to be biased. I now consider the focus of postings on the Western Media
Bias board, the board focusing exclusively on Western media bias, on the Anti-CNN website
English forum.
I collected posts over one month, from 18 April 2008 to 18 May 2008. Based on this
sample, what the Chinese bloggers consider biased I categorize as four types: politicizing
events, and negative, misleading and one-sided news. It was interesting also to note that
Chinese bloggers compared the Western reports with Chinese Central Television news and
other propaganda machinery in China in order to judge whether a Western report was biased.
They argued bias in three ways:
1. If news reported by the Western media was not reported by the Chinese
media, then the Western media was biased because the news was untrue and
the Western media was racist. For example:
Sample No. 71 (26/04): Follow up — the story of the American being attacked is fake
Anti-CNN members’ comments: The item couldn’t be confirmed on Chinese domestic
media; therefore, it’s another distortion.

2. If negative news reported by the Western media was reported by the Chinese
media as well, then the Western media was still biased because it consistently
focused on flaws. For example:
Sample No. 55 (26/04): CNN’s anti-Chinese campaign — CNN special: Made in China
Anti-CNN members’ comments: CNN focuses on flaws again.

3. If positive news reported by the Chinese media was not reported by the
Western media, then the Western media was biased. For example:
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Figure 6.4: Guideline of the leading discussion board of Anti-CNN Chinese forum
Source: http://www.anti-cnn.com/forum/cn/ (accessed 20 July 2009)

Figure 6.5: An example of political posts on Anti-CNN Chinese forum with a positive tone
Source: http://www.anti-cnn.com/forum/cn/thread-156863-1-2.html (accessed 20 July 2009)

Figure 6.6: Example of posts on democracy
Source: http://www.anti-cnn.com/forum/cn/thread-156560-1-2.html (accessed 21 July 2009)
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Sample No. 60 (18/04): Pictures in China, but not yet in the West (3) — Lhasa
Anti-CNN members’ comments: Biased Western media, because the pro-China photos on
CCTV were not shown in the Western media.

The Chinese bloggers’ criteria indicate the importance of follow-up investigation into
media conflicts and misunderstanding between China and the West, but that is not this
book’s focus. It is important to note here, however, the Anti-CNN website members’ belief in
the Chinese government any time there is a difference between Western broadcasts and state
media coverage in China. Their trust is clearly illustrated in the Chinese version of the forum
on the Anti-CNN site.
In the Chinese forum, one discussion board was far ahead of others at the time of data
collection, with more than 1,000 daily posts in contrast to less than 50 posts on average per
day on other discussion boards. Most of the posts on this discussion board are political. They
include discussions of the corruption of government officials, democracy, and government
policies. At the same time, as the website itself concludes, the tone of the posts collected was
“patriotic, open, positive, passionate and rational, national and international” (see Figure
6.4).
Hence, although this discussion board tends to contain topics that are by nature negative
and sensitive, such as those about government officials’ corruption and freedom of expression,
all the posts at the time of my research were positive about the government. For example, a
post entitled “My personal experience and opinion on freedom of expression and the election
system” stated that, according to the writer’s experience of living in the West as an overseas
Chinese person, Western capitalism was actually learning from socialism, and he believed that
the Chinese government supported freedom of expression (see Figure 6.5).
The postings on democracy, however, mainly indicated how unsuitable Western
democracy was for Asian countries (see Figure 6.6). For example, a post entitled “If this is
Western democracy, I’d rather not have it!” pasted photos of violence between a policeman
and anti-government protesters in Thailand in April 2009.
Thus, the content analysis of the Anti-CNN forum strengthens the argument of
Chapter 2. Nationalist discourse in China proves that political topics are no longer taboo,
especially in cyberspace where Chinese netizens appear to have some political freedom albeit
within clearly understood limits. Nationalist discourse that politicizes, nationalizes and
encourages the consumer culture in Chinese cyberspace fits within these limits. In these
spheres, the Chinese are personally empowered through adopting identities as consumers.

Consuming nationalism
The Anti-CNN website, like most sites in Chinese cyberspace, encourages consumer
spending despite the nationalist, political character of its creation. In addition to encouraging
nationalist debate, it sells nationalistic products. On its one-year anniversary, the website
released products targeted at its members. In less than 10 days, there were more than 300
orders for the products (Anti-CNN.com 2008b). These offers included memorial books,
T-shirts, computer mouse pads, and bags, each with references to Anti-CNN and at affordable
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Figure 6.7(a): Memorial book of Anti-CNN,
priced at 16 Chinese Yuan (US$1.80)
Source: http://www.anti-cnn.com/forum/cn/thread
-149649-1-1.html (accessed 22 July 2009)

Figure 6.7(b): Anti-CNN DIY T-shirt, priced at
36 Chinese Yuan (US$5)
Source: http://www.anti-cnn.com/forum/cn/thread
-149649-1-1.html (accessed 22 July 2009)

Figure 6.7(c): Anti-CNN mouse pad, priced at 12
Chinese Yuan (US$1.50)
Source: http://www.anti-cnn.com/forum/cn/thread
-149649-1-1.html (accessed 22 July 2009)

Figure 6.7(d): Anti-CNN handbag, priced at 36
Chinese Yuan (US$5)
Source: http://www.anti-cnn.com/forum/cn/thread
-149649-1-1.html (accessed 22 July 2009)
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prices for individuals wanting to identify with the website and its national perspective (see
Figure 6.7).
Commercializing Anti-CNN, then, has two linked implications, first, finance and
second, identity. The Anti-CNN website owners pursued commercialization because it would
make them money, and Anti-CNN members desired to purchase the products to personally
identify with the site. In this case, nationalist discourse has empowered consumerist discourse;
the focus on nationalism has again led to influencing the young generation politically, but as
consumers rather than citizens seeking voting rights.

Shaping citizens as consumers
Examples such as the Anti-CNN website phenomenon display how netizens’ identities can
be influenced. Because the consumer culture in cyberspace has the support of the Chinese
government, consumerism would seem to be one of its goals for the people. As a governing
strategy, it is a means of both encouraging and controlling nationalism.
The Chinese government’s development of the Internet has been largely influenced by
its potential for commerce and, therefore, its capacity to support national economic growth. At
the same time, the government is cautious about allowing free access to e-technology because
an unregulated cyberspace might undermine the power and authority of the CCP. Hachigian
(2001, p. 118) describes the government’s Internet strategy as tripartite in that it encourages
economic growth and some personal freedom yet contains potentially unregulated use of
cyberspace by both exploiting and controlling its best characteristics. The development of the
Internet in China is very much more than a popular communication tool open to everyone.
The government endorses its popular use as a means of encouraging a consumer culture and
the economic return it can bring with it. The government realizes that individual users must
be granted enough cyber freedom to communicate and spend, that too much control will
only kill individuals’ desire to go online (Tai 2006, p. 97) and so restrain national growth.
When Chinese netizens embrace consumerism, the government praises them for supporting
the national economy. Being a consumer for China (Qiu 2003, p. 18) is a patriotic duty.
In such ways, freedom to speak online has developed. Political topics are no longer
prohibited when they centre on nationalism and pride in China. Meanwhile, the young
have become independent online consumers (Powell & Cook 2007) whose interests are
channelled to purchase and socialize. Buying for China consumes young people’s interest.
They feel free, and, indeed, have a measure of freedom not available to previous generations.
Generation Y’s appreciation of, and gratitude for, its burgeoning economic and social liberty
restrain its desire to seek political liberty, so there is no need for direct control. Instead, any
political interventionist strategies are diverted from major entities such as national political
organizations to smaller, more local communities (Rose 1999, pp. xxi–xxii). These microlocales implement political control using indirect strategies of governance common to more
liberal democratic groupings (Rose and Miller 2001).

7

七
The Current Political Framework in China:
Consolidation or Change?
We, the post-80s of China, grew up with the ideological conflicts between the East and
the West; we have very complicated ideological experience, but this has confirmed our
love for our nation-state, because we all know, without our nation-state, we wouldn’t
have the happy life we are having now. What makes the Westerners scared is not the
appearance of a patriotic generation, but the appearance of a generation who have
independent thought, who love their country with rationality. (Anti-CNN Founder,
CCTV.com, 2008c)

Consolidation and change
Compared with previous generations, Chinese people enjoy many freedoms, which are
evidence of societal change. These freedoms are mainly personal rather than political, however,
even though the liberties Chinese people now enjoy as Internet users also allow slightly more
extensive freedom to discuss political matters than previously, as the research in this book
has shown. Empowered by online consumerist discourse, netizens now have opportunities
to debate in cyberspace the issues that matter to them. On the whole, these do not include
political matters, except when these matters necessitate the demonstration of the national
loyalty so emphatically demonstrated in the bloggers’ episode in which Chinese Generation
Y, the main users of Chinese cyberspace, registered their anger at Western media’s analyses of
censorship mechanisms in current China. The government was happy to allow, as this book
argues, these demonstrations of national loyalty (see the epigraph above, for example). The
collusion between the young generation and the government in this episode suggests very
strongly that radical political change, such as the shift from an authoritarian to a democratic
government, is not likely to take place anytime soon in China.
As this book has portrayed, the current generation of young Chinese, Generation Y,
was the first to grow up in the time of economic reform in China resulting from governmental
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policy that opened it up to the outside world. This generation was the first in China born
after the sudden switch from Maoism to hedonism. As only children, due to China’s modern
one child per family policy, members of the young generation have been referred to as the
“sun” in the family, that is, at its centre, well-fed and over-protected (People’s Daily 2008).
Again, compared with previous generations, Generation Y has been encouraged to develop
a consumerist ideology alongside the expansion of Internet technology and better education
opportunities. Consequently, this generation has had better opportunities to explore the
world with many young Chinese studying overseas following graduation from college or high
school.

National loyalty
Against this background of modern change and consolidation, the epigraph to this chapter
conveys two messages from China’s Generation Y to the rest of the world:
1. The Generation Y of China, which grew up during Deng Xiaoping’s economic
reforms and the opening up of China to the West, loves China firmly and
deeply. Its strongest priority is to maintain the stability of the country. In
other words, to assist the government anchor the existing political framework
is central to how it interprets “loving one’s country”.
2. Anti-Western sentiments are embedded in Generation Y’s consciousness,
even though this generation is regularly exposed to Western culture, possibly
even living in the West as well as embracing a Western style of life. Because
Generation Y members consider themselves independent thinkers, they can
be explicit about who their friends and enemies are. They have this clarity
because they trust the Chinese government and believe it has provided them
with “the happy life”.

The seeming contradictions
What I have paid most attention to in this book are two contradictions: first, between this
new generation’s embrace of Western culture along with its dislike of Western ideology, and;
second, its general political apathy alongside its passionate patriotism. At the same time as
the case study of Chinese blogging practice in this book demonstrates young people’s apathy
towards politics, the case study of the Anti-CNN website presents their anti-Western hostility.
The young Chinese generation, although it actively embraces the West, is also proud of what
China has accomplished and so resents Western criticism of its country.
The events mentioned in this book also have to be interpreted against the background of
China’s general enthusiasm for a market economy and the Internet, which, as my analysis has
shown, is fundamentally characterized by liberalization and control. Within the contradictory
context this book identifies, the anger of China’s Generation Y towards Western media makes
sense. It also becomes possible to understand why common Western assumptions about the
political implications of the Internet in China — for example, their perceptions of the role
of the Chinese government in shaping the young generation’s anti-Western sentiments —
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take the form they do. Although I have argued in this book that the freeing of space for
political debate in China’s cyberworld seems to be an early sign of forthcoming political
liberalism, I have counter-argued that this limited political freedom is not likely to bring
political democracy to China in the foreseeable future. I have further claimed that the strategy
the government has adopted to shape the young generation’s anti-Western sentiments — for
example, Chinese bloggers’ anger towards the Western media — has been to encourage selfregulation, what Foucault has termed the “technologies of the self ” (1998a). Uniquely, and
therefore interestingly in China’s case, this could be called managed (that is, regulated) selfregulation. Specifically, the CCP’s strategy has been to stimulate nationalist discourse through
encouraging a consumerist culture that gives individuals personal freedoms and a sense of
personal empowerment via the consumer identities that they are encouraged to construct.
This book, therefore, illuminates a complex paradox of the patriotism of China’s Generation
Y angered at Western criticisms of anti-democratic practices as well as that generation’s
adoption of western consumerism and the intricacy of — the mutual dependence between
— the Chinese government’s strategy of liberalization and control to shape Generation Y’s
engagement with the West.

The political reality
This book has tried to show that Chinese bloggers’ anger at Western media criticism of
censorship practices in China is the intricate product of three factors, the first largely owing
to government intervention, however subtle or indirect at times, and the second and third the
results of differences of understanding and experience between China and the West:
1. Loyalty: Government endorsement of Generation Y’s increasing consumerism
has stirred nationalist sentiments.
2. The benign face of censorship: The majority of China’s Generation Y does
not see censorship of their freedom to speak as personally threatening because
they have personal economic freedom, for example, in cyberspace.
3. Apathy towards political freedom: Chinese enthusiasm for personal economic
freedom does not imply a corresponding desire for political liberty, as it
almost certainly would in the West.
Thus, China’s Generation Y and Western media have different expectations of the
political reality of current developments and domestic changes in China.

Liberalism and Chinese government tactics
Despite early signs of political liberalization in Chinese cyberspace, the seemingly liberal
environment of China’s Internet cannot be simply considered a sign of impending political
democratization, because political democracy would require structural changes. As is evident
in China, considerable liberalization can take place within an existing political framework. The
Internet has brought signs of political liberty to China’s cyberspace, but these signs are only
early signs, ones that can flourish, as they are doing, within an existing political framework.
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In reality, the areas in Chinese cyberspace in which netizens exercise freedom of speech
are predominantly apolitical, and among them those areas which do expand from apolitical to
political topics function to legitimate and stabilize the existing political framework. An era of
governing a young generation, Generation Y, which is mostly cyber-focused, requires different
strategies — Foucault’s technologies — from those required with previous generations of
young people. Generation Y’s distinctive, potentially contradictory, characteristics, that
is, its self-centredness and rebelliousness, has impelled the Chinese government to govern
more indirectly. As noted, indirect technologies regulate the economic and social conduct
of individuals and institutions without destroying their distinct or autonomous identities
(compare Miller & Rose 1990, p. 88). Yet a government may pass a law centrally which makes
it possible for it to influence the development of local activities at a distance over several
generations (Latour 1987, p. 232). Direct strategies of governance, such as state censorship,
then, are only needed from time to time to supplement indirect strategies determined on a
case by case basis by the central government. Thus, although Generation Y is free to pursue
its individual desires, the so-called free areas of action are actually controlled by the Chinese
government’s other tactics, for example, its stimulation of expressions of nationalism through
its empowerment of consumer culture online. By shaping Generation Y’s core identity as that
of the independent consumer, the government is simultaneously determining young people’s
reliance on the state.
The Chinese central party’s governance practices are prime examples of liberties finely
calibrated within a non-liberal regime. To put it simply, the government calculates the
amounts of personal liberty needed to maintain people’s loyalty to the state. The success of
its calculations enables it to govern in apparently enlightened, non-coercive ways within the
unchanging and powerful framework of an authoritarian regime. Thus, although China’s
Generation Y is allowed freedoms of actions which have liberal characteristics, the loyalties
to the state which these freedoms stimulate, at the same time, stabilize and strengthen the
present regime. So while China is labelled a non-liberal country, for the current young
generation of China with its everyday freedoms, which include a certain grade of freedom
to speak about political matters, China is as liberal as everyone wants (Bennett 2003, p. 62).
Despite the existence of disciplinary mechanisms and the exercise of centralized power, as I
have demonstrated in the discussions on censorship throughout this book, the government’s
real power lies in its ability to indirectly manage the self-governing capacities of individuals
in Chinese society.
Nevertheless, this book offers only a glimpse into the paradoxical feelings among
China’s Generation Y concerning the West, as well as the seemingly contradictory strategies
the Chinese government has employed to develop its Internet capacity and engage with the
West in the market-place. I am most aware of the fact, for example, that the everyday life
of Generation Y cannot be generalized according to this glimpse and that the exercise of
government may as often be variable as consistent — necessarily so if a government is to
be responsive as well as stable. As part of the case analyses included in this book, however,
I have sought to identify and illustrate what may prove to be important themes in China
as the country in the long term, through its young generation engaging with electronic
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communication and international trade.
In order to do this, I considered a range of supporting literature. The discipline areas
included Chinese and English sources in China studies, Asian studies, Internet studies,
political science, sociology and anthropology, complementing the primary research data I
gathered from Chinese cyberspace. These data together formed the base for the analyses in
Chapters 2, 5 and 6 of this book, enabling me to examine the implications of the social uses
of the Internet in China for political structural reforms in this country and to comprehend
how seemingly liberal developments in China are actually occurring without the state having
to abandon its non-liberal characteristics.
The following conclusions emerged as important themes during the research undertaken
for this book.

Most Generation Y members in China do not desire democracy
Chinese bloggers’ anti-Western sentiments enflamed online by Western media criticism of
censorship in China suggest that China is not ready for structural political reforms. While
since the founding of the PRC in 1949, nationalism in China has always contained a strong
anti-foreign sentiment, the latest wave of nationalism expressed by China’s Generation Y has
demonstrated a new anti-foreign element, namely, that democracy is undesirable.

Contrasting concepts of censorship in China and the West
Chinese bloggers’ anger at Western criticisms of Chinese censorship practices demonstrates
a major difference in understanding between China and the West. As the historical survey
in this book of Chinese traditions of censorship from the Song Dynasty when publishing
became a thriving enterprise in China to present-day China with its hybrid media landscape
has highlighted, Chinese people are actually enjoying considerably more freedom of speech
than in the past. The West’s lack of understanding of the historical background to China’s
censorship practices is a major factor in Chinese bloggers’ hostility towards Western media
and the latter’s insensitivity to Chinese cultural values.

Contrasing concept of consumerism in China and the West
Consumerism currently dominates social change in China, particularly in cyberspace, where
being a consumer is now highly valued and encouraged. But consumerism is not a Chinese
word, and what is special and bewildering about China is that the country operated according
to totally opposite ideologies before the birth of consumerism. In three decades, the country
has swung from the puritanism of Maoist doctrine in the 1970s to anti-materialism campaigns
in the 1980s and then in the late 1990s to the sudden flourishing of hedonism (Qiu 2003).
As a consequence, while consumerism is exploited by the government it is at the same time
not trusted. The Chinese state allows and empowers its people as consumers on the one
hand while on the other it constructs sophisticated managing strategies, as I have shown, in
Chinese cyberspace. Chinese consumers are both self-regulating and regulated.
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Future directions
Research interest in the fundamental question of whether the Internet will bring democracy to
China has been growing for many years, particularly outside China. So far two major approaches
to the study of the political implications of the Internet in China have emerged: first, how the
Internet is controlled in China; and, second, the use of the Internet in China for democratic
or politically dissident purposes. Most analyses take the desire for democracy in China for
granted and proclaim the democratic potential of the Internet in China. Paralleling Internet
studies, studies of Chinese nationalism have paid attention to the complex interrelationship
of nationalism, the state, and democratization in China, particularly in the 1990s, and have
pointed out the non-compatibility of nationalism and democracy when it comes to China’s
national boundary problems (Chang 1998; Friedman 1997; He & Guo 2000, Yu 1996;
Sautman 1997). But in their analyses, these researchers and commentators again mainly take
Chinese people’s desire for democracy for granted in order to admit the democratic potential
of nationalism in China (He 2003; Wang 2003). Although recent studies have moved beyond
simply predicting whether the Internet or nationalism will help or hinder the development
of democracy in China, the approaches of these studies reveal the positive attitudes towards
democracy that is basically informed by the assumptions of Western ideologies.
In this book, without denying the assumptions of Western ideologies, I have generally
adopted a more concrete approach to analysis. For example, it was not inappropriate to take
the desire for democracy for granted before the latest wave of Chinese nationalism, because
Chinese nationalists’ desire for democracy has been apparent since Deng came to power
after Mao’s death. However, the new wave of Chinese nationalism represented by China’s
Generation Y born since the 1980s has shown a different attitude towards democracy. The
latest wave of Chinese nationalism, therefore, may subvert rather than advance the previous
positive findings on the democratic potential of the Internet in China.
Aligned with this new direction, future research might focus on four areas that, I believe,
are under-researched and deserve critical attention. They are as follows:
•

•
•

•

the clash between Western and Chinese media protocols, extant since the
origin of the mass media in different parts of the world and still operating
independently since globalization
ordinary citizens’ political participation in Chinese cyberspace, which is still in
its infancy
the online search for relationships, for example, the phenomenon of the human
flesh search engine, which illustrates social interaction as a virtual community
in a digital world dominated by new technologies
the widening division between netizens and non-netizens, and the latter’s
exclusion from contemporary Chinese society, an important factor in examining
whether the Internet can bring an authoritarian country to democracy.

In addition to these four research directions, I am excited by the possibility of
considering the liberal practices of Chinese governmentality as a source of enrichment for
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Western governmentality. The widely employed government practices of liberating areas
of activity for China’s young generation seem not to be undermining the current political
framework but instead to be consolidating it. I therefore find it pertinent and timely to ask
this research question: How can the practice of this new strategy of governance, implemented
through a new generation in modern China, contest and enrich governmentality theories in
Western theoretical paradigms? Above all, this book has employed the Western governmentality
theories to reveal internal paradoxes in the practice of governance in the Chinese context. It
has also demonstrated the benefits of shifting the analytic focus from the representation of
China as a sovereign power to a pastoral power.
As this book makes clear, nationalist sentiments can be stimulated through consumerism
using subtle censorship mechanisms. In this way, liberalism and governance are constantly
entangled. This continuing entanglement makes structural change in current China unlikely
but, at the same time, it cannot simply be ruled out as a future possibility. All that is possible
for researchers to aim for is to encapsulate and articulate the dynamics of a national state such
as China as a growing, living organism and to interpret government actions in the mixed
world environment in which it exists.

Appendices

Appendix 1: Examples of headlines of the BBC and in The New York Times
BBC
Date

Section

Headline

31 Dec 08
16 Dec 08
12 Dec 08
26 Nov 08
20 Nov 08
01 Aug 08
28 Jul 08
25 Mar 08
29 Aug 07
28 Aug 07
12 Jun 07
18 Dec 06
07 Nov 06
14 Feb 06
27 Jan 06
06 Jan 06
29 Dec 05
20 Oct 05
07 Sep 05
19 Aug 05
14 Jul 05
07 Jun 05
30 Apr 05

Asia-Pacific
Asia-Pacific
Asia-Pacific
Click
Asia-Pacific
Asia-Pacific
Technology
Asia-Pacific
Technology
Asia-Pacific
Asia-Pacific
Technology
Asia-Pacific
Technology
Asia-Pacific
Technology
Asia-Pacific
Asia-Pacific
Technology
Asia-Pacific
Asia-Pacific
Click
Technology

China town given survey answers
China’s internet ‘spin doctors’
Cyber crime attack from the East
Reaction: Chinese killer executed
Peru bets on China’s economic muscle
China lifts more internet curbs
China becomes biggest net nation
China’s battle to police the web
Virtual police patrol China web
Yahoo plea over China rights case
Yahoo’s China policy rejected
Net giants ‘still failing China’
‘Enemies of the internet’ named
Party elders attack China censors
Why Google in China makes sense
The great firewall of China
Top Chinese press editor sacked
E Asia ‘toughest for journalists’
Yahoo helped jail China writer
China’s breakneck media revolution
China curbs media joint ventures
Chinese blogs face restrictions
Breaking down the Great Firewall
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30 Apr 05
08 Mar 05
31 Aug 04

Asia-Pacific
Asia-Pacific
Asia-Pacific

Breaking down the Great Firewall
China’s tight rein on online growth
Chinese newspaper editor freed

The New York Times
Date

Headline

25 Mar 09
12 Mar 09
16 Feb 09
05 Feb 09
23 Dec 08
17 Dec 08
01 Oct 08
24 Aug 08
04 Aug 08
02 Aug 08

YouTube Blocked in China, Google Says
A Dirty Pun Tweaks China’s Online Censors
At Reading in Beijing, Noted Writer Is Stabbed
Chinese Learn Limits of Online Freedom as the Filter Tightens
China Unblocks The Times’s Web Site
China Is Said to Restore Blocks on Web Sites
Surveillance of Skype Messages Found in China
Slipping Over the Great Firewall of China
Beijing Under Wraps
Olympic Organizers to Weigh Unblocking More Web Sites

Appendix 2: Coverage on Tibet in Chinese Cyberspace
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Appendix 3: Topics containing “Tibet” as a key word in Strong Nation Forum

Appendix 4: Homosexual topics on Baidu
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